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”I see great value for Piteå's preschools with this form of project. The educators get
to broaden their competencies into their own professional didactics, by focusing on
selected topics within the various Erasmus projects. This raises the quality of our
education and teaching, we both contribute and learn from each other, between the
different partner countries. Sweden and also other countries have experienced a
negative trend in terms of children's linguistic development, that our children have a
lack of vocabulary, and they have poorer concentration and ability to absorb written
information and instructions, than the students a number of years ago. These
shortcomings are noticeable and can give students difficulties in coping with their
studies and achieving approved study results in primary and secondary school. By
stimulating the children to express themselves both linguistically and aesthetically,
we give the children a good basis for assimilating teaching and expressing
themselves in what they think and how they perceive things and can have
constructive conversations. I am very proud and happy that Piteå is a partner in this
Narrate project where you emphasize the value of starting from the children's
interests and that they can design interesting games, explorations, and creative
stories together. The project also highlights the value of good literature and
collaboration with libraries. I look forward to this narrative approach that will spread,
making a difference to our children's opportunities to achieve their potential.”

NARRATE PROJECT – Intellectual Output n.1
Handbook on the Narrative Approach implementation in Early Education

PREFACE

Head of Administration Education 
Piteå Municipality (Sweden)

Malin Westling 
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

NARRATE PROJECT – Intellectual Output n.1
Handbook on the Narrative Approach implementation in Early Education

1.
The structure of this handbook and how to use it.
This handbook is about the Narrative Approach application in Early education (0 to 6 years old). It is not merely a
new didact approach but rather a new philosophy in teaching with the youngest. In other words, if you want to apply
it, you must not give up your traditional didactic plan, but provide it differently: we hope this could be clearer later,
reading this book.
It is not necessary to read it from the beginning to the end, as a traditional essay. After reading this introduction, you
can choose what is your more profitable point to start.

The core module of the handbook is the chapters from 2 to 5. They treat the following topics:
CHAPTER 2: it is the “Theory” chapter where we try to provide an overview of the state of the art of the Narrative

Approach in Early Education.

CHAPTER 3: it is the “Methodology” chapter, where we try to explain a possible model to realize and describe the
Narrative Approach application to make it a comprehensive and full immersion system in school life.

CHAPTER 4: it is the “Experience” chapter containing the description of 8 good applications of the model in the
nurseries and preschools managed by the partner of this Erasmus+ project.

CHAPTER 5: it is the “Teachers’ Points of View” chapter, where the teachers involved in the experiences of the
previous chapter speak about their emotions, learnings and suggestions.

If you are a teacher, you could read the chapters in this order: 4, 3, 5 and 2.
If you are a scholar, you could read the chapters in this order: 2, 3, 4 and 5.
If you are a pedagogue or a manager, you could read the chapters in this order: 3, 4, 2 and 5.
And so on.

We will speak about “storytelling”, meant as one of the most important tools supporting the Narrative Approach,
but not an activity in itself, in the perspective of the Narrative Approach.
As a consequence, we will speak about the importance to have a strong and ongoing collaboration between
preschools and Libraries; we try to do that through some good inspirational practices arranged by the partners
of this Erasmus+ project, and some suggestions about how to build a reasonable bibliography on Child Literature.

You can start from one of them, and then follow another, without strict rules. Anyway, we could give some pieces of
advice, just to orient the reader:

You can start from wherever you want, actually, and only read a single chapter. What is important is you can feel free
to personalise the reading without being fear to ruin its effect and utility.

The chapters after 5 are complementary chapters and should be important after reading the core module of the
handbook. Only pay attention to chapter 6, because it is a chapter where we deal with two important issues of our
work:

Finally, this handbook is completed by a set of separated self-evaluation tools to permit the users to assess their
starting point and the quality level of the application stage by stage. 

2.
What is the Narrative Approach in short?
DEFINITION
The Narrative Approach in Early Education means adopting a teaching style based on children’s interests and
activeness, the respect of their learning time and, overall, supporting children’s natural tendency to be “story-
makers”, and not only “story-listeners”. Children naturally begin building knowledge starting from stories of their
experiences that they store in their memory and share with other children and adults. This is especially observable
when the children acquire some basic linguistic skills (starting around 24 months), but we can recognize its precursors
in many children’s free activities at the previous age, and in interactions with their caregivers.

Many researchers show that respecting these children’s native attitudes could
improve learning processes, socialization and well-being, especially in schooling.
Despite this evidence, not only a comprehensive methodological tool for Early
Education based on it has not been produced yet, but schooling and teaching are still
mainly based on the central role and interests of teachers (true planners of the
activities), conceptualisation and passive use of storytelling with the children.8



  PRESCHOOL  SYSTEM IN SWEDEN

1 . What is the general organization of the system
(political level)?

The  preschool is regulated nationally to some extent through the curriculum, the  Education Act and
a national supervisory authority. "The Swedish National Agency for Education and the Swedish
Schools Inspectorate." The  municipality has the operational responsibility for the preschool. The  
preschools in Sweden have the municipalities that governs, but there are also  private preschools that
can be parent cooperatives, staff cooperatives or  runs by educational companies.  

2.  When can a child start attending?   From 1 year old.  

3. Is the attendance conditioned by parents’ working
status? How? 

The children are entitled to preschool 15 hours a week, from the time the child is 1 year old, when the
child reaches the age of 3, it is free of charge (15 hours/week) parents must work or study to be
entitled to be able to attend more than 15 hours. Children who need extra time for their special needs
are entitled to preschool that is adapted to the needs of the special child.  

4. Usually, how many hours per day your services are
open? How many days per week? What is the annual
school calendar? 

The preschool can be open 13 hours / day if the parents' work requires this. Most children walk 7–9
hours/day.  We adapt the preschool's opening hours to the parents' schedule, but we can stay open
from 6:00 in the morning to 19:00 in the evening if necessary. The preschool is open Monday-
Friday. We also have one preschool that is open in the evenings, nights and weekends for families
who need this (parents who work). All preschools are open all year round, but for five weeks in July
and during Christmas holidays we have a service preschool where you gather the children who need
care.  

5. What are the involved professionals/practitioners
and what is their education? Is there some form of
supervision and/or pedagogical support)? Is there any
obligation for in-service training? How much?  

preschool teachers who are university educated, 3.5 years of study. These are responsible for the
education, and they have an overall responsibility for the class; 
second teachers who have upper secondary education, 3 years;
special educators who supervise the teachers in the work of providing the children with special
needs with the necessary support;
principals who are often trained teachers, with a leadership training;
administrators;
cook;
kitchen assistant;
cleaner;
janitors.

We have different professional categories working at our preschools;

3.
The partners of this Erasmus+ project and some tips about the referring preschool
system in the involved Countries.
The partnership having carried out this project is made up of:
A. Four preschool administrations (as we will mention even later, they belong to very different European Areas: North,
South, East and West, and we think this is an added value):

1. Preschools managed by the Municipality of Piteå (North of Sweden), coordinator.
2. Nurseries and Preschools managed by the Municipality of Imola (North of Italy).
3. Preschools managed by the Municipality of Tallinn (Estonia).
4. Nurseries managed by Elmer School Association in Brussels (Belgium).

B. Two specialized partners:

1.  University of Bologna (Italy), Course in Community and School Psychology.
2.  SERN – Sweden Emilia-Romagna Network, a subject expert in European projecting and networking.

This Handbook – and the other two IOs of this project – would like to be the first attempt to give a set of tools to
permit teachers, pedagogues and school managers to try to apply a coherent methodology to adopt the Narrative
Approach as a new teaching style and philosophy, and not only as some episodic activity.
After that, we hope that in the future other contributions could be provided by the readers of our work.

The part in orange in about children’s attendance;
The part in green is about didactic issues and children’s integration;
The part in blue is about parents’ duties/involvement.

You can find information about all the partners in the project website: Narrate – Narrate is an Erasmus+ project
(narrate-project.eu).

Following, some basic information about the four preschool system involved in this project. Readers can take into
account that:
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6. What are the main didactic topics of your
National/Regional Curriculum? Is it a comprehensive
curriculum or it is split between nursery and
preschool?

1. The fundamental values and tasks of the preschool.
2. Norms and values
3. Care, development, and learning
4. Participation and influence of the child
5. Preschool – home
6. Transfer and collaboration
7. Follow- up, evaluation and development
8. Responsibilities of preschool teachers in teaching
9. The head´s responsibilities
The preschool is part of the education system in Sweden 2010, previously the preschool belonged to
the social welfare system. We have a national school law that has clear laws and regulations that
apply to preschools. From 2011, we got a clearer curriculum for preschool, which refers to the
preschool teachers' responsibility for education.

7. What is the attendance rate of the ECEC system in
your Country? And in your town/city?

In Sweden, there is a relatively equal use of preschools throughout the country. Children start no
earlier than their 1st birthday and go to primary school in the year they turn 6. 
 Utilization rate based on age:
1. 1 year 50%
2. 2 years 91%
3. 3-5 years 95%

8. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children with special needs?

We don't have a special program to include children in either preschool or school, but we do have
guidelines in the Education Act and the curriculum. We have resource schools, and these are
becoming more numerous. In schools and preschools, we shall, to the extent possible, offer
adaptations and extra support, before we start with action programs. For the school, there is general
advice on how schools can work to adapt and include. We don't have a special program to include
children in either preschool or school, but we do have guidelines in the Education Act and the
curriculum. We have resource schools, and these are becoming more numerous. In schools and
preschools, we shall, to the extent possible, offer adaptations and extra support, before we start with
action programs. For the school, there is general advice on how schools can work to adapt and
include.

9. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children belonging to different cultures or
with families showing educational poverty? 

Since Sweden accepts refugees, we have special language classes where the children can attend a
period to gain basic knowledge of the Swedish language. When the student can adapt and
understand Swedish in order to cope with the teaching in school, the student is transferred to the
usual Swedish compulsory school or upper secondary school.

10. What is the rate of attendance of children
belonging to non-native families in the ECEC system
of your town/city? And in your school administration?

The families come from: Ukraine, Somalia, Eritrea, Congo, Syria…

There is no data to be obtained on the number of non-native families in the municipality. In most of
our preschools, we have children who have foreign-born parents, but the children themselves may
have been born in Sweden. In the central municipality, we have more multilingual children and
families represented in our classes, but on the outskirts of the municipality, we have very few foreign
children.

11.Is there a preparatory year between preschool and
primary school?

We have a one-year class called preschool class, where the 6-year-old children go. The preschool
class is compulsory and is always located in the same building as the primary school.

12. How much does attendance cost in your nursery
and preschools?

We have a system that is differentiated depending on the income of the parents. But we have a
maximum fee that must not exceed 100-150 euros /month. The fee varies depending on the age of
the children and how many children/ families attend preschool. If the parents have more than one
child, the fee is reduced.

13. Is there a formal regulation to govern the parent’s
involvement in preschool life? Could you describe it
shortly?

We are obliged to have one parent meeting per year where we present the preschool's teaching and
vision. According to the curriculum, we have an obligation to make it easier for parents to be involved
and have views on the content of the preschool. We have a parent council that gathers opinions and
views and presents these in a special parents-teachers meeting (1-2 times/year). Parents are invited
to an individual meeting concerning their child, at least once a year/it can be done more often if
necessary.
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PRESCHOOL SYSTEM IN BELGIUM – FLEMISH COMMUNITY

1 . What is the general organization of the system
(political level)?

In Belgium, ECEC is organized as a split system under the authority of the 3 language Communities
(Flemish, French and German). The Flemish Community is in charge of the ECEC services in Flanders
and the Flemish speaking ECEC services in Brussels, the bilingual capital of Belgium. 
ECEC from 0 till 3 years is organized by the Department of Welfare, while ECEC from 3 till 6 years is
part of the school system.
The services are provided by the Flemish Community, by local authorities or by social organisations. A
small part of ECEC for the youngest is provided by profit-organisations or by independent care takers.

2.  When can a child start attending?  
Children can attend ECEC from 3 months (or earlier in urgent cases). Kindergarten can start at 2,5
year.

3. Is the attendance conditioned by parents’ working
status? How? 

In ECEC for 0-3 years priority groups are stated: for 20% of the children priority goes to parents who
need childcare for economical reasons, such as work, vocational training leading to work, combined
with one of the following criteria: single parent families, families with low income, children in foster
care. Also siblings have priority. For services with an additional mandate for working with vulnerable
families, there is absolute priority for these families. They have the criteria mentioned above,
additional criteria are low qualified parents and families with a problematical health or care situation. 

4. Usually, how many hours per day your services are
open? How many days per week? What is the annual
school calendar? 

ECEC for 0-3 years is open 11 hours per day, 5 days a week and at least 220 days a year.
Kindergartens have school hours between 8.30AM and 3.30 PM. In most schools, pre- and
afterschool care is present. 

5. What are the involved professionals/practitioners
and what is their education? Is there some form of
supervision and/or pedagogical support)? Is there any
obligation for in-service training? How much?  

In ECEC for 0-3 years, care takers most are qualified on vocational level, supported by a practitioner
on a bachelor level. There is also a starting form of pedagogical support. The larger services provide
this support by themselves. Smaller services are pedagogically supported by an external pedagogical
service.
Since 2023 all employers in Belgium have to provide at least for days of in service training per year.
In 2024, this will be 5 days.
In kindergartens, teachers have a bachelor degree. There is pedagogical support coming from
overarching institutions.

6. What are the main didactic topics of your
National/Regional Curriculum? Is it a comprehensive
curriculum or it is split between nursery and
preschool?

The curriculum is different for the 0-3 years old and the 3-6 years old.
For the childcare centres there is a pedagogical framework, with a vision on how childcare should look
like, without being very directive.
Kindergartens work with development goals concerning different competencies a child should develop
during the years in the kindergarten.

7. What is the attendance rate of the ECEC system in
your Country? And in your town/city?

For the children from 0-3 years there is an attendance rate between 50 and 60%.
In kindergarten the attendance goes to 99%.

8. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children with special needs?

In childcare, Flanders has a network of “Centres for inclusion” in 16 different areas. This centre is
always related to 1 or more child care services and gives special attention for children with special
needs. They are also responsible for sharing their know how with other childcare services in the same
area.
In kindergarten, there was an attempt to organise inclusion of children with special needs. Due to lack
of (financial) support, the situation went back to square one. Mostly, children with special needs go
the special schools. 
Childcare services can obtain a mandate (and some financial support) to give special attention to
children in vulnerable families. Cultural background is not one of the criteria.
In kindergarten, there is a priority policy for children who grow up in families who receive financial
support, children whose mother do not have a secondary education diploma.

9. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children belonging to different cultures or
with families showing educational poverty? 

Since Sweden accepts refugees, we have special language classes where the children can attend a
period to gain basic knowledge of the Swedish language. When the student can adapt and
understand Swedish in order to cope with the teaching in school, the student is transferred to the
usual Swedish compulsory school or upper secondary school.

10. What is the rate of attendance of children
belonging to non-native families in the ECEC system
of your town/city? And in your school administration?

We don’t have figures about this, since this is not a criterium in the priority policies.
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PRESCHOOL SYSTEM IN ITALY

1 . What is the general organization of the system
(political level)?

In Italy, nursery schools (0 to 3) and preschools (3 to 6) are generally separated school services, but
since 2017, a Law ideally unified the system and started promoting integration between them, and
the birth and promotion of comprehensive preschool services (0 to 6). Despite this reform, the
governance of the system is yet split between municipalities (0 to 3) and the Ministry of Education (3
to 6). Instead, the provision of the service is mixed: municipality and non-profit private sector can
provide both nursery and preschools, State only preschools. At the national level, 64% of preschools
are provided by State. In Imola, State provides 40% of preschools, the Municipality 35% and non-
profits 25%. Since State preschools are divided into 6 different administrations, the Municipality of
Imola is the biggest preschool provider in the town.
In Imola, the Municipality provides 94% of nursery schools, 50% directly, and 44% through
agreements with non-profit subjects.

2.  When can a child start attending?  
It depends on the territory and municipality. In Imola, children can attend starting from 5 months. In
smaller municipalities from 1 year.

3. Is the attendance conditioned by parents’ working
status? How? 

Partially. If the requests are more than the available places, working parents and parents at social risk
conditions are favourite. Anyway, every family can try to enrol their children. Sometimes we have a
waiting list, and sometimes no.

4. Usually, how many hours per day your services are
open? How many days per week? What is the annual
school calendar? 

Usually, the curricular time is 9 hours per day, maximum. Anyway, there is the chance to get a part-
time place or to benefit from extended time in the afternoon (until 11 hours of attendance). Usually,
nurseries and preschools are open from Monday to Friday. The annual calendar could be different,
depending on providers: in Imola, municipal nurseries and preschools are open from the 1st of
September to the 31st of July, and the activities are paused for 2 weeks for Christmas Holiday and 1
week for Easter Holiday.

5. What are the involved professionals/practitioners
and what is their education? Is there some form of
supervision and/or pedagogical support)? Is there any
obligation for in-service training? How much?  

For now, the professionals are different in nurseries or preschools.
Nursery schools:
-Early Childhood educator (specific 3-year Degree);
-Special Educator (specific 3-year Degree);
-Janitor (no specific education, only specific in-service training);
-Cook (specific vocational education)
Preschools:
-Curricular teacher (specific 5-year Degree);
-Special Teacher for disabled children (specialization after the previous);
-Special educator (specific 3-year Degree, like for nurseries);
-Special trainers (specialized in specific disciplines: music, art, language, motoric, psycho-motoric,
digitalisation, and so forth)
-Janitor (no specific education, only specific in-service training)
In nurseries and preschools managed by municipalities and the non-profit sector, there is a
pedagogical (or psycho-pedagogical) team supporting school professionals. Not into the State
provision.
About in-service training, obligation and amount depend on the Region. In our Emilia Romagna
Region, professionals working in the municipal and non-profit system have the obligation of at least
40 hours of in-service training per year. For the State system, there is no obligation.

11.Is there a preparatory year between preschool and
primary school?

In Flanders, thers is no preparatory year between preschool and primary school. The 3th class of
preschool is considered to be a preparatory year.

12. How much does attendance cost in your nursery
and preschools?

In nurseries, parents pay depending on their income, between 1,72 and 30.37€ per day. In nurseries
with a free price, it’s often a fixed price around 35€ per day.
Kindergarten is free. There is a maximum yearly cost of 50€.

13. Is there a formal regulation to govern the parent’s
involvement in preschool life? Could you describe it
shortly?

In childcare there is no formal regulation for parents involvement. The services with a mandate
concerning vulnerable families have an assignment to work on participation of the parents, without
strict goals.
In schools, a participation council is organised by decree.
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6. What are the main didactic topics of your
National/Regional Curriculum? Is it a comprehensive
curriculum or it is split between nursery and
preschool?

Our National Curriculum for preschools goes around five “Experiences Fields”:
-Self’s knowledge/development and socialization;
-The Body’s knowledge/take care and its movements;
-Artistic languages: music, figurative arts, visual arts;
-Language(s), communication and conversation;
-The knowledge of the physical world.
The Pedagogical Project for nursery schools is more focused on school setting quality and team
quality. Starting from the already cited Law established in 2017, we are unifying the two perspectives
in only one document.
Anyway, each nursery and preschool can interpret the National Curriculum in different ways,
according to team/community resources, local conditions, children’s needs and so on. The Art. 33 of
our Republic Constitution guarantees the freedom of teaching inside the framework of the Law.

7. What is the attendance rate of the ECEC system in
your Country? And in your town/city?

At the national level, the attendance rate is greatly different, Region-by-Region. The biggest
difference is between North and South Italy.
In Imola:
-< 1 year: 14%;
-From 1 to 2: 35%;
-From 2 to 3: 65%;
-From 3 to 6: 98%-100%
In many Regions of the South, the attendance rate from 0 to 3 is very low. Emilia Romagna Region
has the highest rate in the Country, but it is higher in the cities than in the countryside.

8. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children with special needs?

Yes. There is a formal and prescriptive agreement between the Municipality, Schools, Health Services,
Social Services and local NGOs about the rules supporting the best inclusion of children with special
needs. In particular, this agreement states the number of hours of special teachers and special
educators for each child according to their profile; in addition, the Individual Educational Plan is
monitored by a Case Conference, made up of: curricular teachers, special teachers and educators,
pedagogue, neuropsychiatric, psychologist, rehabilitation specialists, social worker (if necessary) and
parents.

9. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children belonging to different cultures or
with families showing educational poverty? 

No, at least at the preschool level. In Imola, we have specific programs in our Curriculum and
Pedagogical Plan, but it is not an obligation. Usually, the State or the Region can provide specific
funds to carry out specific projects in this field.
Anyway, the Enrolment Regulation favour the attendance as soon as possible of children living in
difficult conditions.

10. What is the rate of attendance of children
belonging to non-native families in the ECEC system
of your town/city? And in your school administration?

In both nurseries and preschools, the average rate of these children is 17%, especially those coming
from Romania, Albania, Morocco and Pakistan. Anyway, there are great differences from school to
school (from 5% to 66%). In our school administration, the spread is between 5% and 42% at the
present.

11.Is there a preparatory year between preschool and
primary school? No

12. How much does attendance cost in your nursery
and preschools?

Municipal and State preschools are for free, except the cost of lunch, € 139/month maximum: this
tuition for lunch is strongly reduced for low-income families (even for free, for the poorest).
In preschools provided by the non-profit sector parents usually have extra tuition to pay (from € 80
to € 150 per month). Municipal nursery schools could be very cheap or very expensive; it depends on
the family’s income level. In Imola, the range is between € 0 and € 550 per month, for very rich
people, of course; the average tuition is € 190 per month. Municipal and State preschools are for
free, except the cost of lunch, € 139/month maximum: this tuition for lunch is strongly reduced for
low-income families (even for free, for the poorest).In preschools provided by the non-profit sector
parents usually have extra tuition to pay (from € 80 to € 150 per month).
Municipal nursery schools could be very cheap or very expensive; it depends on the family’s income
level. In Imola, the range is between € 0 and € 550 per month, for very rich people, of course; the
average tuition is € 190 per month.
This tuition is all-inclusive.

13. Is there a formal regulation to govern the parent’s
involvement in preschool life? Could you describe it
shortly?

Yes. In each nursery and preschool, there is the Participation Council (PC), made up of
representatives of parents, staff, and community. In addition to being a consultant board for
politicians and a way to involve all the families, the PC can propose activities to improve the
educational offer of their nursery or preschool and, if some parent has specific skills, he/she can carry
out specific workshops inside the school.The PC can promote fundraising activities and can realize
refurbishing interventions, to improve furniture and outdoor play structures.Finally, the PC can
promote parties, celebrations, training for parents, and so on.
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PRESCHOOL SYSTEM IN ESTONIA

1 . What is the general organization of the system
(political level)?

Estonia follows a comprehensive school system which is aimed to provide all students with the best
education, regardless of their background.
Parents can choose freely the pre-school institution, they want to send their child, provided there are
places available. They can also choose the type of pre-school child care institution – private or
municipal. Pre-school child care institutions must hold an education licence, which can be verified at
the website of the Estonian Education Information System (EHIS) opens in a new tab. When we are
talking about early childhood education then the municipality has the operational responsibility for the
preschool. The preschools have the municipalities that governs, but there are also private preschools.
Private pre-school child care institutions receive support from the municipalities at the amount
determined by the municipality. When enrolling children in pre-school child care institutions, priority is
given to children who live permanently in the same municipality, followed by children whose parents
work in the catchment area. Children from other areas are accepted if places are available.
Registrations should be submitted to the pre-school child care institution as early as possible.

2.  When can a child start attending?  
Pre-school education in Estonia is delivered to children between the ages of 18 months to 7 years in
especially dedicated educational institutions.

3. Is the attendance conditioned by parents’ working
status? How? No.

4. Usually, how many hours per day your services are
open? How many days per week? What is the annual
school calendar? 

Our working hours are from 7 am to 7 pm from Monday to Friday. Parent has the possibility to bring
their child every day, for 12 h a day. Kindergarten is closed only during the weekends and on national
holidays and summer holiday. Length of summer holiday depends of a kindergarten. It can be from 2
weeks to 1 month. But for the holiday, head of the kindergarten must find a substitution kindergarten
for the kids who want to participate during this time. Rest of the year is kindergarten open. 

5. What are the involved professionals/practitioners
and what is their education? Is there some form of
supervision and/or pedagogical support)? Is there any
obligation for in-service training? How much?  

We have different professional categories working in our preschool. First of all we have 26 preschool
teachers (2 per group) who are university educated, at least 3 years of study (BA.) They are
responsible for following the early childhood educations curriculum and on the development of
children’s general skills and their overall development in seven areas of learning and teaching. Then
we have third teachers (teachers help) who have upper secondary education. 
Also have special educators (music, physical development and movement, art, swimming, speech
therapist; special education) who supervise teachers in the work of providing the children. Then of
course administrative part, cook, kitchen assistant, cleaner, janitors. 

6. What are the main didactic topics of your
National/Regional Curriculum? Is it a comprehensive
curriculum or it is split between nursery and
preschool?

me and the environment;
language development;
Estonian as a second language;
mathematics;
arts;
music;
physical development and movement.

Pre-school child care institutions support the development of children’s general skills (personal,
social, play and learning skills) and their overall development in seven areas of learning and teaching:

As a rule, learning and teaching activities are carried out in Estonian, but local government council
can also decide if the activities are carried out in different languages. Children whose home language
is other than Estonian start to learn Estonian as a second language from the age of three.
The organisation of learning and teaching is based on the national curriculum for pre-school child
care institutions. Children who have completed the curriculum are issued a school readiness card
which documents the child’s individual development. Parents will submit the card to the school where
the child is set to begin his/her formal education.
Comparative international studies indicate that Estonian pre-school child care institutions have
created good conditions for child-centred learning and teaching in co-operation with families.
Estonian pre-school child care institutions place emphasis on teaching values, including supporting
children’s well-being and safety, preventing bullying and developing tolerance, caring, honesty and
courage in children.

7. What is the attendance rate of the ECEC system in
your Country? And in your town/city?

ECEC attendace rate in Estonia, regarding to the questionnaire done back in the 2019, was 62%.
Since ECEC using (preschools, childcare) is not mandatory, we can say that the results are quite
good. 2021-2022 attended preschool only in Tallinn more than 21232 children. 
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8. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children with special needs?

In our municipality we are doing a very good coorporation with TÕNK (Tallinn Educational
Counselling), Rajaleidja (nationwide network offering free educational counselling services for parents,
teachers and other educators). After counselling they will be guided to a specialist who will provide
help. It includes subsidies and depending of a need, pedagogies will make an IAK (individual
development card) and will adjust groups learning environment).

9. Do you have any specific program to favour the
inclusion of children belonging to different cultures or
with families showing educational poverty? 

Since 2010, the Estonian Ministry of Education and Research is supporting a joint venture between
the Danish branch of “Save the Children” and the Estonian Union for Child Welfare, entitled “Bully-
Free Kindergarten”. The majority of Estonian pre-school child care institutions have joined the
initiative. Estonian pre-school child care institutions also belong to a network dedicated to improving
children’s health. 
Our kindergarten has joined with different international programs, and by that received a certificate
„Tolerant kindergarten“. We have participated in any different Erasmus+ projects and through LTTA
brought new knowledges and skills into our staff, who have practised these with children. Besides
„Free of Bullying“ , we also have participated in Persona Dolls workshops. These are dolls with
different special needs/body shapes/ skin color etc. 

10. What is the rate of attendance of children
belonging to non-native families in the ECEC system
of your town/city? And in your school administration?

There is no data to be obtained on the number of non-native families in the municipality. In most of
our preschools, we have children who have foreign-born parents, but the children themselves may
have been born in Estonia.
The families come from: Ukraine, Netherlands, Pakistan, Sweden, China, Finland, Russia

11.Is there a preparatory year between preschool and
primary school?

No, there is not. Children finish kindergarten at the age of 7 (if there is no school extension) and go
straight to school. 

12. How much does attendance cost in your nursery
and preschools?

A kindergarten with swimming pool- 97,15€ per child/ 87,15€ without swimming pool. But if one of
the parents is Tallinn resident, then city compensates % of it (it depends of families income). If there
is more than 2 children from the same family attending preschool at the same time, the attendance
cost is free. Also when parent has a child with special needs (has to have a specialists decision)
ECEC is free. 
Parents who are Tallinn residents dont have to pay for the food. 

13. Is there a formal regulation to govern the parent’s
involvement in preschool life? Could you describe it
shortly?

We are obliged to have one parent meeting per year where we present the preschool's teaching and
vision. We have a parent council that gathers opinions and views and presents these in a special
parents-teachers meeting (1-2 times/year). Parents are invited to an individual meeting concerning
their child, at least once a year/it can be done more often if necessary.
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Parents also play an essential role in building memory skills. For example, by answering their children's questions,
parents co-construct a shared narrative of family history, where everyone has their space and role, repeating the
family ties between great-grandparents, grandparents, uncles and cousins several times.
Something similar happens in nursery schools and preschools when stories told by the teacher combine an
educational choice with an organizational function: for example, a story can be told to children in the morning, at the
beginning of the school activities, to facilitate this moment of transition from home to school.

CHAPTER II
Children are not without stories. Relevance of narration

activities inside the socialization process during the
preschool years

NARRATE PROJECT – Intellectual Output n.1
Handbook on the Narrative Approach implementation in Early Education

“Imagination is more
important than knowledge.

Knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces
the entire world, stimulating
progress, and giving birth to
evolution. It is, strictly
speaking, a real factor in

scientific research.” 
(Albert Einstein) 

“Fairy tales don't tell
children that dragons
exist: children already
know they exist. Fairy
tales tell children that

dragons can be defeated.” 
(G.K. Chesterton) 

1.
INTRODUCTION
In young children’s everyday life, tales and stories – no matter if told, drowned, or heard - are part of activities at
home and everywhere are welcome. Adults and teachers can be used to tell a story when they are with children, and
the story is often come up with on the spot.
For example, parents can tell stories during car journeys. Their purpose may be to keep the children calm or not to
bore them, and often this story starts from something casual or puts just the car trip into a fairy tale 

"Once upon a time there was a child, who did not want to sit in the car seat …“."Once upon a time there was a child, who did not want to sit in the car seat …“.

Day by day, oral storytelling takes the characteristics of a routine, a moment that children know, anticipate
and wait for because this routine underlines the transition from one stage to another in the day.
Children participate in the storytelling routine, contributing with drawings, objects, words and phrases, but
within an educational framework organized by the adult. For example, often during the activities described
above, children try to introduce minor variations in the story, intervene with questions or joke with the
characters’ names. Therefore, the teacher accepts and includes in the tale the children’s proposals, enriching 
the characteristics of the interaction. In this way, teachers and children build and share an interaction framework
made up of three elements: an adult, one or some children and an oral tale, which can be told with many variations.

2.
TELL ME A STORY
Storytelling has an old tradition; its roots come from Greek and Latin classics. Before being written down, stories were
entrusted to the oral tradition and the collective memory of a community; in this way, people considered these stories
as symbolic objects.
Moreover, each country has its folktales, which have been collected in popular traditions. The fairy tales by novelists
such as the Grimm brothers are still very popular with children, even thanks to famous movie transpositions (Disney
cartoons) and other media.
In recent decades, the large production of books for children and the increasing references about the importance and
benefits of shared reading from the first months of life between adults and children has promoted projects based on
enhancing early aloud storytelling.  
In every country there is a large production of books for children of different ages; the contents of these books cover
many aspects of the children’s lives, such as time spent with family, domestic animals, emotions, fears, and journeys.
Wordless books rely on illustrations to convey meaning and are very functional in representing actions, emotions and
thinking, permitting the children to enjoy books even on their own.

Used by a skilled adult, the illustrations can serve as a resource for sharing with the child
thoughts and feelings expressed by the characters.
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1 Einstein, A. (1931) On Cosmic Religion and Other Opinions and Aphorisms. New York, Mineola: Dover Publication, p. 97.
2 https://neil-gaiman.tumblr.com/post/101407141743/every-version-of-that-chesterton-quotation-about
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3 The early storytelling has its main international reference point in Born to Read project (https://borntoread.org/) whose core aim lies in
offering the child opportunities for affective and cognitive development: from the first year onwards, the adult offers the child an invaluable
opportunity to hear and participate at  sharing stories, to feel a sense of protection, generated by the child feeling a pleasure to be next to
an adult who reads or tells stories. Born to read project is inspired by studies and experiences conducted at the Boston Medical Center
which led, between the eighties and nineties, to the affirmation, in the United States, of the original initiative Reach Out and Read, born in a
more strictly pediatric context, and Born to read followed by other similar ones in different territorial contexts, such as for example, the
British Bookstart born in 1992, the Catalan Nascuts for Llegir, born in 2003, the German Zum lesen geboren of 2005 the "Buchstart" - "Né
pour lire" - "Born to read" born in Switzerland in 2006, the Rođeni za čitanje project born in Croatia in 2007 and “Nati per leggere” in Italy. 



Wordless books improve language, contribute to young children's oral language growth, and are essential for
promoting autonomous literacy processes.

A step ahead, children can 
benefit from books that add balloons
to the characters, like the the comic

bubble; researchers report that even if
most children are not not familiar with
this form of communication, they are

quick to learn their function and
symbolic nature.

This kind of book can be purposefully selected to show to children
the relationship between ideas and actions, suggesting taking the
point of view of the characters; in this way, they can understand
how a mental mood can shape a story.
Moreover, wordless books or books with balloons can be excellent
resources to connect actions and emotional awareness about
them.
Time by time, books open the children the doors to the world;
“reading”, in a broad sense, can become, step by step, not only
an activity shared with an adult but also something that the
children can carry out by themselves, choosing the books they
would like to read, even if they are not yet able to read the words.

These developmental processes can be boosted in nursery schools and preschools, thanks to socialisation and the
presence of professional adults.
In these contexts, we can well consider what scholars say, namely, storytelling is an activity that consists of three
aspects: story, plot, and language. Usually, we often confuse “story” and “plot” as if they had the same meaning.
Instead, if “plot” is the narrative structure (rebuild ex-post or conceived as a theoretical comprehensive map of all
possible connections), “story” is the process along which the characters move, bumping into unpredictable forks,
where they have to choose what direction to follow. The signal that there is a fork is the presence of an unexpected
event (also an object, or another narrative activity crossing the first one) that changes the scenario and brings
narration towards new experiences: we name this event “a trigger” (see chapter 3, § 3.2.2). Finally, “language” permit
giving many different (emotional, cognitive) nuances to the same stories, multiplying them endlessly.

3.
STORYTELLING AND SOCIO-COGNITIVE CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY (VYGOTSKY AND
BRUNER)
According to these general ideas, our
Education) aims to offer a methodological framework for supporting children’s cognitive and emotional development,
social skills and the assumption of responsibility in the community (see: the eight citizenship skills ), through
enhancing children’s narrative attitude in every moment of the daily life at school, modifying the school context as
well, to reach easily this purpose.

NARRATE projectNARRATE project (implementing the Narrative Approach in Early Education)

The Narrate Project starts from the general idea that it is essential to encourage children’s
spontaneous narrations as much as possible in preschool, considered one of the starting
points to build cognitive and relational skills and promote stable literacy. The scientific
background has some relevant pylons in the socio-cognitive approach to children’s
development, where the context’s features have to be appropriate to make ideas and
actions shareable and understandable.
This view is very close to the reflections on how the "reality construction” process 
goes on: as the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky said, language and symbolic systems
– which are social tools - wear our thoughts and individual reality representation
(Vygotsky, 1998; Vasileva, Balyasnikova, 2019)
Since mental functions are based on socialization, it inevitably leads to an emphasis on the importance of the social
environment and the interactions’ development. Social interaction is seen as a crucial part of the processes of
development and learning. Vygotsky conceives learning as something which takes place in the virtual space of
potential not yet effectively operative child’s capacity, known as the "Zone of Proximal Development". If adequately
structured, social interactions - between not only adults and children but also among peers - represent the “engine”
to make the Zone of Proximal Development operative.
The social context, considered as any aspect of the environment directly or indirectly influenced by culture, is central
to the child's cognitive development and it is critical for acquiring mental processes. Before Vygotsky, the Western
tradition, following in the footsteps of Piagetian theory, had considered cognitive activity as a set of internal mental
processes accessible only to the single individual; with the diffusion of Vygotsky's perspective, we begin to consider
cognition as a shared mental process and to consider the role of the social context in the acquisition of cognitive
tools.
The perspective formulated by Vygotsky is based on the following statement: 

"learning and development are interdependent processes from the child's first day of life""learning and development are interdependent processes from the child's first day of life"
In fact, according to him, learning begins much earlier than school age. Starting from birth, children meet objects and
adults, which are in their environment. Interacting with them means having a source of learning for the child, which
Vygotsky defines as spontaneous learning. 
According to Vygotsky, this social context includes different types of interaction, among children and adults, but even
among children; usually, these interactions are mediated by one or more objects or tools.
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The inspiring studies of the various national initiatives document how the earliest listening to read aloud, addressed to children even a few months old, even before the acquisition of speech, is able
improve the understanding of written language, an area of linguistic competence in which deficits accumulate that can negatively affect academic success, especially in families affected by
disadvantaged conditions or social hardship. The educational method of reading aloud has shown itself capable of exercising a "protective" effect precisely against children from social areas and families
affected by factors of distress, in which protection should not be limited only to the risk factors constituted by llness and violence but, in a broader sense, also to the 
ipossible deprivation of "adequate opportunities for affective and cognitive development"The emotional component present in these experiences has proved capable of producing positive effects in later
ages, from the earliest preschooling up to developmental age, and even beyond, consolidating over time the aptitude and familiarity of reading, listening, 'attention and concentration 

4 https://education.ec.europa.eu/focus-topics/improving-quality/key-competences
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Social activities can promote cognitive development if the group is made up of
members who already have and others that do not have the same abilities
and skills. A shared activity allows less skilled children to go beyond the skills
they already have to gain new competencies that they will be able shortly 
to use autonomously (Rogoff, 1999).
In this perspective, objects like stories and books can take the function 
of social tools, when they become shared activities (listening and reading
together).
Another relevant academic contribution in this field came from the studies of
another scholar, Jerome Bruner.
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For Bruner, the development and learning process takes place through the mental media used by children to
represent their experiences. The child builds a representation of his/her experiences through functional, iconic, or
symbolic keys. Each of these three keys of representation "places a powerful impress on the mental life of human
beings at different ages, and their interplay persists as one of the major features of adult mental life" (Bruner, 1966, p.
1). The core of Bruner's theory is the notion of culture. In an educational context, culture represents all the content
that has to be transmitted to the child; in the same way, each context in which the child is an active participant tries
to share specific cultural content.
Bruner emphasises the importance of social interaction as specific support to language learning. This learning is
facilitated by sharing on a daily base specific actions and related communication routines (formats). In this way,
children develop linguistic competencies through being active with an adult in shared and routine activities. But the
content of this linguistic exchange is strictly determined by the culture of that specific context, where specific tales
and stories have a central role, as an integrated part of the culture itself.
Bruner wrote that “culture” is the “toolkit” for sense-making to reality and communicating about it; as such, it orients
our natural endowment to act, perceive, make sense, and think. (1966, p. 126).

Bruner (1990) proposes his studies on narrative to bring them into the framework of cultural psychology. 

thinking; 2) narrative thinking. The first mode is the classic one, used in studies of human
cognition. The narrative mode is based on common knowledge and stories; it is interested in the
episodes of human actions. It develops practical and contextualized knowledge; it has a temporal
structure and supports the children’s agency (ability to act positively on their environment and
change it).

He suggests the existence of two basic modes of THINKINGTHINKING : 1) paradigmatic or logical-scientific 

Starting from Bruner’s point of view, we can assume that culture, narration, and agency represent another set of
elements able to help the developmental process.
To better understand this assumption, we can refer to the contribution offered by William Corsaro in the field of the
sociology of childhood.
In this approach, children are seen as creative and active social actors capable of autonomously creating their own
cultures and socialization.
Socialization is not only a process of adaptation and internalization but also of appropriation, interpretation and
reproduction of the social reality. To keep together these perspectives, Corsaro (1985;1994) proposes the concept of
"interpretative reproduction".
The adjective "Interpretative" emphasizes the creative and innovative aspects of children's social participation; the
noun "reproduction" underlines that children do not just internalize society and culture, but actively contribute to their
production and transformation.
This process does not have an individual character but is shared with family members and peers in educational
contexts. The form used by these interactions is the narrative one; that is, from an early age, children reinterpret the
events in which they are involved by building stories in which they transfer positive and negative family experiences,
the relationship between the different roles assumed by adults, micro and macro cultural elements.
These stories also become a way to exercise agency, i.e. the ability to act within a socio-cultural context that
determines the meaning of the different situations and events that occur in the course of daily life.
Vygotsky and Bruner’s approaches have an important feature in common: they do not see development and learning
as a linear pathway but as a spiral process of recurrence development.

Dynamic of spiral process of development
S0: starting point (birth)
I: individual phase 
S: social phase 
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The “socio-constructivist perspective” argues that development takes place through interactions, which require
cooperation and conflicts; they allow us to face new situations, solve problems and find agreements that get more
and more complex and adaptive throughout development.
These developmental processes give children ongoing new skills; these allow children to participate in social
interactions with adults and children, using ever higher and more elaborated level skills.
This is the meaning of the previous image of the spiral processes of development.
From a Vygotskyan perspective, each child often appropriates new learning through ways in which it can be shared
as collective narratives of events that require rules. The spontaneous plays of pre-schoolers are examples of how
plays and their rules are intertwined.
In Bruner's perspective, stories are not just the content of a narrative but, passing from the collective to the individual
level, they become part of the experiences through which each of us represents ourselves. The stories spontaneously
constructed by children, starting from an object, or an event, engage them in constructing a new, different, creative,
alternative meaning, for example, to the one of an adult, both parent and teacher.
But this personal processing becomes part of the more comprehensive socialization processes, which offers every
child the transition to the adult world, step by step.

4.
APPLYING THE NARRATIVE APPROACH: ADULTS, CHILDREN AND EDUCATIONAL
CONTEXTS
Before approaching this topic, it is necessary to clarify that in any educational context, there are two different and
asymmetric standpoints between

From the point of view of the socio-constructivist approach, this
asymmetric interaction, far to be a problem, can become very useful if it
is modulated and mediated by the context’s features, where social
interactions are embedded. 
Around the age of 3 or 4 years, children begin to find a lot of interest in
building stories using a specific language format. Adults use narrative
skills for different goals i.e.: for the development of oral language and
conceptual development; as a bridge to literacy; as a predictor of
school success.
Providing opportunities and encouragement for children to use
language in multiple ways would seem to be an effective way to
scaffold the merging of language and thought.

adultsadults childrenchildren ; this asymmetry is based on both (parents or teachers) and
differences in institutional and social roles and emotional and linguistic different developmental stages. 

In this first section, we approach the adult’s standpoints. In the second section, children’s standpoints will be
discussed. In the third section, we pay attention to the educational contexts.

4.1 The adults’ standpoint
The adults’ spontaneous narratives are characterized by the choice of which events to refer to and in what order to
connect them – so it is a representation or personal rearrangement of the story rather than the story itself. Here, it is
the case to remember the difference between story and narrative, and the easiest way to do that is to reshuffle the
order of events: a new events order means you have a new narrative of the same story. In other words, starting from
a single story, the teller can come up with several narratives. The narrative turns a story into information about who is
telling it, that is, into knowledge for whom is reading or listening to the story. Each story event becomes a unit of
knowledge the audience requires.
A narrative is a paradox because it seeks to convey truth by hiding it. A storyteller arranges
the items of knowledge in such a way that they are revealed gradually, which initially implies
obscuring chunks of reality behind what is told. Such deliberate author's action creates a
sense of mystery or tension and creates a desire in the audience to discover what is
happening in the story and why. In this sense, a narrative is effectively the opposite of a
report.
For example, a report presents information to be understood by the audience immediately as it is
being related. A neutral, matter-of-fact presentation probably maintains a chronology of events. It 
explains a state of affairs step by step and aims for maximum clarity at every stage. It seeks to convey truth by simply
telling it. On the other hand, the point of a narrative is that the beneficiary perceives the story's specific reality that
the teller wants to point out. Therefore, the narrative capacity of who tells is responsible for how the beneficiary
perceives the story.

motivated, they have reasons for what they do; they are involved in conflicts; the same story may be told in different
ways, namely, have different narratives.
Note that we are talking about narrative in the dramaturgical sense, not social. Like “storytelling”, the word “narrative”
has become a bit of a catchphrase. We are talking about the use of the term primarily for storytellers creating novels,
films, and plays. Such works tend to be closed narratives with a beginning, a middle, and an end.
An adult narrative may present the story's events in linear, chronological order or not. But the story remains the story
– even if it is told backwards. And that’s the easy way to remember the difference between story and narrative: 

A story consists of eventsevents that a narrator relates. Events consists of actionsactions carried out by characterscharacters , characters are
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The framework of a narrative is the simple action sequence, dealing with the intentions and goals of the actors, and
there is exhaustive evidence of children’s engagement with such sequences in everyday life. Infants and toddlers are
experts at learning daily life routines and paying attention to the intentions and goals of themselves and others. The
narrative approach also emerges early in primitive forms, as toddlers and adults take on pretend roles (e.g., ‘meow I’m
a kitty-cat’) and action plays (‘rrr goes the train down the tracks’). 

and how), omitting any mention of mental states or emotions (why). Even when the child is engaged in reporting on
her own experience in a prior event, the account tends to be focused on activity, lacking the expression of
motivations, attitudes, emotions, or evaluations.

Stories that involve fantasy and strange settings, such as classic fairy talesclassic fairy tales

Over the preschool years, such plays become more elaborate and framed in more
complex language. 
Young children also become story constructors and tellers with or without 
specific objects and adults’ suggestions. Research of narrative in action (as
 in plays) might suggest that narrative is a natural ‘built-in’ mode of human 
thought (Bruner, 1986). Yet there is much more inside the narrative than 
an action sequence; as Bruner proposed, the narrative consists of a 
"landscape of action and a landscape of consciousness": a story is about 
"when", "why", and "how". In their storytelling, very young children are 
pretty unaware of the landscape of consciousness; when children of 3 
or 4 years tell real or imaginary stories, they typically report only the action (when 
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if you reshuffle the order of events, you are changing the narrative – the way you tell the story – and perhaps its
premise too, but you are not changing the story itself. Events in a story are effectively pieces of knowledge the author
wants to send – in a particular order, the narrative – to the beneficiary, i.e. the reader or audience. The story is told
when all the pertinent knowledge has been presented and when all the pieces of information necessary for the story
to feel like a coherent unity are conveyed. An author may choose to tell a story with more or less scope and detail;
these choices – the way the information is presented – can make different narratives out of essentially the same
story.In a story, basically, any event tends to involve characters. If a tree falls in the forest, the question for an author
is not so much whether it makes a sound but whether it falls on anybody’s head – or otherwise affects somebody. A
natural disaster could be an exciting idea for a story event, but if you are really involved in it, it is not exciting. It only
gets exciting when you have the characters experience such an event.

Adults, parents in the family and teachers in preschools, usually tell some stories to the children, but they refer to 
Why do we have to consider the adult's point of view about narrative, stories, and storytelling?Why do we have to consider the adult's point of view about narrative, stories, and storytelling?

their adult, linguistic and narrative competencies built during the development process and inside the schools
attended.
Adults use an adult grammar of narration activity; they receive and accept the children’s interventions, their requests
to clarify some details, digressions, and inventions, but they remain faithful to the plot of the story.
Let’s suppose adults are not helped to reflect on the potential of sharing stories aloud with children: in that case, this
activity remains only an educational and didactic tool while it could also be a cognitive development exercise, as it can
allow children to exercise their "agency" skills.

4.2 The children’s standpoint

Aesop’s fables are examples of this kind. Such tales present many opportunities for adults to illustrate mental
concepts. However, while there is a lot of research on how children construct stories, there is much less on how the
interaction between the teacher and the stories produced by children is structured which, essentially, is the core of
the present project.
The inclination of adults to decide more or less arbitrarily what is a good story for children (such as Bible stories) and
what is too scary (such as ‘Hansel and Gretel’) further complicates this scenario. 

that require the listener to reason about motivations, emotions, and even mystery and magic. These more
complex stories require holding in mind the mental motivations, thoughts, goals, and desires of more than one
character, and they may require third-person reasoning about hidden beliefs and desires that are not made
clear in the text of the story.

, often present puzzling actions

One thing that is eminently clear about children’s stories is that mastery of spoken is essential to the child’s
narrative experience, especially when the narrative is carried out in a social context. Language learning 
and social interaction are strictly linked activities: the more complex the language children are exposed to, 
the more easily they will understand a story. And the more practice children have to listen to stories, the 
better their understanding of complex language will be. It is not the form of language that is critical to development
but rather language use or function. Language use is vital to social, cognitive, emotional, and personal growth.
Research on psychological development indicates that the expansion of mental skills and consciousness through
language use is critical.
Sharing memories of experiences with others, and listening to stories, eventually leads the child to a level of narrative
consciousness that includes temporality, that is, an awareness of the specificity of past and future, as well as a
recognition of the motivations of characters to be engaged in actions. Narrative consciousness, prepared for by
reflective skill, is essential for several reasons: the ability to think about what has been said; the preparation for the
more mature level of cultural consciousness.
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The preschool years require children to become proficient in coping with daily transitions, going from home to school
and back again. These are the years in which all the children’s abilities that will support the course of development
are built in the social world.
Let’s consider, for example, the development of executive functions ; specifically related to the theme of narration and
the construction of stories, an important element is the “working memory”  and the ability to stay focused.
Many kinds of research have shown how the contexts in which interactions between adults and children take place
can favour the acquisition of fundamental skills for developing knowledge of others using one's own social and
cognitive tools. The quantity, quality, and frequency of interactions between parents and children are influenced by
the family culture that offers each child a unique growth experience.

4.3 The context

Children’s language reflects their growing understanding of their and others’ mental states. By the age of three,
children begin to talk more frequently about beliefs and knowledge. By the age of four, children begin to distinguish
between ‘think’ and ‘know’, i.e. to achieve an understanding of mental states, and that shared reading experiences at
home can serve to promote children’s understanding of the mind. The role of parents telling fairy books at home and
the use of words indicating mental states watching a picture-book increase the success of children’s understanding of
characters’ intentions.
Many books for three-to six-year-old children contain mental state references, and often storybooks 
rely heavily upon illustration to convey meaning. Still, not all children’s  illustrations make emotional 
states equally relevant. Adult mediation, therefore, is essential in helping children understand and
integrate characters' mental states with the plot. This mediation allows for constructing meaning 
from the book's reading experience. Mediation is also essential for helping children to 
comprehend narratives.
Summing up, the adults' mediation helps children make the connection between characters’ thoughts, beliefs,
desires, and intentions (the landscape of consciousness) and their behaviours (the landscape of action).
In other words, all these results highlight the importance of adult’s mediation in introducing, monitoring, and
scaffolding children’s understanding and usage of metacognitive language , starting from sharing stories, which
provides an excellent medium in which this mediation can occur.

5.
NARRATIVE IN EVERYDAY LIFE

Children's social understanding always begins in everyday life as concrete activities in particular contexts in
which the child is a protagonist, an agent, a victim, or an accomplice. Once children have grasped the basic
ideas of language’s usage, their main linguistic interest focuses on human action and interaction, and its
results. The relationships between agent/action, action/object, agent/object, action/place, and
owner/possessed constitute the most important part of the semantic relations that appear in the first stage
of language development. These forms appear not only in stories but also in requests, in exchanging objects,
and in giving and commenting on the action of others.

Furthermore, the child is precociously and deeply sensitive to "anybody’s goals" and their achievement. People and
their actions dominate the child's interest and attention. Children are quick to point out the unusual events and
neglect the already known – ones to focus attention and get information.
Unsurprisingly, they are much more likely to devote their linguistic efforts to what is unusual in their world as they
begin acquiring the language. Not only do they perk up in the presence of novelty, but they also gesture, vocalize,
and finally talk about what is unusual. Furthermore, children are sensitive to constructing and preserving the basic
grammatical structure, i.e., the recurring subject-verb as the base of linguistic structures: "someone does something",
a typical structure of indicative sentences.
Finally, children's perspective is mainly influenced by affective and emotional motivations.
These grammatical/lexical/prosodic features provide the child with a large and early set of narrative tools 
that prompt children to narratively organize experience, ensuring that these features take priority in 
language acquisition strategies.

The case of educational contexts (like preschools) is different because they are based
on a community culture from which largely similar and comparable rules, programmes,
and didactic indications derive. This cultural generalization is greatly facilitated by the
sharing of narratives, as mentioned above, but also by making available spaces and
tools specifically designed to facilitate free play and spontaneous storytelling (see
below chapter 3, §§ 4.1.2. and 4.1.3).

The management of times and spaces thus becomes a point from which to start 
imagining that storytelling, in all its forms, can become routines between adults and children and
between children.
We should imagine a context in which, for example, rules are not mere prescriptions of behaviour, but
the result of the shared story of collective and individual needs:  a story of socialization of the meaning
that a rule can assume as a bearer of well-being for the community.
In the next section, we will expand on this reflection on the relationship between storytelling and
socialization.
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5 It represents the ability of a person to reflect on his own cognitive processes and to be aware of them.
Executive functions refer to the cognitive capacities involved in initiating, planning, organizing, and regulating behaviours
Working memory can be defined as a temporary storage system, which maintains a limited amount of information in a limited time, to allow for
immediate use.
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We need to note that children consequently produce and understand stories and are comforted and 
alarmed by them long before they can handle abstract (Piagetian) logical propositions that can be 
translated into linguistic form. On the other hand, we also know that logical propositions are more easily
understandable by the child when they are incorporated into an ongoing story.
The parts of a story are not simple independent spots of it but hide within themselves the operations that can be
performed on them. Therefore, it seems plausible to consider narratives as the first attempts at a logical interpretation
of reality, before the child has the mental skills to manage them with those logical calculations that subsequently
develop towards adulthood.
These forms of narratives are usually found in infant speech at the age of three. It involves a simple orientation, a
linear representation with a trigger event, a resolution and sometimes an aftermath. Most deal with the child's actions
in daily life, illustrating how children's social understanding begins as concrete activities in particular contexts in which
the child is a protagonist - an agent, a victim, an accomplice. The child learns to play a part in the everyday family
"drama" or "scenario" before any telling, justifying, or excusing is required.
What is permissible and what is not, what leads to certain results - all this is first learned in practice.
According to Dunn (1988), children's social understanding always begins in everyday life as concrete activities in
particular contexts in which the child is a protagonist, an agent, a victim, or an accomplice. The transformation of this
knowledge into language occurs only later, but the child is linguistically sensitive.
In summary, understanding the everyday "family drama" comes first in the form of concrete activities. The child early
masters the linguistic forms to refer to actions and their consequences as they occur. He learns sooner or later that
what you do is drastically influenced by how you tell what you are doing, will do or have done.

The first interactions between parents and children are regulated by repeating different
sequences of actions to which the child responds to allow the activity to continue.

Usually, the first communicative exchanges between mother and new born occur well
above the child's linguistic capabilities. However, they assume the connotations of real

intentional dialogue (at least on the part of the adult) to the extent that the adult, for
example, starts a sequence and waits for a gesture or a vocal response from the child

(that is, allowing children to take their own 'turn'). Starting from the child's 
spontaneous behaviour, the parents take the initiative and produce stable micro-

sequences of events, repeatable over time, and progressively appropriated by the 
child. These spatiotemporal sequences are called "frames": they concern various 

moments of daily life: when the adult completes the child's actions (instrumental frame),
provides direct indications of the child's behaviour (feed-back frame), offers a behavioural
model to imitate (frame to model); or when communicative exchanges take place between
the partners (speech frame) or previous activities are recalled (memory frame). In other
words, the adult intentionally offers what Bruner defines as a scaffolding: an action to
support the child's activity, which allows him to share the meanings characterizing the
adult world step by step.

The increasing complexity of articulation of these frames introduces the experience of routines, based on physical
contact, visible from the first months of life (the mother's playful caresses that make the baby laugh, but also the
baby touching the mother's face to get an exclamation). Other routines are related to the exchange of objects, typical
of a later age (the mother offering an object to the child, or the child indicating to the mother which objects he/she
wants). Since all these frames are supported by the mother's communication, the first experiences of shared narration
are constituted. If the child enters kindergarten, educators must be aware of these previous experiences and collect
these communication structures shared by the family.
The appropriation and mastery of frames and their transformation into daily rules and routines on the functioning of
social relationships (for example, in the family) is already available between the second and third years of life. From
then on, children can understand the feelings of others and also the goals and intentions of other people's behaviour.
Conflicting and cooperative behaviours, make-believe games, invented stories and questions are the manifestation of
interest in other people but also of practical use of the knowledge already possessed to influence the behaviour of
others.
There is also an intuitive and practical knowledge, of making excuses for one's failure and justifying rule-breaking.
Authority relationships in the family begin to be identified and respected. Mastering this practical knowledge means
applying and modifying it according to different situations and expressing it verbally.
Above all, the observations on the use of rules, justifications and jokes show that children master not only the specific
dynamics of a family context but some fundamental principles of the culture outside the family. The principles
concerning the possession of objects, the distinction between conventions and moral norms, some forms of
distributive justice, and the division of tasks and responsibilities between adults and children. In this way, reality is
constructed by sharing the meaning attributed to habitual and predictable actions with the adults.
Routines are also established between peers, which can be defined as cultural (see next paragraph). Usually, in the
form of collective playful activities, they are essential for understanding the cultural microsystems that children
produce in their living environments (family, preschools, and playgrounds). They constitute a wealth of appropriate
experiences shared by all participants, resulting in a specific peer culture.
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6.
NARRATIVE AS THE TEXTURE OF PEER CULTURE
Peer culture is the set of activities, interests, values and norms children produce and share in daily interactions with
peers (Corsaro, 1985; 1994). The experience children have of the social world, mediated by interactions with adults,
quickly brings them into contact with a series of cultural and social knowledge, not always easy to understand, even
from a linguistic and communicative point of view.

First of all, children access adult culture by interpreting what happens in
social life from their point of view. Children reproduce and rearrange

these meanings in their activities and interests. It happens, for example,
in case of fears or situations that generate conflict and anguish, such as

fairy tales, painful events, or recommendations from adults, when 
they warn children of some danger. Children, in turn, incorporate into
their play these stories with monsters, witches, fear of fire and being

alone and lost.
All these experiences and information coming from the social environment (sometimes conflicting and accompanied
by doubts and uncertainties) are re-proposed and reformulated by the children in joint activities, giving rise to the
culture of peers. Narratives enter fully at this point in the process of giving collective meanings to collective
experiences.
Furthermore, children try to bring disorienting elements such as fears and uncertainties into known and controlled
activities, building forms of collective participation in activities with their peers and sharing strategies to resist or
challenge the adult’s rules.
However, the construction of peer culture does not happen by simple imitation of adult behaviour. Children, through
collective activities, creatively appropriate the information collected from the adult world, transform and add elements
to select, intensify or amplify the meaning of the events, arriving at producing their own specific, persistent and
autonomous culture with different stories and reinterpretations coming from their daily experiences. In other words,
children give life and meaning to recurring and increasingly complex stories and routines. Their social life is based on
routines and stories that are modified and passed on in their peer groups.
From the second year of life, for example, playful and friendly relationships with siblings or other peers allow children
to feel part of a social group, subordinate to the adult one, but distinct from it. For example, in many kindergartens,
culture is characterized by the children's constant attempt to maintain control over a part of their daily life, usually
well organized by teachers, through the creation of social activities (plays, songs, jokes and various entertainments)
which exclude the adult and involve only the peer group. Thus, there are two main objectives of a peer culture: to
create a sphere of activities controlled by children; share them, even against the attempts of adults to interfere.
Children's resistance to adult demands is also evident in behaviours that are observable on a daily basis and
well known to the peer group and adults. Typical examples are the grimaces made as soon as an adult 
turns away, or running around a table when the adult calls them to perform activities they want (or 
pretend to want) to avoid.
Children also organize their own parallel life, in which resistance against the adult, almost a subtle 
challenge, is structured in routines known only to them, and takes place during playtime or in less 
controlled situations, above all in free play or play in open spaces. Especially in kindergartens, there are
also various ways to bring "forbidden" things to school, avoiding consequences. 
Bringing small toys or sweets from home, even without the knowledge of the parents, 
which children can easily hide in their pockets and then show or offer to classmates, may
constitute a violation of the rule which prohibits bringing personal toys to school, to avoid
discussions on individual or collective use. Wise teachers, especially if not shown openly, 
often ignore these small transgressions, as they do not question the essential value of the 
rule and therefore do not require its reinforcement or punitive intervention. Indeed, the minor
violation ends up giving more strength to the general rule, thus allowing the adult to 
intervene only when truly necessary, that is, when the deviance exceeds a certain limit.
Furthermore, children develop a strong sense of belonging to a group and a group identity also through resistance to
rules. Friendship allows children to avoid loneliness but also helps them build a social identity, using social approval
and disapproval as elements of social and individual knowledge.
The children collectively build a parallel life, made up of a wide range of behaviours bordering on what is forbidden,
tolerated and required by the rules in different contexts. These activities also show how broad and sophisticated
children's knowledge of school organization is.
By reconstructing the system of rules and norms, justifications, and values typical of the adult world, and the
preschool world, children become aware of how much it is possible to achieve personal goals and advantages by
sharing with their peers the strategies for negotiating spaces of autonomy, between the constraints of common rules
and values.
Awareness of the rule system that characterizes school (but also the family) contexts allows children to set
themselves goals and personal advantages to achieve, sharing strategies with their peers to negotiate more and more
margins of autonomy.
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In other words, children satisfy their need to explore and discover the dynamics of interpersonal and social
relationships through a collective activity of attributing meaning to what happens in relationships, for example during
quarrels, which become the place to share basic rules of friendship. Reciprocity, sharing a single vision of the world
and having common goals to achieve allows people (not only children but also everyone) to stay in a virtuous circle
where the rules are better defined and modified precisely through their transgression, thus also adapting to the
rhythms of children's development.

What is observed in the daily life of 
found in later ages; new behaviours appear but are always
related to a specific peer's culture since they should be seen
as routines known and predictable to the groups themselves. 
Childhood’s play routines give way to verbal production;
discussions, gossip and sharing of "secrets", 
become narrative tools to state, again and again, the
belonging of the singles to the group and underline common
values and beliefs.

is also

Among the many features of young children's lives and their socialization with peers, two central themes constantly
appear: children make constant attempts to gain control of their own lives and they always try to share that control.
Indirectly, we can identify these two themes by how young children worry about their small physical size, compared to
the adults’ ones. They make this concern the object of social interaction, starting from looking with admiration at
those adults with power and authority (see Corsaro, 1985). They come to really appreciate "growing up" and "getting
bigger." In fact, for young children, the main difference between them and adults is that adults are bigger, which is
also true for adults of short stature. The best evidence to understand that children enjoy 'being older' is their
preference to use areas of the school where they are, in the authentic sense, older. When playing on climbing frames
or in playhouses, children routinely climb to higher levels, where they can look down on others, especially adults.
Another attraction of these climbing structures is that adults do not enter them easily as they are adapted to the size
of children.
A frequent play routine in the climbing structures of all the preschools where Corsaro has made observations is for
children to chase each other to the top, from where they then look down and shout, "We are bigger than any other!".
The scream can turn into a song; it is something even more profound than screaming from the point of view of the
peer’s culture. Corsaro reports this observation from a school in the USA: "Several children from a nursery school 
have climbed to the top level of a small house in the outer courtyard. One of the children,
Dominic, yelled at an educator: "Willy! Willy! Hi, Willy!" Willy looked up and nodded to
Dominic. Then Eva and Allen yelled, "Willy! Willy! Willy!" Soon two others, Beth and Brian,
joined the three children and all five children started singing together: "Willy! Willy! Willy! 
We're bigger than you!" This song continued for several minutes and Willy seemed slightly
uncomfortable with it. He showed this discomfort by laughing, shaking his head and moving around the
school without apparent reason.

Willy!
Willy!
Willy!
Willy!

The issue of how to deal with adult control over peer group activities is central to peer group development; it is
evidenced by a wide range of behaviours by children about gaining control over adult authority, which children often
actively oppose. The conflicts that are generated this way increase the cohesion of the group and better define its
identity.
The conflict certainly does not concern only the relationship between children and adults: peer groups are not always
the image of peace, joy and the spirit of sharing. Young children argue, fight, push, kick and sometimes even bite.
Although physical aggression is rare, conflicts and verbal disputes are common features of children's group
functioning and culture. 
Studies of friendships among children have documented what at first seems contradictory: conflicts often arise in
friendship relationships, rather than in less relevant relationships between children. This finding seems surprising only
because developmental psychologists do not always carefully distinguish social conflict as a script of cultural
interaction between peers from individual acts of aggression and therefore tend to focus on the characteristics of the
individual (rather than interpersonal and cultural) conflict. When we look closely at conflict among children in peer
group interaction, particularly debates and verbal arguments, we find that such conflicts often strengthen
interpersonal alliances and improve the organization of social groups, rather than harming them.
The previous observations could be largely influenced by the more general culture of the group’s belonging, not so
much in the principles, as in the expressive modalities: for example, the latter probably differs between the countries
of Northern Europe and the Mediterranean ones, but it can be assumed that the principles of conflict functioning in
peer groups remain the same.

7.
NARRATIVE AND ARGUMENTATION
The cognitive structures used to understand – and use - argumentative reasoning are directly related to those used
in understanding goal-directed social actions. The ability to understand argumentative reasoning emerges very early
in development. By the age of three, children can understand and generate all components of argumentative
reasoning. 
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The spontaneous arguments of these children underline the fundamental role that relationship goals play in all types
of negotiations between children, adolescents, and adults. Dividere lo sviluppo delle capacità di argomentazione dal
raggiungimento di obiettivi personalmente significativi significa omettere le parti più importanti della comprensione di
come le persone si avvicinano all'argomentazione.
Argumentative skills develop very early. Even children aged 3-5 have already acquired many skills in this field,
especially in oral contexts. Young children use their argumentative skills during all sorts of interactions, and by the
age of five, many are really skilled negotiators, especially with their parents and peers.
In terms of function, form, and content, argumentative skills emerge from the desire to ensure the achievement of
personally meaningful goals. Getting used to being focused on achieving one's personal goals just from early
childhood helps children to develop pragmatic argumentative skills, reducing the danger of relying on illogical,
irrational and illusory reasoning, even in adult age.
When two children acknowledge that they have conflicting viewpoints, both willingly engage in an argument and both
initially believe that their position is more legitimate and more reasonable than that of the other. They also believe
that their position should be strongly kept because more positive benefits will derive from it than that of the
opponent. The same goes for adults who willingly enter an argumentative discussion for the same reason. Many
studies of children's arguments provide strong evidence that children recognize conflicting viewpoints at an early age.
Furthermore, arguers, regardless of age, usually begin a negotiation by trying to convince the other person of the
greater legitimacy of their position. Persuasion is carried out by providing justifications for supporting one position and
opposing the other. Even pre-schoolers provide reasons to support their positions in the debate.
However, like many adults, even children are able early on, if requested, to provide elements of support for the
opponent's positions and to identify weaknesses and problems in their reasoning. This so very important ability is
really supported by narrative attitudes.
In summary, children's experiences of narrative and poetic texts or their oral presentations allow them to build and
reconstruct subjectivity, and inter-subjectivity, which, in turn, allows them to work around the recognition of moods
and emotions of self and others through reflexivity.
To deepen it, it is important to understand the importance of studying the structural features of those texts we should
present to children. These characteristics influence the nature of the inferences children can draw from what they
read or listen to. As regards the type of support that narration can provide to the development of argumentative skills,
it should be considered that narration and argumentation have a similar logical structure. Precisely, the narrative is
based on situations that change over time (according to schemes that can always be reviewed and modified, but with
their internal logic), experienced by different characters with their points of view and roles, to which new ones can
always be added.

To support this statement, we consider situations that are personally meaningful to young children and those that
directly impact their goals, beliefs, and well-being. We can demonstrate that even younger children involved in an
argument can consider positive and negative reasons for pursuing different actions or holding specific beliefs.
The impact of argumentative skills on interpersonal relationships is as important for four-year-olds as it is for adults.
The degree of friendship between children is directly proportional to the level of concern about possible negative
outcomes of a discussion on the relationship. 
Argument patterns are also correlated with the desire to maintain the relationship.
In one school study, when 4-year-olds were asked to negotiate with their best 
friend about the division of three dinosaurs, one of which was huge (so much more
attractive) and two of which were very small (not so attractive), many of them would
not have willingly entered into a negotiation because they believed that negotiating
would damage their friendships. After the seventh round of negotiation ended without
a decision, one kid who was eventually forced to start a negotiation attempt said to
his friend, "Josh, there's no way to split the dinosaurs. Get them, because if you can't 
have them, you will no longer be my friend." The little boy added, "Just remember, next time we should fight about
something, I’ll win."

From this point of view, a narrative has the same structure as an
argument and in both, narration and reasoning, it is necessary to take
into account facts or statements that do not exist in the text or in the
discourse, either because they are taken for granted or because they
are deliberately left hidden.
Just as the child can complete a convoluted or fragmented plot, using
the knowledge he already possesses, in order to safeguard the
verisimilitude of the story, so in the argument the child can find all the
links necessary to arrive at a certain conclusion it's acceptable. 

In the construction of the narrative, as in the discussion, we are in the presence of contrasting elements that make a
happy conclusion not necessarily within reach. 
It must be actively sought after having defined, and possibly shared, the outcome to be obtained: in a narrative,
obtaining a positive and happy conclusion; in a discussion, safeguarding some goals deemed important.
In both processes, infants make extensive use of their memories, which, in turn, are oriented by the kinds of
meaningful experiences caregivers were able to provide. As Vygotsky (1998) clarifies, higher psychological functions
are rooted in social relationships and in the cultural tools and practices that the child is introduced to and begins to
appropriate through participation in common activities.
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8 As in the aforementioned case of Josh's friend, the one with the dinosaurs, where there is an interest in bringing the discussion to a conclusion that reaffirms and
consolidates the friendship between the two children



In educational work, it is worthwhile to involve children in shared experiences where they can change the environment
around them.
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8.
EXTENDING THE NARRATIVE IMPLICATION: NARRATION AND CHILDREN’S PLAYS

Plays and storytelling have many things in common because they are both based on invention and fantasy.
However, since storytelling seems to contain many more emotional elements than pure play, to the extent that
storytelling supports play, it brings greater emotional and relational awareness into play.
In research (Hakkarainen & Bredikyte, 2014, p. 244) carried out with 24 6-year-old children (12 boys and 12
girls), they were previously given a general discourse on the importance of helping others when they are in
difficulty. Soon after, they were ushered in pairs into a room where a three-year-old boy was trying to solve a
difficult puzzle with the help of an adult. When the older children came in, the adult asked 
them to be replaced in helping the little boy, but hardly anyone spontaneously accepted the 
invitation, despite the previous discussion on the importance of helping others.
After a week, the same children saw a film based on the story "The Wonderful Adventures 
of Nils"  by Selma Lagerlof. The children discussed the characters; subsequently, the same 
situation as a week before was re-proposed (the small child to be helped). 
The experimental setting was the same, but the call for help refers to the following 
narrative: 'The little hamster collects berries and nuts. He or she is still small and tired, but 
mom is far away.' Of the 24 six-year-olds, 20 actively helped and cared for him [or her]. On a third
occasion, the narrative frame was eliminated. Now 17 of the children have ignored the invitation to help
and seven have been helping for a while.

Taken together, these results show that when children benefited from a narrative that connects the narrative
in real-time with the play situation the children are experiencing, making the story-telling help a part of the
play, older children become more inclined to actively help the child in need. From the point of view of the
sociocultural approach to learning and human development, this implies that a narrative is a cultural tool that
strongly orients children's engagement and actions (Nelson, 1996).  As such, narratives serve many
functions in both individual development and social relationships, but the latter comes before individual
development, as Vygotsky argues.

This evolutionary model implies the importance of involvement in social practices: in the previous example, listening in
common to the narration of stories will then become the tools of thought and behaviour of individual children in the
helping relationship. Some essential functions that narratives perform for groups - and then for individuals - are: to
remember; attribute meaning; communicate with others (across time and space); presenting oneself and others
(identity creation).
Like all skills, the ability to narrate also matures at different times in different children, even those of the same age.
Given the importance of storytelling, helping children master the narrative genre is a crucial early childhood education
challenge.
In her theoretical report on the 'emergence of the mediated mind', Nelson (1996) writes extensively and in-depth on
the development of memory in childhood. Speaking about the past with infants aged between 18 and 24 months,
Nelson (1996) noted several factors that have bearing on the development of long-term memory: what types of
questions mothers asked their infants, which kinds of memories they talked about and how they did it. Two types of
reports on the past were shown: "pragmatic" and "elaborative". The former is a report that focuses on practical issues
(for example, where the child's toy might be), while the latter comes from mothers, who tell, "stories of their
experiences and have invited their children to participate in them". Nelson says: "In the most successful cases,
starting from the age of two, children co-construct the narrative with their mothers. The kinds of narratives from the
past that caregivers and other more experienced people engage children with will guide the kinds of narratives
children develop in the future. As Vygotsky (1998) clarifies, higher psychological functions are rooted in social
relationships and in the cultural tools and practices to which the child is introduced and begins to appropriate through
participation in common activities.
Joint engagement in a meaning-making task or process has been increasingly emphasized in educational theory in
terms of "an effective pedagogical interaction, in which two or more individuals 'work together' intellectually to solve a
problem, clarify a concept, evaluate activities or extend a narrative".
Perhaps the most effective way children interact with each other is through storytelling: telling, listening, speaking and
creating narratives. From this point of view, it becomes important that the adults involve children in narrative activities
and engage with them as narrative partners. This need is part of a wider reconceptualization of teaching and learning:
no longer a transmission of information "from the expert" (teacher) "to the apprentice" (child), who must receive, store
and reproduce this information in later occasions when it should matter. On the contrary, teaching and learning are
currently seen not as a one-way process, but as a dialogical exchange between the educator and the child, where the
educator himself reformulates his interventions based on the responses that the child provided and based on
educational negotiation between the teacher and child.
If narration provides the basic means to involve children in processes of mutual construction of meaning about the
physical and social world, institutions such as kindergartens and schools in general also have the task of introducing
and involving children in other kinds of epistemological approaches, such as the scientific one. 
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This latter form of knowledge is particularly delicate - if seen from a narrative point of view - since in such a form of
knowledge there is a tendency to eliminate any narrative approach. However, it is necessary to be aware that it is
precisely through narration that children have had the opportunity to immediately develop what will allow them, in
subsequent school levels, to successfully approach the paradigm of the scientific method. As a matter of fact,
scientific theories are nothing more than generalizations that try to explain and give order to many "stories" that
scientists call, in a different way but with the same meaning, "experiments" and “collection of evidence”.
Supporting children with appropriate narrative genres is central to early childhood education and care; the acquisition
of this cultural tool makes children participate in cultural worlds and processes of meaning in which they can learn
from the experiences of others to make sense of their own. Appropriate storytelling practices also increase children's
ability to change the world around them, i.e. they can become authors of their own experiences and the construction
of their own identities.
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CHAPTER III
Framework: How the Narrative Approach in early education

could work

NARRATE PROJECT – Intellectual Output n.1
Handbook on the Narrative Approach implementation in Early Education

1.
INTRODUCTION - FROM THEORY TO A METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK ON NARRATIVE
APPROACH.
From a methodological point of view, the Narrative Approach can consistently be applied in early education, adopting
guidelines organized in a conceptual, rational framework.
You can see it as a whole in a graphical edition, in the scheme of fig.1.

FIG. 1

FRAMEWORK: How the Narrative Approach in early education could work

2.
THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE FRAMEWORK OF THE NARRATIVE APPROACH IN EARLY
EDUCATION
The FRAMEWORK considers two main logical levels (Fig. 2):
A. A different approach to teaching: the DECALOGUE;
B. A different approach to school management: school-organisation and school processes.
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A. THE DECALOGUE. To deal with
what to do to change preschool
provision according to the Narrative
Approach, we have to change some
traditional habits in teaching first. We
have translated this idea into 10 rules
around which teachers - alone or inside
their team- should change their
traditional way and habits of teaching.
Trying to apply new methodological
ideas about the Narrative Approach,
without considering this part about
teaching habits first, can lead to a very
likely failure of the application of this
approach.

FIG. 2

a. School organisation: what the school looks like in case of the right Narrative Approach adoption;

These sub-parts are divided into some strategic topics, identified in “light-blue, and pink/red Ovals” in Fig.1.

B. SCHOOL MANAGEMENT. This part of the framework has been divided into two sub-parts: 

b. School processes: what happens inside the schools in case of right Narrative Approach adoption.

2.2 Evaluation.
For both Decalogue’s rules and strategic topics, we will identify some general criteria to recognize when they are well
applied inside a school. Each criterion will be analytically defined with a battery of referring standards.

2.2 Summing up with a metaphor.

Decalogue is our Operative System;
School Organization is our Hardware;
School Processes are our Software (and software outputs).

We will provide some more detail on the framework in the following paragraphs of this chapter. Before proceeding, it
could be useful to summarize this paragraph with a metaphor: let’s imagine Narrative Approach is a computer:

3.
THE DECALOGUE IN DETAIL
The Decalogue is made up of 10 rules; they are not all at the same logical level.

The first three rules are about the teacher’s deep professional attitude. They can be thought important not
only in the case of Narrative Approach adoption but also in the general perspective of “good and modern
teaching” in early education (fig. 3).

1.

3.1 Rules about teacher’s professional attitude.

2.The last seven rules directly deal
with the professional application of
the Narrative Approach and they
are as many teaching strategies to
implement narrative experience
inside preschools and nursery
schools correctly and productively.
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FIG. 4

R1 THE TEACHER’S STORY INSIDE THE CHILDREN’S ONE (FIG.4)

Generally speaking, Narrative Approach is like Chinese boxes: a story, inside
a story, inside a story, ….
When children narrate their own stories, no matter if teachers are directly
involved in them – but usually, they aren’t - the observation of these 

3.1.2 R2 LEARNING AND TEACHING ARE PLEASURES, NOT DUTIES: AESTHETIC
ORIENTATION IN EDUCATION (FIG.5)

An education that does not cause enjoyment, aesthetic pleasure,
enthusiasm and passion sounds like a duty rather than a right. This
aesthetic approach is crucial in modern education and, even more so, in the
Narrative Approach, since narration and literature are “arts”, closely linked to
enjoyment, not to strains and troubles. We must create an educational  
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FIG.5

The following description refers to fig.3.

children’s behaviour becomes
part of teachers’ professional
stories, improving it.
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system based on satisfying the primary irresistible passion – naturally present in every living creature - for personal
growth and knowledge. Applying this principle also considering the previous one, this should be true for both children
and teachers. Teaching and learning have to be fun experiences as art is.
3.1.3 R3 RESPECTING CHILDREN’S NARRATIONS (FIG.6)
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This principle means: children are the leader of their development. In other
words, teachers or other adults should not ask the children to follow
passively learning processes already planned by the teachers themselves.
The teaching and the related school planning have to be based on what
children spontaneously do. Consequently, since children arrange their
experiences narratively, we have to respect children’s narrations, even when
we do not consider ourselves (as teachers) inside the Narrative Approach
perspective. Of course, this principle is consistent even more in the
Narrative Approach perspective.

3.2 Rules about Narrative Approach Methodology and the structure of the assessment of a
narrative experience.
Before dealing with any single rule of this part of the Decalogue, and describing them, it is essential to point out the
structure of the assessment process of a narrative experience, starting from what children spontaneously do.
Basically: 

FIG. 7

When we started assessing
some narrative experiences
carried out by the children,
we know the latter had been
already active for so long;
Similarly, when we will decide
to stop assessing that same
experience, we know it will
have been keeping working
for a long time to come; 
Children can carry out lots of narrative experiences at the same time; some of them can get going from their way
from the one we are assessing; we call this point a “fork”. When it happens, we can decide to follow and assess
either the old experience or the new one: usually, we cannot follow both. During the same narrative experience,
this situation occurs many times. 

Even if we cannot follow all the stories that are generated from previous ones, it is important to put a “signal” in our
documentation, as it is done at a crossroads we meet driving.
Now, we are ready to deal with the seven methodology rules of the Decalogue. The following description of the
methodological rules refers to the fig.7 above:

3.2.1 R4 REALIZING APPROPRIATE DOCUMENTATION (FIG.8)

Pay attention to avoid confusing this rule with the previous one (R3). In R3 we spoke about documentation targeted
at the utility for the children.
In R4 we are speaking about the documentation to support teachers in assessment narrative approach activities, to
enhance training activities for teachers, to involve the parents, and so on: in a few words, a kind of documentation
mainly for adults. To realize appropriate documentation to support the aims we have just mentioned, we have to
assume the following criteria:
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I.     Adopting a narrative style.
II.    Giving the right importance of the time.
III.   Ensuring understandability and self-evidence.
IV.  Pointing out all the rules of our Decalogue.
V.  Pointing out all the contents inside the “ovals” of which our
framework is made up (see § 4 later in the text).

3.2.2 R5 BEING AWARE OF THE TRIGGER(S) (FIG.9). 

We define a trigger as every event – no matter how big it is- that happens without planning by a teacher, and that
can change the course of an active narrative experience carried out by the children or, apparently, even to start a new 

one. It could be:
An object/book/toy brought to school by a child, or found out in the schoolyard, or
somewhere in the neighbourhood;
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A story narrated by a child, for example, about something that
happened at home or on holiday;
A new unpredictable event occurring out of the school, for
example, a new building site;
A sudden and new interest of a group of children for an angle
inside the school, or some play material before neglected, no
matter knowing why;
Something a teacher is doing that captures the attention of
the children, beyond the teacher’s intention and awareness;
New attending children or a mate who move to another living
place and says goodbye;
Other things/events…

3.2.3 R6 BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS (FIG.10). 
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It permits teachers to pay more attention to the triggers and to
chances to relaunch children’s narrative explorations;
As a consequence, it helps teachers realize appropriate
documentation based on a narrative style (see § 3.2.1.);
Furthermore, it is also necessary to support the realisation of
some portfolio documentation for each child (see § 3.1.3.).

Generally speaking, a trigger indicates to the children that there is a
fork or a path crossroad at a single point of the narrative journey the
children are taking. Instead, a narrative map is a general (not
punctual) representation of a specific narrative experience and, in
addition, gives us a more dynamic and comprehensive idea of every
single narrative experience that looks like a journey. This can be
useful in many ways:
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3.2.4 R7 EXPLORING MEANINGS (FIG.11). 

Narrative experiences and activities are full of things, people, animals,
places, artistic items and so on. Each of them can have different
meanings for each child. 

Suggest to children some new triggers and, sometimes, some
new narrative journeys;

Therefore, we can identify another active role for the teachers in the
narrative approach perspective: helping children explore the different
meanings they have of what there is in their narration. This teaching
operation is very important since it can:

Boost the natural children’s curiosity for some new kind of learning, especially in the cognitive field;
Permit to usually shy children catching up more attention from their mates;
Favour sharing different life/cultural experiences among the children related to different topics and items of their
narrations, for example taking advantage of the presence of children belonging to foreign families to promote a
multicultural discussion inside the class.
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3.2.5 R8 TEACHERS LEARN NARRATIVE CONVERSATION (FIG.12).

Teachers have to commit themselves to learn a completely new
way to communicate with the children; something it could sound a
bit unnatural for our habits.

This is one of the most important rules in the Narrative Approach
application. Without changing the linguistic interaction between
children and teachers, we cannot declare that we are applying the
Narrative Approach in early education: you can find many
examples of it at note IX at the end of this chapter.

3.2.6 R9 HAVE A SET OF USEFUL METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS AND
TRICKS (FIG.13).
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Someone could believe that the Narrative Approach requires only a
change in communication and documentation and is simpler, from a
technical point of view, than the traditional teaching approach, based
on teachers’ planning and their practical skills. Well, nothing could be
falser than that. The narrative Approach requires that teachers own
lots of technical skills and competencies. They do not have to be 
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2 For example, if in a collective narration there is stuff like a dog, a train, a restaurant, a policeman…., it is impossible that all the involved
children have had the same experience of them.
A child who was bitten by a dog has a completely different experience compared to a child with a vet as a parent. A lorry driver’s child
should have a very particular experience of lorries compared to his/her mates.
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Far from making the need for teaching technical skills lower, the Narrative Approach encourages even more teachers
to learn new techniques and teaching tools.

considered useful in themselves, but they can be supportive of the Narrative Approach.

3.2.7 R10 APPROPRIATENESS OF STORYTELLING (FIG.14). 
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Anyway, this is not enough to speak of the “appropriateness of
storytelling”. We need to adopt another criterion: the books related to
each narrative experience should be available when and where it is
developing and not only put somewhere in the school, in a specific
space, far away from the “action” place.

We will devote other parts of this handbook to this topic and even
parts inside the other intellectual outputs. For now, we would like to
underline the importance to make available to the children mainly
books that are coherent with the narrative experience they are
carrying out.

In the Narrative Approach perspective, storytelling is not an activity in itself like it is in traditional schooling, but an
essential tool to help children in their spontaneous narrative explorations. 
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4.
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT IN DETAIL

FIG. 15
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This part of the framework has been divided into
two sub-parts (fig.15):
1. School Organisation: what a school looks like in
case of correct Narrative Approach adoption;
2. School Processes: what happens inside the
schools in case of the right Narrative Approach
adoption.
As mentioned before, in our computer metaphor,
School Organization is as if were our hardware and
School Processes are our software. We try to
identify the main content of each subpart.
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4.1 Narrative Approach and School organization.
Let’s get started with the school organization, where we proposed a classical classification, the one you can see in
fig.16:
We think that Narrative Approach adoption
has a large impact on school organization,
especially in time organization, space
organization and didactic material provision.
More information, suggestions and specific
recommendations we will give later, after
exposing the best practices related to the
operative implementation of the Narrative
Approach inside the schools involved in
this Erasmus + project. 
For now, we can get a glance at each topic, to give some general orientation. Anyway, we have to point out by now
that, for this handbook, it is important to identify the referring quality standards related to each organisation feature,
based on specific criteria. This is the benchmark that inspires a school that wants to implement the Narrative
Approach in Early Education, measuring how the implementation matches with the model and what should be
improved. We just provide some suggestive ideas in this chapter, but we will be more analytically clear in the following
chapter, where Best Practices oh the Narrative Approach will be presented and, of course, in Intellectual Output 2, as
an evaluation tool.
4.1.1 HOW TO ARRANGE A NARRATIVE SCHOOL LIFE (FIG.17). 
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We should pay attention to a simple and intuitive
rule: we cannot speak of the Narrative Approach if
school life is not organized like a story. Be careful not 
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to confuse the consequences of this statement with the narrative activities the children carry out inside the school.
Every day, every child goes to school, does many things inside it and, finally, comes back home. This is a potential
story in itself, no matter if the children have been busy with narrative activities. Many teachers are aware of it and
arrange many rituals and routines to build some kind of connective pattern that can contribute to giving sense to
each school day and avoid it becoming a sum of fragmented activities. It is shareable the idea that we cannot have
schooling based on Narrative Approach if we do not narratively arrange the school time.

4.1.2 HOW TO ARRANGE A NARRATIVE SCHOOL SETTING (FIG.18). 
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Usually, preschool teachers settle school spaces
taking into account that children should easily find
what they need for each main activity.
As a consequence, we can find inside a school
context: 1) a place where to keep meetings; 2) many
dedicated corners where to draw, dress up, play with
building materials, carry out cognitive experiences,
read a book, play cooking - and other symbolic
contexts - to cope with IT device, and so on. 

In addition, we could have spaces where to sleep, eat, do physical activities (the gym) …. It looks rational and child-
friendly. This organizational idea regards not only indoor spaces but also outdoor ones.

In other words, preschools are traditionally organized starting from a structural and functional point of view; it means
that the school space structure is segmented into several stable sub-spaces, devoted to only one function, or a
rational group of them. They are not thought to host complex processes where many functions have to work at the
same time and where the set of the space is always in progress. Maybe this could be a problem for a proper
application of the Narrative Approach that maybe requires multifunctional and temporarily organized spaces.

Nevertheless, from the point of view of the Narrative Approach perspective, this organisation shows many problems.
-First, a narrative experience can use activities related to all the spaces, in which the school is organized. This can
oblige children to go around without resting, and give them (and us) only a fragmented idea of what they are doing.
-In addition, when a school is completely structured in dedicated corners, where are the spaces for unpredictable
narrative activities if we had decided they are our main didactic perspective?

4.1.3 HOW TO CHOOSE DIDACTIC TOOLS (FIG.19). 
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FIG. 19

To support children’s narrative activities, they can benefit from not-
structured material and toys, instead of high-connoted ones. For
example: Lego Bricks; other even more flexible building materials;
natural items like pieces of wood, slices of trunks, and stones, other
natural materials like shells, pinecones, and little branches; pieces of
fabric; neutral and common clothes to dress up, limiting the presence
of the ones more connoted, like clothes for princesses, superheroes, etc. In addition, we could expect the presence of
pieces of some kinds of packaging, many kinds of modelling dough, and so forth.
It does not mean getting rid of other less flexible materials and tools like animal toys, specific play structures - like
castles, car garages, kitchen - toy cars, and defined characters, but it is important not to privilege them since their
narrative natural power is much less than the material cited in the previous sentence.

4.2 Narrative Approach and School organization.
The word "processes" refers to something that unfolds over time, potentially indefinitely, with the expectations of
specific outcomes, not necessarily predictable. Seeing Fig.20 below, we have considered three traditional school-
processes-outcomes (Orange Ovals), and an extra process-outcome (Red Oval) specifically linked to our Erasmus+
project, that foresees to boost a more structured collaboration between preschools and libraries.
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arranging a life place where
people – children and adults -
could feel safe and enjoy
personal well-being, as the first
experience of social life and civil
responsibility;

Nothing new: the traditional
preschool’s outcomes go around
three main questions:

1.

arranging a school social setting where children can learn what they need and how they prefer, according to their
age and cognitive style;

2.

establishing a good and collaborative relationship between schools and families, and between schools and their
environment.

2.

Let’s consider more details about each of the topics above.
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4.2.1 NARRATIVE APPROACH AND WELL-BEING PROMOTION AT SCHOOL.
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All of us, with few exceptions, believe that children and adults should live at school feeling good and safe. This is true
whatever approach we think to adopt. Similarly, we believe that the collective well-being inside a place like a school is
mainly due to the respect of shared rules that can make living together more enjoyable and helpful. Few teachers still
believe that ruling a class is an essential, exclusive and active teacher’s role, and the children only have to passively
accept what a teacher thinks is better for them, from the teacher’s point of view. Fortunately, most teachers believe
that involving children in establishing rules that drive daily life at school is better than thinking about it only as a role
for the teachers. 
We know that when children participate in defining
social rules for school life, they become more
responsible and are prone to consider rules as a
source of well-being instead of a simple limitation.
The Narrative Approach can boost this orientation in
many interesting ways since it can support an
anthropological idea of classes/stable groups of
children.

NA and relations
with families

FIG. 22
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4.2.2 THE NARRATIVE APPROACH AND THE RELATION WITH FAMILIES. 

In each Country, the relationship with families can be affected by different cultural issues, but we can share the idea
that a good partnership and collaboration between schools and families are essential, whatever that means in each
Country. We believe that the importance of the Narrative Approach adoption in this field can make all the difference,
at least for the following reasons:

Through narrative documentation, parents can appreciate their
children’s learning processes easier, not only what seems to be
more spectacular, like some big jumps in development, but also
what happens during daily life, every single day.

The Narrative Approach favours matching stories the children live inside their family and stories being developed
inside the school together with their mates. It can favour a more comprehensive vision of the children's lives, and
some more concrete shared feelings between teachers and families to be really involved together in children’s
education;
The Narrative Approach can promote more attention to early reading for children, with a more responsible role
from the parents;
Implicitly, the Narrative Approach offers to parents an alternative to the ways they usually use to speak, tell,
explain (and so on) to their children. In other words, this approach adds new tools to the interactional repertoire
between parents and children.

4.2.3 THE NARRATIVE APPROACH AND LEARNING PROCESSES

There are already many pieces of evidence from researchers showing the Narrative Approach in early education can
favour not only well-being at school but also more effective learning processes and achievements. The virtuous circle
between experimentation and narration favours discoveries, enhances the desire to look into phenomena, fixes
experiences in long-term memory and permits to be much more inclusive, since each child, no matter their cognitive
style, can always find their proper way to learn, much more than through some traditional, semantic-based learning.
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That being said, we must pay much attention to
documenting it, anyway. Despite the evidence
mentioned above, we are aware that a possible
misunderstanding could exist about the
Narrative Approach since it could be considered
only some kind of fun way to spend time, not
one of the most effective ways to learn. This
sentiment could be common in teachers working
in primary schools, or in some parents. For this
reason, documenting how the Narrative
Approach is improving children’s learning
processes is essential.

Each country has its National Curriculum for early education, usually based on “experiences fields”, or
“competencies and skills to be acquired”.

To make this purpose even stronger, we propose to refer our observation to a specific “evaluation system”, avoiding
any naïve approach in this field. Since we are in a European context, we propose a three-level-evaluation system of
the learning processes in early education:

1.

European Union has already adopted a specific perspective on general education goals:
the eight key competencies for life. It is still controversial the chance to apply this
system to early education as well. Anyway, the EU is a partner of the network among 

2.
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European Schools devoted to the children of EU officers abroad. Many members of this network have adopted
the Early Education Curriculum , and it could be a useful reference point if we want to give some European
perspective when we speak about educational goals in the preschool system.

3. Lastly, we must consider the development tasks the children have to cope with when they are from 0 to 6 years
old. This is a psychological perspective that can depend on different “schools of thought” existing in the
academic sector, but it is not so much affected by cultural or ethnical-belonging reasons . “Development tasks”
are abilities and competencies the children have to acquire at any particular age, following, of course, their
attitude, personality and cognitive style, but we know that recovering possible gaps related to them could be very
difficult during the following ages.

Summing up, when we document narrative activities carried out by children, we have to put much attention to
underlining what children are learning through these activities. The main goal is to make adults aware of the
importance of this approach even from a cognitive point of view.

4.2.4 THE NARRATIVE APPROACH AND STORYTELLING PRODUCTION. 
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We call our readers’ attention again not to confuse “storytelling as a tool supporting
the Narrative Approach” with storytelling as a production coming from the Narrative
Approach implementation. Since this kind of result is directly related to the
Narrative Approach implementation, it has a central role in our Erasmus + project,
considering that it is connected with both our intellectual output n.3 and the stable
collaboration between preschools and libraries; the latter is an essential topic of our
project. To avoid overloading this paragraph, we do not add anything else here, but
we recommend you read carefully the end-note XIX.

5.
GUIDELINES TO SUPPORT PRACTITIONERS FOR AN OPERATIVE USE OF THE FRAMEWORK
ON NA
The framework of NA is important as both a system of educational principles and guidelines to arrange good
documentation. For this reason, before exposing our best practices related to the Narrative Approach’s real
application at school, it could be useful to summarize the concepts, giving a short definition of each of them and
some orientation about when and how teachers can refer to each of them inside the documentation of Narrative
Approach-related best practice, and when they couldn’t.

5.1 About the Decalogue’s rules.

Label of the rule Short definition for teachers You can point out this rule when…

R1: THE TEACHER'S STORY
INSIDE THE CHILDREN’S

ONE

Your story about your professional development
feeds itself on observing and valuing children’s
spontaneous activities

… you are learning something new about your profession while
you are observing children in spontaneous activities. You
should be clear and aware of what you are learning.

R2: AESTHETIC
ORIENTATION IN

EDUCATION

Children learn more and more thoroughly if they
enjoy learning processes and show to be very
eager. The same, specularly, for the teachers’
teaching role

… you observe children show joy and enthusiasm strictly
related to a discovery or a new well-coped challenge in
knowledge and development. You should exclude generic
happiness or generic well-being demonstration

R3: RESPECTING
CHILDREN'S NARRATION

Teachers should respect and give value to what the
children are doing spontaneously, which often has
the shape of a narration

… you avoid giving the children suggestions about how they
can (or have to) carry out their activities, and when you wisely
wait for children's proposals before giving them suggestions
you have on the tip of your tongue (teacher’s self-control)

R4: REALIZING
APPROPRIATE

DOCUMENTATION

To be coherent, documentation about a narrative
experience carried out by the children should have
the shape of a story in turn, never of an essay

… you follow this principle! It is not the case to refer to this
principle inside documentation: maybe, only at the beginning,
saying something like this: “Dear reader, you can easily note
that this document is a story, not an essay”
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see above, § 3.2.7., the 10th rule of the Decalogue: “appropriateness of storytelling”3
Everywhere in the text we mention “libraries” we are speaking about the ones specialized in child literature4
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R5: BEING AWARE OF THE
TRIGGER

It is important to note everything unexpected gives
the children new and original perspectives in their
narrative activities

… when you feel surprised about the direction a children’s
narration is taking; even when you decide to make new
material and tools available to the children, without any
suggestion about their usage, you should be sure of your
“intellectual honesty” in that!

R6: BUILDING NARRATIVE
MAPS

Teachers should note - and maybe make children
aware of it - when children choose a different path
in their narration, following a new unexpected
trigger

… you note it and you can make the children aware of it, using
an appropriate conversational approach (R8); you should be
able to document the forks occurring during children’s
narrative experiences and help children to do the same without
influencing them

R7: EXPLORING MEANINGS

The teacher should favour the children’s exploration
of what each concrete element of a story means for
each of the involved children

… you promote common research and comparison among
children about the different experience-meaning
something/someone involved in their narration has for each
child; this is one of the few chances you have, in applying the
Narrative Approach, to break children’s narrative activities for a
while

R8: TEACHERS LEARN
NARRATIVE

CONVERSATION

Teachers should learn a completely new
conversational approach when they try to support
children’s narrative activities

… you use questions, hypothetical suggestions, curiosity,
surprise, lack of evaluation sentences – instead of statements,
orders, authoritative prescriptions, evaluation sentences –
when you speak with the children about their narrative
activities

R9: HAVING A SET OF
USEFUL

METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
AND TRICKS

To support children’s spontaneous narrative
activities, teachers should hold practical productive
skills, and even share with the children

… you use and teach new techniques to produce things, to
present materials, to join different languages, to involve
children in a more active approach, to give the children more
meaningful materials, to involve parents more properly, and so
on

R10: APPROPRIATENESS
OF STORYTELLING

Storytelling at school should be always related to
children’s spontaneous narrative activities, rather
than an activity in itself

… you read to the children (or the children read/watch on their
own) only books related to the ongoing children’s narrative
activities and avoid reading generic child storytelling products

5.2 About the Decalogue’s rules.

Label of the topic Short definition for teachers You can point out this topic when…

HOW TO ARRANGE A
NARRATIVE SCHOOL LIFE

(TIME)

School Daily (Yearly) Time management is (going to
be) reconsidered to support NA application at
school

… your school-time organization has been changed
PERMANENTLY either to favour children’s narrative
experiences in general or as a consequence of a specific
narrative project; you should avoid pointing out this topic when
the change is only temporary and related only to a specific
narrative experience, working in a specific time

HOW TO ARRANGE A
NARRATIVE SCHOOL

SETTING (SPACES)

School spaces management is (going to be)
reconsidered to support NA application at school

… your school spaces organization has been changed
PERMANENTLY either to favour children’s narrative
experiences in general or as a consequence of a specific
narrative project; you should avoid pointing out this topic when
the change is only temporary and related only to a specific
narrative experience, working in a specific time

HOW TO CHOOSE
MATERIAL AND TOYS

(DIDACTIC TOOLS)

Didactic tools provision is (going to be) reconsidered
to support NA application at school

… your tools provision has been changed PERMANENTLY
either to favour children’s narrative experiences in general or as
a consequence of a specific narrative project; you should avoid
pointing out this topic when the change is only temporary and
related only to a specific narrative experience, working in a
specific time
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NA AND WELL-BEING
PROMOTION AT SCHOOL

How NA can help a better and shared definition of
RULES OF LIVING TOGETHER at school

… when a specific narrative experience permits you to improve
the (common and shared) rules of living together and permit
the children to be actively involved in it; children need to show
to feel active in rules management

NA AND THE
RELATIONSHIP WITH

FAMILIES

Teachers should explore with the parents which are
the bridges between school and home related to the
children’s narrative activities; NA can make the
relationship with the family easier and more
productive

… parents are involved to report to them children’s narrative
experiences or exchanging information about children’s
narrative experiences at school and home; even when children
bring to school something from home, to share with mates and
use it in their ongoing narrative activities

NA AND LEARNING
PROCESSES

NA is a powerful perspective to boost the learning
and cognitive processes of the children

… a child (children) learn(s) something new – related to the
national curriculum and so on – thanks to some narrative
activity; the new learning goal should be detailed and well
specified, and even the child (children) should be aware of it

NA AND STORYTELLING
PRODUCTION

Teachers should involve local libraries to support
children’s narrative activities; teachers should give
value to the children’s spontaneous narrative
experiences, rearranging them in some child
literature products

… one of the events mentioned on the left occurs; you should
avoid considering in this topic storytelling not related to
ongoing children’s narrative activities, but only an activity in
itself: for example, reading a randomized book with the children
is not an example of this topic. Partnerships with libraries
should be permanent and not one-time

6.
FRAMEWORK ON NARRATIVE APPROACH AND SPECIAL QUESTIONS.
In paragraphs 1 to 4 of this chapter, we have dealt with the Narrative Approach Application in Early Education from a
generic point of view, without considering some important differences existing inside a generic sample made up of
children from zero to six years old. Basically, the description of the framework is tacitly based considering children a
bit able to move themselves, speak (or understand simple speaking) and socialize. We can say that the more the
children own those skills, the more the description of the Framework is properly relevant.
This presentation of the chapter is consistent with the fact these children are – not always but usually - at least
70/90% of the children attending preschools.
However, we know that the children’s narrative attitude is present since their birth, even before, and one of the most
important caregivers’ tasks is to support the development of this natural attitude.
In addition, although the children’s narrative attitude is universal, we cannot avoid highlighting that its expression can
change a lot, considering cultural differences, different parental styles in the family, different social class belonging,
and so on.
Finally, we should consider also children with special educational needs, whose integration into the Narrative
Approach application inside preschools could require special measures.
In this paragraph, we will try to answer these questions, starting from the base of the previous paragraphs.

6.1 Narrative Approach and infants (1-12 months)
In this case, we believe it is not useful to follow strictly the framework to explain what changes, but it is important to
give some general orientations since we can consider this age as the one when we put the base of the Narrative
Approach.
Our benchmarking in this specific field could be the “Loczy Approach” 
Some ideas to orient the teaching/caregiving behaviour:

A caregiver should “narrate” to him/herself every single baby who is looking after, or better their
development/growth, like a “TV commentator”; this attitude should be active not only in general but also in a
specific situation, taking note when something in the context works as a trigger for the baby;
The infants can cry in many different ways, usually, following their needs and/or external situation: caregivers
should try to narrate them, giving them narrative power and psychological–relational meaning;
When competent caregivers speak to infants should consider not only the speaking content but also the
speaking quality: timing, pauses, speed, non-verbal and para-verbal features, gestures, sight-play, and
emphasis…;
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Take into account how the child's movements-response to the nursing modify the caregiver’s action to favour
his/her movement matches the child's, and make the child more involved in a sort of “action dialogue”.

Adjust verbal approach to the baby’s needs: avoid exaggerating in speaking, above all when the child is
exploring when she/he plays laying on a carpet and is crawling around; generally speaking, the caregiver's
speaking shouldn’t overwhelm the baby's activity;
At this age, the infants need to be nursed very often: for this reason, the educator performs many manipulations
on their babies. Through body manipulations, the child develops body awareness. Tactile stimuli represent the
first interaction between caregiver and child.
The infant’s first attendance of an educational service is usually the first experience of socialization with peers,
at least outside the family. The infant begins to interact with them, and the educator can narrate what is
happening, using specific language and para-language “tools” (like register, timbre, prosody, pace, and volume).
At this moment, the educator's narration of these events is crucial for the infants, since it represents the first
cognitive contact with a narrative context involving them and, for this reason, constitutes imprinting, which will
shape those following.
In the first months of life, children repeat gestures to create a representation of the world and to learn to use
materials. The language of the adult must support/accompany this children’s behaviour, but not overlap with it
(this is a form of respect for children’s narration).
Pikler’s studies have focused heavily on understanding how infant language arises from adult language. The
assumption is that children's language and interest in reading during the following ages find roots in the
pleasure children will have had in being fully embedded in a “story”, concerning them when they were very
young.
In addition, a caregiver should pay close attention to the nonverbal language of care during mealtime and
changing routines as children often continue the action of the caregiver; there is evidence that the child is active
in building his or her own story of what is occurring during nursing.

6.2 Narrative Approach and toddlers (12-36 months)
In this span of age, there are many changes in development: children get abler and abler to move themselves, to
point out, to request, to use verbal language, starting from the first “words phrases” and onomatopoeia. Therefore,
what follows is mainly about children in their second life year, and it could be very different for different children at the
same age, according to their specific development level in speech, moving, interacting, and emotional control. Let’s try
to examine analytically all the framework’s topics from this point of view.
6.2.1 THE DECALOGUE’S RULES IN THE CASE OF TODDLERS

Label of the rule What’s different for toddlers

R1: THE TEACHER'S STORY INSIDE
THE CHILDREN’S ONE

No change

R2: AESTHETIC ORIENTATION IN
EDUCATION

No change

R3: RESPECTING CHILDREN'S
NARRATION

Respecting the child's narrative activities means respecting the child's time in exploration and movement.
Adults must avoid forcing children to change or to break their spontaneous explorations save when there is a
danger. As in the case of younger children, educators can comment on children’s exploration, without
exaggerating and without suggesting different experiences. Adults could change the context, removing
materials and toys, which seem to be an obstacle for the children, rather than opportunities.

R4: REALIZING APPROPRIATE
DOCUMENTATION

No change

R5: BEING AWARE OF THE TRIGGER

With pre-linguistic children, certain criteria define the trigger: contagiousness (catalyses the interest of more
children), high level of emotional activation, and recursivity, over a longer or shorter period. 
With younger children, relaunches must be immediate, before children have already "moved on" to another: the
more time the adult permit between a child’s behaviour and the adult’s relaunch, the more the adult have to
"force" the children to deal with the relaunch itself, against their active wishes. 

R6: BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

Maybe, at this stage teachers and caregivers can concentrate on pointing out wherever a fork occurs during
some free playing/exploring activity carried out by the children. Adults should give their speech an appropriate
emphasis, using and adjusting the already cited para-linguistic tools (register, timbre, prosody, pace, pitch and
volume).
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R7: EXPLORING MEANINGS

Maybe it is too early to ask the children something about it, but the teachers could ask the parents if a specific
child has had some specific experiences about recurrent topics of his/her playing (animals, people, buildings,
vehicles, plants, domestic objects and so on). In this way, teachers can consider it and use this information
when they verbalize the spontaneous playing of this child.

R8: TEACHERS LEARN NARRATIVE
CONVERSATION

No essential change, but you know that with these children you have to reduce the use of the language, and
use still para-linguistic “tools” (register, timbre, prosody, pace, pitch and volume).

R9: HAVING A SET OF USEFUL
METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS AND

TRICKS
No change

R10: APPROPRIATENESS OF
STORYTELLING

No change

Label of the topic What’s different for the toddlers

HOW TO ARRANGE A NARRATIVE
SCHOOL LIFE (TIME)

No essential change, but ………
The more the child is young, the more we have to respect his/her time approach. We should never break the
children’s exploration activity, for example for a routine, without agreeing with them, involving them in the
decision to break, considering arranging some kind of transitional ritual

HOW TO ARRANGE A NARRATIVE
SCHOOL SETTING (SPACES)

No essential change, but ………
Provide objects that allow him to have an autonomous activity; objects that he can explore on his own, that he
can manipulate, and hold in his hand to promote his independence. 
Provide a space that allows for movement, so that he can turn on his back, and roll over....

HOW TO CHOOSE MATERIAL AND
TOYS (DIDACTIC TOOLS)

I would favour heuristic materials that can be used in different ways. Very young children explore a lot through
their skin and mouth, so in this case, you have to pay attention to propose materials with different
consistencies and with different surfaces (Ex.: an example is the basket of treasures)

6.2.2 SCHOOL MANAGEMENT’S TOPICS IN THE CASE OF TODDLERS

NA AND WELL-BEING PROMOTION
AT SCHOOL

You should consider favouring that, as much as possible, the school-community rules could transit from the
older children to the younger in some natural way: imitation, indication, direct teaching…. When we speak of
“older children”, we mean both the ones older in age and the ones older in attendance.

NA AND THE RELATIONSHIP WITH
FAMILIES

No change

NA AND LEARNING PROCESSES No change

NA AND STORYTELLING
PRODUCTION

No change. Of course, we have to get books and similar products suitable for this age. And, if you want to edit
new early literature products starting from the free children’s narration, the role of the adult could be too
intrusive, and you should check if it occurs.

All the specifications described above have to take as wisely as possible: as the child grows up and approaches the
age of three, teachers can apply the standard and full definition of the Decalogue’s rules and School Management’s
topics.

6.3 Narrative approach and multiculturalism
A correct application of the Narrative Approach as we have described in this chapter should automatically favour the
inclusion of children from or belonging to different cultures. Since this approach is supported by children's curiosity,
the latter should in turn be supported by the novelty that the life of children belonging to different cultures should
arouse in native ones, even when they are the majority.
Generally speaking, we could consider the ease with which children from other cultures are actively involved in
children's spontaneous narrative activities as a sure indicator, albeit holistic and non-analytical, that the application of
the approach is taking place appropriately.
Therefore, teachers who have adopted the narrative approach will have to pay close attention to considering the level
of real involvement of children from other cultures. They should remove all obstacles that could impoverish it: for
example, linguistic obstacles, the prejudices that indigenous children could bring with them from family life, and the
presence in the school of materials or events that are too culturally connoted.
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6.4 Narrative Approach and educational poverty condition in the family’s social context
This condition may or may not be added to the previous one. Considering it in itself, the problem, in this case, is not
so much belonging to a different culture, but to a culture that is objectively poorer in opportunities. These children,
due to poverty or more centripetal lifestyles in their families, could have far fewer opportunities for social life and
access to meaningful free time experiences (holidays, participation in cultural events, attending social meeting places,
etc).
In other words, these children do not simply have a different life experience that must be valued, as in the previous
case, but an experience that is objectively more limited and less rich.
For this reason, the role of the teacher appears in this case more important and at the same time more difficult. Often
these families give up many social opportunities due to a lack of economic resources, but sometimes also due to a
long habit of marginalization and because of a fatalistic and resigned attitude.
The Narrative approach could be an opportunity to help these families to modify, as far as possible, their social
approach, and also to give their children more family experiences to bring into the school context as their contribution
to common learning paths, like, in our case, the free narrative activities of children.

6.5. Narrative Approach and special educational needs
Special educational needs can be very different to each other: for example, let’s think of the difference between an
autistic child and a child with multiple physical handicaps.
In any case, as in the previous case, we are faced with a limit on the power of these children to act (lack of “agency”):
this limit should be reduced. Schools that are organized for classes of children of different ages are more facilitated in
encouraging the inclusion of these children too because the learning dynamics that take place there are precisely
based on the different abilities to act of children of different developmental ages.
This does not mean that children with special needs can simply be compared to younger children in age. This means
that a group of children already used to dealing with the inclusion of children at different levels of development has
more relational tools to integrate even children with special needs.
It follows that the class made up of children of different ages has a much higher narrative potential in terms of
inclusion. Anyway, the teacher will also have to suggest alternative ways for children to carry out their narrative
activities, to involve children with special needs more.
In this case, a greater direct intervention of adults in the children's narrative can be justified, avoiding, as always,
being too directive.

7. 
END NOTES
Here you can find some notes more thoroughly focused on the ten rules of the Decalogue and the seven topics of
school management, based on the Narrative Approach adoption (the references for them are in the main text).
Basically, the main text could be enough to have a concise description of the rules and topics, to understand and
appreciate the Best Practices reported in the following chapter 6.
Anyway, after reading the latter, we suggest you read the following notes as well. Of course, no one inhibits you to
read them in advance.

RULE 1
This principle starts from the phenomenological approach to “caring professions”, which points out that relationships in education,
teaching and nursing are born as asymmetric: there is a person who nurses, educates or teaches, and another who is nursed,
educated or trained. But, if these relationships are really “human”, after a while they turn to become symmetric: in our case,
children learn from the teachers but teach to the teachers as well; teachers teach children but learn from children too. In other
words, the teaching relationship changes the teacher’s professional story. After each workday, each teacher should be able to
recognize it and say to himself or herself: “Today I’ve learnt this and that from my children, and my professional story has been
growing up thanks to them”. As we are going to explain later, this awareness can change the way the teachers choose to document
activities, since documentation is a reportage of both children’s acting and teachers’ learning as a consequence.

RULE 2

Actually, even a duty for the latter, target of evaluation and corrective interventions, as if the study, the search for knowledge,
experimentation and discovery were boring and unattractive things in themselves, useful only for the hope of a future, well-paid job
or to satisfy the narcissism of the parents. In other words, we traditionally consider schooling something towards which students
should be pushed, even forced, because, if it were up to them, they would try to do nothing. We must recover the idea that could
even be a duty behind every right there, but above all, there is enjoyment.

In the field of education, the words “rights” and “duties” have always chased each other in a somewhat chaotic lexical dance: a duty
for parents and the Govern, and a right for students.

RULE 3
This principle implies that teaching is based not merely on a formal curriculum, but an engaged and ongoing observation of the
children, as a group, and of each of them. Teachers have to be very curious about what children do or tell, treating these behaviours
as stories. We do remind that some national curriculums around the world, for example, New Zeeland, Australia, among others,
foresee teachers setting up home visits just before the school attendance of each child, to know what are the main interests of the
children, their life context and so on. In this way, the teachers can arrange the school planning taking into account these pieces of
information.
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In addition, this principle implies that the documentation teachers gather on each child's learning processes during the entire school
attendance should be arranged as a work in progress and always at the child’s disposal. Practically speaking, it means to realize for
each child a portfolio documentation shaped as a personal handbook, built systematically when the child reaches a new level of
learning and social or cognitive functioning, to permit the children to review their achievements whenever they like.

RULE 4

Complete and well-formed documentation about a children’s narrative experience should have references to all the rules of the
Decalogue inside. The more references there are, the better and more useful the documentation is.

It would be incoherent to document a narrative experience using some formal/academic style, the one we could prefer writing an
essay. It is much better to take on the style that a novelist could adopt writing her/his novels and stories. All of us maybe know
what it means: 1) describing facts and people instead of giving rationalized opinions; 2) giving space to and describing emotions; 3)
taking note of details; 4) creating an atmosphere, for example, suspense, expectation, thrilling; 5) using complex and circular story-
patterns, instead of linear argumentation. It could be a good idea to take inspiration from our favourite professional novelist.

It is quite impossible to think about a story without considering that it develops itself through time. For this reason, we should
emphasize the flow of time in our description. There could be many ways to realize that; we can suggest organizing documentation
as a drama, made up of some acts, each of them made up of some scenes. The passage between an act and the following points out
a big change in the narration; instead, the passage between a scene and the following points out a more limited change.

Even people who do not know anything about the school having produced narrative documentation should be able to understand
and enjoy it on their own: we are speaking of self-accessible and user-friendly documentation, without any external help. In other
words, we should not edit this documentation as a PPT presentation, supporting a speech during a training session. Maybe we will
need it somewhere and sometimes, but it should not be the basic format of our narrative documentation.

RULE 6

In other words, applying the narrative approach means permitting the children to explore new territory of learning, and helping
them to draw a map of this exploration. For children to be aware of their narrative journeys and to be attracted by the idea to draw
maps of them could be difficult. From the perspective of the Narrative Approach, the role of the teachers is, among others, to help
children realize the progressive maps of their ongoing explorations.

We suppose that having used a map to orienteer while hiking in the mountain or somewhere is a common experience for this
handbook’s readers. Well, we are talking about a different kind of map, the one a past explorer could have drawn step by step while
he/she was going into some unknown region, as Livingstone likely did, exploring the river Nile’s source 150 years ago. A suggestive
example of this kind of map is in fig. 6.

RULE 8

Assertive instructions;
Clear assignments;
Learning processes getting simpler;
Obligation on formal rules;
Using expressions like “have to”, “need to be”, “it’s right/wrong”;
Using many times imperative verbal mode (or indicative with an imperative meaning);
Using too many praises and disapprovals, etc.;
The conversation between children and teachers is started and/or dominated by the latter.

Giving many hypothetical suggestions;
Being careful to give more assignments among which children can choose what they prefer;
Allowing learning processes to get more complex, instead of simplifying them and trying to reach completion, whatever the
cost is;
Trying to reach always an agreement on sharing social rules, starting from the idea to promote children’s responsibility;
Using expressions like “maybe”, “we could verify if”, “what do you think if”, “sometimes can work and sometimes can’t, let’s
try to come up with when and why”;
Avoiding using the imperative verbal mode, favouring instead the conditional one;
Avoiding using praises and disapprovals and using instead requests favouring the children’s awareness of their
cognitive/emotional processes, etc.
The dialogue between children and teachers is started and dominated by the children.

A comprehensive language change like this needs practice, self-control, mutual aid among teachers, training, and so forth.

Traditionally, the teaching language in conversation with children is often characterized by: 

On the opposite, using conversational language based on Narrative Approach means:

RULE 9

I.T. (Information Technology) could be very important in the development of Narrative Approach strategies. For example, we
can use it to enlarge our narrative provisions: maybe paper books are meant to be better, but sometimes it could be urgent to
get something useful to support some children’s ongoing narrative activity. In addition, we can use it to arrange better
documentation for children and parents, and we can use specific software to produce pictures, and so on.
The narrative Approach requires using many kinds of objects. From the point of view of this approach, these things are better
for children to do, rather than to buy them. For example, if a narrative activity is dealing with animals, the children can improve
their competencies in realizing them on their own, instead to use some commercial items. To reach these results, teachers
should be able to teach the children these techniques, after checking they are motivated.
The Narrative Approach can enhance the teachers’ creativity as well; as the children are encouraged to create on their own the
objects they need for their narration, the teachers are encouraged to create by themselves new equipment and didactic tools
to support children’s narrative activities. In other words, teachers will not limit their paraphernalia to what is made available by
specialized producers, but they will attempt to become inventors.

Let’s see some examples:
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Generally speaking, we have to underline that the “Narrative Approach” does not mean using only “vocal narration” the
simplest of the languages we commonly use. The narrative Approach is a great chance to teach many forms of language:
drawing through a multi-technique approach, sculpting, patchworking, taking pictures and movies on a camera, dancing,
listening and making music, and so in. The difference between the Narrative Approach and the traditional one is that in the
Narrative Approach teachers take advantage of the spontaneous narrative activities, which children are carrying out at that
moment to motivate them to learn and practice many artistic and social languages. In other words, similar to “storytelling”
(see next paragraph), these techniques are not to be learnt in themselves, but strictly connected to the need to improve an
ongoing narrative activity. In this way, not only learning different languages is more inspiring for the children, but also these
skills will get more and more stable and interiorized.

RULE 10
The teacher should promote ongoing bibliography research, asking libraries for help, to gain the right child’s literature products,
starting from the main topics and issues the children are dealing with in their narrative spontaneous activities.
Finally, to give the right importance to storytelling, teachers should consider limiting its use in neutral contexts, such as a
connective or merely recreational activity, a routine or a way to calm down children.

TOPIC: SCHOOL TIME MANAGEMENT

First, we have to consider that in the Narrative Approach perspective, the active role of the children is essential. How can they
actively contribute to the school time organisation?
Secondly, are we sure that arranging rituals and routines is enough for the Narrative Approach purposes? Please, do not forget
that a story usually has a plot, which is a structure connecting – logically and emotionally - many different scenes and events.
How can we realize this narrative connection in school daily life? How can we give some narrative continuity, for example
between the morning didactic activities and the following lunchtime?
Furthermore, we should give to school life a more natural rhythm. For this purpose, some wise usage of language could help a
lot (see § 3.2.5): a story cannot have holes.
Next, we should consider how allowing the absent children not to be excluded from what happens when they are not at school.
Finally, we should multiply the chances for the children to get more aware of what they are doing. For example, we usually get
more attention to the morning assembly among children and teachers, but do not arrange similar events at the end of an
activity or of the day.

Anyway, is it enough from the point of view of the Narrative Approach? Maybe not.

Maybe, the list above is not complete. In addition, we should consider the whole experience each child lives inside a school - from
the beginning to the passage to a different school - as a story. This rule is very important and could be supported by adopting
specific tools. For example, the portfolio we spoke about in the previous § 3.1.1., the one devoted to giving value to the children’s
spontaneous storytelling. This kind of tool would be very important: it is the story of each child’s school attendance, from both
cognitive and emotional points of view. In addition, at least with older children, we can involve them in some “awareness activities”,
around a simple question: what does your school attendance look like? Is there a story you know that is quite similar to your school
attendance?

TOPIC: SCHOOL SPACES MANAGEMENT

It is important that in each school there are some not-connoted spaces, where children can arrange their narrative activities
that need a stable place, at least as far as these activities are carried out. Traditionally, we think that a well-organized school
must have all the spaces well-defined and fully equipped for a specific reason. Instead, Narrative Approach requires that the
children could have at their disposal some neutral space, where they can arrange their unpredictable narrative activities. When
one of these neutral spaces is temporarily connoted by children, with the teachers’ support, according to some narrative
activity, this space should not sort out every day so that children can find it every morning as they had left it last afternoon.
Every school should have spaces where the children’s in-progress documentation on narrative activities could be exhibited
permanently. Once the teachers have identified which are the main narrative activities the children are carrying out, they can
identify – involving children – where to arrange the related in-progress documentation.
Particular consideration deserves how can change the arrangement of the school library, one of the most traditional spaces
inside our schools if we have adopted the Narrative Approach perspective. As mentioned before, in this perspective storytelling
is not an activity in itself, but great support for the just active narrative activities. In other words, according to the Narrative
Approach, the school library is not a physical space any longer, but a meta-space, spread all over the school’s spaces, according
to the activities the children are carrying out in each of them. We could figure out many little - and temporary - school
libraries, one in each space where some narrative activity is working, containing the books which are important to support that
activity. Likely, this does not mean that we should get rid of the traditional school library: actually, we could consider it as a
neutral container of books, since the books, which are very important for the children’s narrative activities will be located where
it is in progress, as long as it will be active

Taking note of this limitation, and considering that it could be quite impossible to set school spaces fully according to Narrative
Approach, we have to imagine some pragmatic trade-offs, like the following:

TOPIC: SCHOOL WELL-BEING

In this context, “rule” does not mean only an ethical statement, to distinguish what people can or cannot do; here, “rule” has a
much wider meaning, any idea about how reality works, or should work, related to its multiple aspects. “Rule” is a concept
much closer to “how to govern” and “how to make something work” than “regulation” or “some formally expecting
behaviour”.
A school, meant as a place where people – every day and for a long time – try to fulfil their needs and get as much pleasure as
they can, is like a little society or community, not that different from a tribe somewhere in the world. In other words, we should
consider a school from an anthropological point of view. Every society or community, no matter how large it is, is characterized
by sharing some kind of culture among its members, that is to say, sharing productive preferences, social roles, intimacy
interpretation/friendships, rituals, mythology, ethic values, meanings and explanations about world and reality. All of these
features are usually based on a strong and complex narration, even in societies ruled by adults. If we spend time observing a 

How can Narrative Approach help us to achieve this goal? To answer this question, we should consider the following idea:
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The Narrative Approach can support both a strategy to share the school’s rules with the meaning we adopted above, and the
construction of a mature culture inside each class and, as a consequence, inside the entire school. Many features of group’s-culture
are “narrative” by nature, for example, ritualism, mythology, and explanations about reality- that is some kind of group’s-
philosophy. In addition, we have to admit that children give some narrative format also to other cultural features, for example, the
network of social roles inside a group: children rarely use abstract words like “leader” or “follower”, but they can tell many stories
that match the correspondent behaviour of both their own and their mates.
We definitely could state that the Narrative Approach, supporting both group-culture development, and some more mature
meanings of the “school’s rules”, can give a fundamental contribution to establishing a better relational climate at school and more
responsible behaviours from the children.

group of children inside a school, we can easily note: 1) specific ways to play, enjoy activities and build something: 2) the
existence of typical social roles, for example, many kinds of leading and following children; 3) implicit/informal regulations
inside large and small group/s the children set even without any intervention by teachers; 4) recurring rituals; 5) group’s
mythology, and so on. From this point of view, each class is unique and different from any other, like a fingerprint.

TOPIC: LEARNING PROCESSES

gradually distancing themselves from the family context, to permit living a fulfilling educational experience in some collective
context;
gradually establishing the socio-emotional balance;
developing bodily EGO, body plan and basic motoric competencies;
developing free exploration activities and the basic-concrete cognitive operations on things;
developing basic communication competencies, through different languages;
learning how to share rules to build an enjoyable and fulfilment living together;
lay the foundation of both social responsibility and progressive ability to well understand their cultural features.

The different national curriculums in Europe have some similarities and some differences, depending on national history and culture.
Since we hope that our Narrative Approach could be adopted in other schools in other countries, we need to demonstrate that it
can support the goals shared at the national level and can work everywhere. In this English version of the Handbook on Narrative
Approach, we do not deal with the different National Curricula; they will be treated inside each national version of the Handbook.

They are the following: 1) communication in the mother tongue; 2) communication in foreign languages; 3) mathematical
competencies and basic competencies in science and technology; 4) digital competencies; 5) learning to learn; 6) social and civic
competencies; 7) sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; 8) cultural awareness and expression. See: Key Competences for Lifelong
Learning (europa.eu)

The core of the Early Education curriculum (EEC) consists of 4 areas: 1) Me and my body; 2) Me as a person; 3) Me and the others;
4) Me and the world. Each of these areas has 3 dimensions which show just what is involved in each area. They are: 1) Learning to
be; 2) Learning to live with others; 3) Learning to do and to know. In this way, this model identifies 12 different fields of interest in
EEC. For more information: Curriculum (schola-europaea.eu)

Here you are only an example of a list of development tasks in early childhood:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

TOPIC: STORYTELLING PRODUCTION/PROVISION

Children are natural storytellers, aren’t they? Well, why do not use it to edit high-quality child literature products? It is possible
on the one hand if the teachers have a method to assist children in their appropriate production, and, on the other hand, if
there is the support of specialists in editing, the librarians. In our intellectual output n. 2, we propose a tutorial to guide
teachers towards this aim. What we want to highlight here is: 1) the Narrative Approach implementation naturally will bring us
to this kind of production; 2) to do this properly, we need to arrange a solid collaboration between preschools and libraries.
Anyway, the collaboration between preschools and libraries can have much larger horizons. Usually, preschools and libraries
collaborate occasionally or even only for books loan. It is a pity, and we believe we could do much more. Later in this handbook,
we will explore some best practices on this topic. In addition, we will show how collaboration between preschools and libraries
can produce a very useful “reasonable bibliography on child literature” that can help teachers and parents to orienteer them
about how to choose books for their children and how to have a critical sight towards child literature.

Teachers are experts on children, librarians are authorities on child literature. If we mix them can obtain two important results:
1.

2.
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NARRATE PROJECT – Intellectual Output n.1
Handbook on the Narrative Approach implementation in Early Education

CHAPTER IV
BEST PRACTICES’ COLLECTION: How narrative approach in

early education could look in preschools’ everyday life

1. 
INTRODUCTION – How to plan and draw documentation of narrative experiences
carried out by the children, in accordance with our methodological model.

In the collection, you can find stories involving children of different ages, from 1 (or less) to 6 years old, according to
what we explained in the previous chapter.
Each Practice is described as a story, but we put in a specific column many references to our methodological
FRAMEWORK (see previous chapter 3). Of course, these references are useful only after reading the chapter and,
anyway, we suggest reading the experience once without getting a look at the list of references: first, read the story,
and next study it!
You can see that, coherently with Narrative Approach, there is not a well-defined format in describing these practices:
of course, the authors tried to respect some editing suggestions and general rules, but we want to emphasise the
differences between the involved schools, not only their different organization, target and management, but also the
different culture which they belong to. The four involved schools come from different parts of Europe (North,
Northeast, Central-West and South) and for this, they can demonstrate that Narrative Approach could be applied
everywhere, as a universal approach, able to respect and to get adapted to any peculiarities.
Finally, if the readers will have the patience, after reading, to look into the notes put on the right column, they can
appreciate the fact each Practice emphasizes and focuses on different parts of the Framework of the Narrative
Approach described in chapter 3. This is normal, and if we ideally hold all eight practices together, we could have a
comprehensive landscape of the Narrative Approach, with every detail. 

Applying Narrative Approach inside school planning means producing – and documenting – stories. In this chapter,
we have collected 8 different of them, two from each school partner involved in the project. This collection has at
least three goals:

First, we want to provide good practical examples of the Narrative Approach application. Chapter 3, the
methodological one, has to be considered incomplete without reading this chapter. Instead, reading only chapter 4
could be reductive, but also an experience in itself. For this reason, we think that teachers at the first approach with
the model could start reading this chapter to understand if the model itself is good for them.

Secondly, we would like to explain a method to document school activities based on story making, to say that
documentation could be arranged using only a storytelling register, reducing to the max semantic statements.

Finally, this collection can provide some ideas from which readers of this book could start implementing the first
experience fully based on the Narrative Approach in their school.
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We are tempted to join the narrative project because we want to try to take an approach where
we start from the children's interests and issues and we want to establish a conscious way of
working to support the children's narratives. In the past, we have worked to strengthen children's
language but with a more semantic approach.
The concept of narrative storytelling is new to us, but it feels meaningful and fun to take on this
challenge. Our environment inside the preschool certainly does not meet the requirements for a
rich aesthetic environment, but we have a studio that is shared by the two classes. In the long
term, our goal is that the entire preschool will work with a narrative approach, all parts of the
framework for narrative teaching and attitude to development are strongly consistent with our
Swedish curriculum for preschool.
The curriculum expresses that preschool works for good care, a learning that is diverse and
based on a democratic foundation that all people have equal value. We will also have good
cooperation with the children's parents, and they should feel involved in the children's education.

“Everyone who works in preschool shall promote respect for the inviolability of human
life, the freedom and integrity of the individual, the equal value of all people, equality

between men, girls, and boys, as well as solidarity between people." Swedish
curriculum

We are two teachers, Caroline and Mari who are responsible for the group of 18-mounths-to-
three-year-old children. During the month of September, we start observing the children to see
what they like to do and see what they play for games. We listen to their conversations and take
notes.
When we analyze our observations, we notice that several children play with cars, they talk about
their experiences when they have driven a car, bus, boat, and other vehicles.

We ask the children how they get to preschool in the morning: most of them come by car, and
someone rides a bike. A child tells us: "we usually go by car to our cabin, then we have to drive
along a dirt road!"

All families in the group have one or more cars in the household.

How should we proceed with children's interest in play and movement together with
vehicles? 
We think that triggers in children's games and interactions are the desire to imagine being going
somewhere, making things up in the moment and that they like to pack things in bags. They also
like to build and construct with different materials; therefore, we intend to offer a relaunch in the
form of setting up cardboard boxes in the room, we find a large cardboard box where several
children can fit to play in.

BEST PRACTICE n.1BEST PRACTICE n.1  
WHERE ARE WE GOING?
A narrative project about games, vehicles, picnics, and adventures in everyday life

R1

1.SEARCHING FOR AWARENESS1.SEARCHING FOR AWARENESS

THE TEACHER’S STORY INSIDE
THE CHILDREN’S ONE

RESPECTING CHILDREN’S
NARRATIONS

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R3

RESPECTING CHILDREN’S
NARRATIONS

R3

TEACHERS LEARN NARRATIVE
CONVERSATION

R8

R7

BEING AWARE OF THE
TRIGGER(S)

R5

2.LET'S GO RIDING THE BUS2.LET'S GO RIDING THE BUS
"We're going to watch a movie and at the same time play as if we're going somewhere," says the
teacher. The children and a teacher sit in the box; in front of us, a film is shown with a bus
driving around a city. "We're going to Finland," says Leah. Vic sits at the front of the box and
pretends to drive; Vic makes movements with his arms as if holding a steering wheel and
steering.

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

Best practice from Bergsviken Preschool located in the neighbourhood of Bergsviken in Piteå- (Sweden). At the
preschool, we are two classes with children 3-5 years in total 43 children.  We divide the children by age into different
groups.  Our project involves a group of three-year-old children, 12 children as a whole. 

According to National Level
Own national curriculum
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Several children move their arms and sometimes they
make engine noises with their voices. The children do
not talk much, but they act with the body and by
making an engine noise.
"Where are we going?" the teacher asked. "We go
swimming," says Alice.We get off the bus and start
swimming and splashing on the floor. After a while,
someone wants to go back to preschool, so everyone
gets back on the bus.
When we were "swimming", a child saw the soft
animals lying in a basket. Alice picks up an animal,
then the other children also pick up each animal. The
animals were allowed to accompany us on the bus.
After a while, the children stop playing and are about
to walk away from the room. The teacher asks the
children: 

"Do you want to draw when we took the bus?”. Several
children draw a square shape (as the bus has). The
child draws how the bus goes in round turns; on the
other side, he draws a steering wheel.
 "You steer with the steering wheel," says Luisa.
"I also draw a bus," says Leah, and on the smaller paper,
she draws herself and the teacher.
Another girl looks at Leah's drawing and gets inspiration
to draw. She draws a bus, then draws two other small
drawings that she glues to the larger paper.

R9
HAVE A SET OF USEFUL
METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
(AND TRICKS)

R9
HAVE A SET OF USEFUL
METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
(AND TRICKS)

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

How my professional story has improved so far (R1: the teacher’s story inside the
children’s one)
It was fun to play with the kids; we were two teachers who participated. We chose to project a
film that shows the perspective from inside a bus and what you see outside the bus window.
At first, the children were careful; they sat in the boxes and watched the film quite passively.
After a while, the children begin to move the body in the play and tilt the body sideways as the
bus turns. Events from the children's experiences from their lives are incorporated into the play;
the children suggest that the bus drives to the bathhouse for swimming. The children take an
impression of each other, and when someone starts making engine noises, several children start
making noises.

"Ability to create and ability to express and communicate experiences, thoughts and
experiences in different forms of expression such as image, form, drama, movement,
singing, music and dance" Swedish curriculum.

We, teachers, want to give children more opportunities to express themselves through different
aesthetic expressions, we think that the children drawing, painting, and constructing with
different materials can nourish the games of driving vehicles and travelling somewhere. What are
the characteristics of a vehicle?
Wheels, steering wheel, dashboard, engine noise, but maybe also bags with packing, maps,
family, pets? We think that the children can create mini stories in images and forms that can then
contribute to the play and the interaction between the children.

3.CHILDREN DRAW AND PAINT WHEELS3.CHILDREN DRAW AND PAINT WHEELS
We want to continue to investigate whether the functioning of vehicles is interesting and could be
a trigger for children. Therefore, we suggest to the children that we paint round contours as a
wheel shape and that they can paint the wheel in different colours.

R2
LEARNING AND TEACHING
ARE PLEASURES, NOT
DUTIES: AESTHETIC
ORIENTATION IN EDUCATION 

R1
THE TEACHER’S STORY INSIDE
THE CHILDREN’S ONE

TEACHERS LEARN NARRATIVE
CONVERSATION

R8

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

According to National Level
Own national curriculum
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We ask the kids a question:
What kind of wheels/tires are they? If it can be
a tire that rolls fast/if it can drive wobbly.
On which vehicle is the wheel?
Maybe the kids come up with different
characters for their wheel (we hope they get
ideas when they paint).
One child says: My wheel is dangerous and
goes to Stockholm. Another child quotes: I
made a rainbow wheel.
During children's activities such as this
painting task, we have learned to stop and
respect the children's different strategies. The
children use different techniques, it has taught
us to look at each child as a unique creator of
their knowledge and responsiveness to the
children's different ways of expressing
themselves.

These ways also vary from time to time, a child is never the same or does the same things, and
we change our minds once more on another occasion.
We tried to give relaunches on several occasions to continue beyond the children's thoughts
about the wheels, but they were not so interested. Perhaps are the functioning and different
parts of vehicles not interesting enough for the children? We have collected different wheels that
the children can examine and use in the games. We've looked at pictures of strange wheels, but
the kids didn't seem particularly interested. Since we do not want to pressure the children to go
the way we have predetermined, we are dropping this crossroads. Here we were reminded of our
goal to let the children lead and that we should come along and walk next to the children not
before to lead them towards a goal determined by adults. Learning should be pleasurable, not a
duty.
Instead, we move on with the children's everyday stories.
The teachers have given a task to the children's families: they will work with the children's own
everyday stories, by dramatizing and playing.

4. CHILDREN'S EVERYDAY STORIES: COLLABORATION WITH PARENTS4. CHILDREN'S EVERYDAY STORIES: COLLABORATION WITH PARENTS
As an important part of involving families and collecting experiences of everyday travel, we ask
each family to briefly describe a regular journey they have made together with their child.
An example of such documentation: a child has accompanied his father to work and been
allowed to eat in the staff canteen. He has also been allowed to ride a tractor (his father works as
a machine driver).
Another child describes how he rides a car with his father, they buy pastries and coffee and go
home to grandma and surprise her. The children are proud of their short stories and the other
children listen with interest.
Then, the children and the teacher play the story. The teacher has prepared and perhaps
included important objects that are part of the story. Something like, for example, pastries, a
steering wheel for driving the car...
The child whose story we play may have a leading role, but the other children fill in and the play
often contains more events than was included in the original story.

5. THE TRIP TO ABBI-DABBI! 5. THE TRIP TO ABBI-DABBI! 
On this occasion, it was Leah's story that we were going to dramatize. Leah brings pictures and
a short story that Leah and her parents have brought to preschool. 
We gather on the floor, where the teachers have developed custom materials so that we can
recreate Leah's story.
The children gather on the floor and Mari holds up Leah´s everyday story.

R9
HAVE A SET OF USEFUL
METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
(AND TRICKS)

RESPECTING CHILDREN’S
NARRATIONS

R3

R1
THE TEACHER’S STORY INSIDE
THE CHILDREN’S ONE
Just a moment… the
importance to take a rest in
order to reflect before acting,
when we are teaching

R2
LEARNING AND TEACHING
ARE PLEASURES, NOT
DUTIES: AESTHETIC
ORIENTATION IN EDUCATION 

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

R9
HAVE A SET OF USEFUL
METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
(AND TRICKS)

How to choose
material and toys

(DIDACTIC
TOOLS)

NA and relations
with families

How to arrange 
a narrative 

school-setting
(school SPACES)
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"Let's show your story and we'll hear what happened?"
Now the story begins. We have brought in a small wooden boat that several children can fit a ride
in. We also project a film showing the sea and waves. A bag is available with life jackets, a candy
bag, and an oar as a tool for the game.
The children are eager to put on life jackets; they try to blow the whistles that are stuck in the
vests. Then they get on the boat and the adventure starts!
- Now I've fallen into the water! I jumped out of the boat and lay on the floor. J and A help her back
on board.
"Where are we going”, the teacher asks?
- To Abbi-Dabbi!
- We're swimming! 
- We must have swimming puffs. We pretend to blow up swimming puffs on each arm. 
The kids keep playing until we must interrupt to go out to the yard and play. The second class of
children should come in and work in the room.

How my professional story has improved so far
In this play and the story of the boat, we realize how much power there is in the children's stories.
Although most children haven't been boating at sea, they can share Leah´s story and contribute
ideas from their lives.
They find common reference points, such as their desire to eat sweets, have swimming puffs and
their experiences of family life. The children add excitement to the game by pretending to fall on
board and that others must help them onboard the boat again.

"Interest in stories, images and texts in
different media, both digital and others, as
well as their ability to use, interpret, question
and discuss these" Swedish curriculum.

In the example of the boat game, we can see that the
boat game helps us work towards the goal of the
curriculum: the children listen to Leah's history and
share it, and then they enrich her story with ideas
from their own lives and experiences, the children
learn from each other.
In the play, children get opportunities to express
themselves verbally, through gestures, images, and
objects. The children also compare these experiences
and learn to respect each other's different opinions.

6.WE BUILD ROADS IN DIFFERENT MATERIALS6.WE BUILD ROADS IN DIFFERENT MATERIALS
For several weeks, we have been processing the children's everyday stories by playing their
stories. We have noticed during children’s free activities that the children like to build roads. They
have seen the older children build roads with Kapla and they have started constructing roads out
of both larger and smaller wooden blocks. 
Therefore, we want to try enriching the construction material with cardboard pieces, paper, and
tape. We are curious about what kind of stories children will invent by constructing paths.
Where are the roads and where are the cars going? It will be interesting to
observe whether events from children's everyday stories will be recreated in this
context.
The material in this place in the classroom is left behind so that the children can
continue the play whenever they want. It will also be possible for all children in
the group to be inspired and continue the construction of road construction.
The kids started laying out cardboard pieces, quickly. They started putting
fences on both sides of the cardboard pieces. Alice and Jamie lay a straight line
=a path that they frame.
Jamie starts laying out cardboard pieces and putting standing bricks on each.
-I make my house
Then Alice o Jamie collects many small cars and puts fences around them.
- We made a garage.
- It ś where I live, it's my home.”
Eric and Noah are mostly not so interested in building roads. Noah drives with
the car on shelves and construction podium, and he collects materials.

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

Children can imagine
possible worlds, not only
the real one.

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

Learning to learn: one of UE the
Key competences for life.

BEING AWARE OF THE
TRIGGER(S)

R5

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

R1
THE TEACHER’S STORY INSIDE
THE CHILDREN’S ONE

According to National Level
Own national curriculum

How to choose
material and toys

(DIDACTIC
TOOLS)

How to arrange 
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school-setting
(school SPACES)
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How my professional story has improved so far (R1: the teacher’s story inside the
children’s one)
When we teachers look back at the documentation, we think that we can enrich the place with
literature dealing with vehicles, roads, and traffic.
The books can help children invent more events in the game, producing excitement, problem-
solving situations, and new characters. We also think we need to enrich the environment with
construction materials, figures for the building game, Duplo bricks or other. 

Perhaps a blue piece of cloth
that can symbolize water
(children's drawings
afterwards showed that they
think about roads to water).
We continue to suggest to
the children that they can
draw afterwards and tell us
about how they played.
Alice and Jamie draw paths
afterwards, there will be roads
that go around, around in
spiral form. They mark around
the roads where there are
houses, a swimming pool,
and a water slide.

It seems that water is important to draw out, to go to the beach, bathhouses, and pools are often
goals when the children play that they drive a car.

7.HOUSES, FAMILIES, AND DOMESTIC LIFE7.HOUSES, FAMILIES, AND DOMESTIC LIFE
We continue to develop the building corner with materials so that the children can construct
roads; we have brought strips of floor mats that the children use to create roads. The homes are a
common interest for the children, they tell each other about what their house looks like, and who
lives there.
Many conversations between the children are
about what their family looks like, and what they
do with their parents and siblings. 
The trigger seems to be the goal of the trip,
sometimes the cars go to the beach, and
sometimes you drive to the store or to visit your
friend.
The teacher asks:
"Where do you usually go when you go out in a
car?"
-- We usually drive to the bathhouse.
--We go to grandma and grandpa.
--We usually go home to my house.
The children who are attending this day divide
themselves into pairs. Sam and Alice build up a
bathhouse of bricks. Leah and Max each make a
house and then they drive and visit each other.
The trigger can certainly be different for individual
children, but in retrospect, we teachers still think
that the very joy of designing and creating is a
trigger for some kids and for someone else it´s the
interaction in playing.
But above all, the thought of being on the road
somewhere and thinking about what this
destination is unites the group into a common
idea.

R4
REALIZING APPROPRIATE
DOCUMENTATION

R10
APPROPRIATENESS OF
STORYTELLING

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

Tying together school and
family

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

TEACHERS LEARN NARRATIVE
CONVERSATION

R8

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6
Children enjoy fantasizing, imagining places they would like to visit, both places they know and
have experience of, and some fantasies about exciting places. They are driving the cars to the
volcanoes, where there is lava that you must watch out for.

How to arrange 
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school-setting
(school SPACES)

NA and
storytelling
production

NA and well-being
(relational climate
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The children pick up figures from the
Lego corner as well as several cars with
trailers. Now begins a story about how
the figures who symbolize the children
themselves, are on their way with their
cars. They have loaded the cars with food
and clothes and are going on a trip. They
go far away from the volcanoes.
- Help, I'm driving in the lava!
- It's really hot!
After the children play with the cars and
drive on the roads, we ask the children if
they want to draw their house. Most
children want to do this.

We think it's a good opportunity for us to be able to listen to the children's stories and a good
opportunity for the children to listen to each other's stories about their houses and families. The
roads are created in a context with the houses and families. 

The children have drawn their houses and together they get to talk about their drawings.

We think we should do a relaunch by giving children opportunities to construct houses in a more
durable material, like small cardboard boxes that they can paint and decorate.

We can also see if the
children want to create paths
out of strips of paper that
they can tape onto the floor.
We teachers will look that can
symbolize lava, fire and water.
We will borrow books which
are about communities, and
how roads and houses are
part of a cityscape. We
believe that books and
pictures can inspire and help
children to invent even more
content and enriches the
game.
We will continue to observe the children's play to be able to follow their thoughts and interests.
We can really see that play is a tool for creating stories at the moment, they are created out of
curiosity, and experiences and are spiced up by the children's imprints.
By working on this project with a narrative approach, we have become aware of how stories
constantly arise and go on in children's games, images, movements and constructions. We also
have learned how important it is to develop a rich variety of materials.
The play takes off and the houses become important attributes as support for storytelling. 
-I live in this house
-And I lived here
Then we could visit each other.
The children tell us, teachers, that they want to keep the material because they intend to
continue playing after lunch. We have learned to respect children's work in progress and to show
sensitivity to the children's creative processes. We teachers must hold back our eagerness to
clean up to satisfy our desire for tidy rooms. In the narrative context, we must create transitions
between the routines that arise during a school day, so we help the children to be able to start,
finish and restart their games, explorations, and creative activities.

8. THE AMAZING OUTCOMES OF THIS PROJECT:8. THE AMAZING OUTCOMES OF THIS PROJECT:
The written language
In the project, the children have had many opportunities to meet the written language. Partly
when reading literature and when the children practice and try to write their own words. We see
that their interest in the written word has increased.

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

Relaunching activity

Tying together school and
family

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7
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The relationship with families
In conversations with parents, it emerges that their children talked a lot about certain parts of the
project at home. The everyday stories that the parents have been involved in contributing have
been appreciated. The parents think it has been fun and meaningful to participate and contribute
with material that has been used and enriched the children's stories/games.

Children as creators and inventors
We have seen great value in the children being allowed to leave behind the material and bring
material between different places, for developing the storytelling and the children´s games. We,
teachers, have gained a greater respect for the children's spontaneous narrations, and we are
more responsive to what the children need to develop further so that we can support the
development of play and the children's storytelling.
A development for us teachers through this project has been the realization of how important it is
that children get opportunities to express their stories in different forms of expression and
different materials. In this project about vehicles and everyday life, playing has been an important
form of expression as well as the ability to create, draw, paint, and construct.
We have learned the importance of the environment is accessible for diverse narrative storytelling.
We have also become better at looking with interest and wonder at the children's ongoing stories.
We want to continue to follow the stories that are created and re-created time by time again.

NA and relations
with families

According to European Level
Key competences for life and
Early Educational Curriculum

R1
THE TEACHER’S STORY INSIDE
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The day after, Marije puts the lightbox ready with plastic colored forms. Miro is looking very
attentive to the lightbox and puts the plastic forms on top of the box. Marije asks him “where is
lampa?” and he looks at the top of the room, direction the light.

Phil, Miro and Nortso are sitting on the floor. Marije has some ghost-shaped lights and puts
them on the floor. They are on and have a lot of different colours. 
Phil takes a light and brings it to his mouth. Miro is very fascinated to the lights. 
He turns it around and around. He looks at the one color that keeps changing. And then he
takes another light laying on the floor. Nortso is discovering with his mouth.

Marije told to mama of
Miro that he is always
saying “lampa”. The
mother told her that in the
native language of mama,
it means lamp or light. He
is always very fascinated
about lights and is always
looking around to see
lights.

And then he looks at the lightbox. Het looks at Marije. He
understood there is light in two different places.

On another day, Marije brought lights from home. It is a cord with
light balls on it. Together with the colleagues she decides to put
the lights a tent. Her colleagues goes and look for the tent.
Meanwhile she makes the room dark and collects some other
lights.
Miro was in the garden and Marije takes the light balls from the
room, to just check them and put everything ready. But Miro sees
it and crawls very fast and super enthusiastic to the room, to see
the lights.
He comes to Marije and is looking full of admiration to the lights.
He looks at Marije as if he checks if he can touch it.
Marije tells him he can. Het takes the balls in his tiny hands, one
by one. And then he takes the full cord and shakes it. He starts to
experiment with it and plays for a very long time with the lights.

BEING AWARE OF THE
TRIGGER(S)

R5

BEING AWARE OF THE
TRIGGER(S)

R5

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

BUILDING NARRATIVE MAPS

R6

EXPLORING MEANINGS

R7

R9
HAVE A SET OF USEFUL
METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
(AND TRICKS)

RESPECTING CHILDREN’S
NARRATIONS

R3

RESPECTING CHILDREN’S
NARRATIONS

R3

NARRATE PROJECT – Intellectual Output n.1
Handbook on the Narrative Approach implementation in Early Education

BEST PRACTICE n.2BEST PRACTICE n.2  
ALL THE LIGHTS IN OUR HOUSE

Teachers and pedagogical coach look deeper into the Decalogue en try to find triggers from the children
Observing and documenting, how to? Mosaic approach

Best practice from Elmer in de Stad kindergarten located in the centre of Brussels (Belgium). It is attended by children
from 3 months to 2,5 years old. Children having participated in this activity are from 3 months to 2,5  years old.
Focus: 

1.FASCINATION OF LIGHTS: WHERE THE STORY STARTED1.FASCINATION OF LIGHTS: WHERE THE STORY STARTED
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Phil also came to play but only lasted
for some minutes. He just touched it
and then left. Sebastian wanted to
discover it with his mouth. 
When the food arrived in the group,
Miro left the lights and went to the
kitchenette. 

Experience from Marije: The activities I now do with the children are different than before. I
am more concerned with the goal (following the interests of the children). Ex. If we can
discover a particular interest (even if it is very small), we can treat it from different
perspectives. Ex. through my conversation with Milo's mom, his interest in lamps comes up
("I thought he said papa with the word "lampa" in his language, but the mom told me it was
a lamp and that light fascinated him) . We had a nice conversation about this, the mother
thought it was special to discover that I knew her son so well and that I did more than just
take care of it.
Now when I choose a theme for an activity (or rather a “trigger” to start the day) I try to do
it based on the interests of the children. From there I will follow what the child is doing.

In one of the weeks after the activities about
the lights, Marije was in the group playing on
the mat. Suddenly she hears Milo chatting to
himself, so she says to Vince, “Do you hear
that, Vince is awake”. "Shall we go get him out
of bed?" She goes to the bedroom with Vince
and suddenly thinks that light would be nice
for Milo and so she turns on the light (which
she normally never does). 
Milo was really happy and surprised and
immediately looked for the light source. Vince
and Marije turned the light off and on a few
more times. It was so beautiful to see the kids
enjoying this experience.

Marije: I now turn daily tasks and worries
into mini-activities. This gives the children
the opportunity to observe and discover
all day long. Their interests are addressed
much more quickly. There is no longer a
focus on 1 large and well-
prepared/elaborated.

2. EXPERIMENTING WITH DIFFERENT TRIGGERS2. EXPERIMENTING WITH DIFFERENT TRIGGERS
Ilda starts with free playtime in the baby group. She presents
plastic toy animals in a box on the floor. First she rattles the
box and asks the children “What is this?”, “Come and have a
look?”.
The children sit around the box. They look at the animals and
pick out a few. They observe and taste (put it in their mouth)
and pass them on to each other.

Nortso is especially interested in the box, that is decorated with
pictures of animals. They turn out to be stickers. Nortso starts
fiddling at the photos with her finger. She tears them off. Then
she wants to put them back on. She does this over and over
again.
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The next time Ilda gives pictures
again to the children, this time
pictures of their own faces
(plasticized). Newspaper clippings
are also hidden between those
photos. Everything is back in a
box on the floor.
The children take the pictures
and want to paste them
somewhere else. They pass the
photos on to each other and try
to "stick" them on the wall, but
they don't succeed, they fall off.

Nortso discovers the difference between the laminated photos and the newspaper clippings. The
newspaper clippings feel soft and tear easily, you can also crumple them. They look very closely
and observe the pictures of the newspaper.

So the children get full newspapers to feel. The
newspapers are laying on the floor. Nortso looks closely
and begins to crumple again.
Lars uses all his strength and turns a newspaper into a
ball (keep pushing and crumpling until the newspaper is
nicely round). 
Nortso sees that and now does this too; she puts a
small crumpled ball in her mouth, puts it on her head.

Mama tells us that Nortso's older
sister likes to play with balls at
home. 
Nortso easily plays with her sister
and then imitates what her sister
is doing.
They have a basketball and also a
basketball ring in the yard.

In the day-care we only have small balls, so we show Nortso the pool full of balls and she can
play with it/in it. Ilda also gives her other smaller balls of different materials and colours.

Again there is a basket and newspapers. Nortso
tastes the balls and feels the newspapers. She
puts everything in the basket. She puts the basket
(empty) on her head. She empties and refills the
basket.
The next day Ilda offers a basket with balls, but
also newspapers and animals and an empty
“sensitive” box with pictures of animals on it =>
this time Ilda is surprised to discover that Norsto
no longer fills and empties but again tears pictures
of the box and sticks them on it again and again.
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3. LIGHTBOX IN THE ROOM3. LIGHTBOX IN THE ROOM
Amy plays with the light box during free play. She puts the transparent plastic blocks on it.
Then she puts the blocks on top of each other. She really practices stacking.
So next time Ilda gives her different types of blocks: plastic, but also wood. Amy really feels the
difference between the different materials. There are even some sponges (also rectangular and
block-shaped); Amy feels they are "different"…. She also tries to put them together. She puts
them side by side. She puts them on her head and passes them on to the other children. Then
she takes one in each hand and rubs it on the floor. Is she cleaning? Does she want to hear the
sound? Does she drives it like a car?

Ilda asks the mom if Amy knows sponges from home. The mother says that after eating
together they also clean up together at home. Amy may then wipe and clean the table with
the sponge.

Now Ilda gives to
Amy a sheet of paper
with poster paint on
it, and two sponges.
Amy wipes the paint
across the paper. The
paint also ends up on
the floor. Ilda hands
wet washcloths and
Amy immediately
starts cleaning the
floor and wiping off
the paint.

Amy is offered the toddlers' little cleaning cart. She observes and sees what is inside. She takes a
washcloth and starts “dusting” the cart herself, sticking it in every nook and cranny and rubbing
it. Then she takes a washcloth and puts her hand in it, now she starts rubbing the window with it.

4. SWITCHED UP4. SWITCHED UP
At the end of March, there is a switch between teachers and there is also a switch with the
children. A lot of the children go upstairs to the toddler group. Nortso is one of them. So at this
moment it is a total new group of children and a new composition of teachers that has come
together
The teachers sit together and they decided they would like to focus on only one or two children.
They notice in the baby group it is very difficult to observe closely a child if it is in the full group.
They see the small signals better if they have that closer observation. So each teacher chooses
one child to focus on.
Leticia chose to observe Eugenie. She is one of the oldest in the baby group. She starts to be a
little more independent. And Leticia is supporting her to eat on her own.
There was a day that Eugenie was eating alone but after eating, she rubbed the food over her
body and was intensely playing with it. So Leticia decided to give some plates, some cutlery, a
cup and some rice. She wanted to see the reaction when she sees the materials outside of the
eating corner.
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Eugenie started to crawl straight to the rice. She was attracted by
it and started feeling it and putting it in her hands. She fill a cup
with the rice and then started to bring it to her mouth. She acted
like she was drinking it. Leticia kept observing what she was doing
and saw her taking a plate and filling it with rice. With the spoon,
she began to eat. When she finished, she put everything down.
She took an empty cup and put her hands inside. She begins to
play with it.
From there Leticia decided to
move from this to a next trigger.
She gave some fresh fruits and
vegetables, some play fruits and
some cooking utilities. She
noticed Eugenie was even
interested in the fruits and
veggies but they have to be in
the cups.

She put them together. One in another. And then she played
again with her hands in one of the cup. She took another cup
again and she was drinking again from the cup.
Just like she did the first time with the rice.

One of the days before Leticia did an
activity with a lightbox. She noticed all of
the children were very interested in it and
played very intensely. So Leticia decided to
take the lightbox and combine it with the
cooking utilities. She also put extra some
sponges and there were the normal colored
blocks from the lightbox.
Eugenie took two cups and put it on the
lightbox. She also put the blocks on the
lightbox. And then she went to sit in the
middle of it. She played with it for a quite
long time. 

When she was done, she emptied
everything out of the toybox and
put the empty box on her head.
The lightbox and toys seemed not
so interesting anymore. And
Eugenie started playing with that
toybox. She drummed on it with
her flat hands. She gave a
rhythm. She was very happy and
smiled.

Leticia: It's a way to work much more broadly with the children – I let the children choose
how they deal with things (use their own imagination). I offer something and observe what
they will do with it. I build on that choice. The more I direct it a certain way, the faster the
activity stops and the less their imagination is used. 

When Leticia spoke with Eugenie’s mom, she heard that Eugenie plays at home with spoon
and forks. She likes the real materials. She does like she is eating and she can play for a
while with it. She has a sister that also likes to play with the kitchen utilities. 
Leticia made an overview of the narrative story of Eugenie and hang it at the window of her
group. When the father of Eugenie came, he was very interested and amazed. He found it
beautiful to see the story of his daughter. 
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The trigger was first noticed in the summer when children were making beautifully decorated
mud cakes from sand and water. Most of the summertime in the kindergarten we spend
outdoors, as much time as we can. From there it was really easy to see what captured the eye of
the child. Since it was raining the other day, children were collecting water from every surface
they could find and taking the water to the sandbox.
Then started the fun part – mixing water with sand and making mud cakes. One of the children
ran towards the teacher and asked ”What is your favourite food?“. 

BEST PRACTICE n.3BEST PRACTICE n.3  
BAKING
Our recipes

1. INTRODUCTION AND FINDING TRIGGER1. INTRODUCTION AND FINDING TRIGGER

Best practice from Tallinn Meelespea kindergarten located in the neighbourhood of Haabersti in Tallinn (Estonia). It is
attended by 270 children from 1,6 to 7 of age. Children who participated in this activity are from 6 to 7 years old.

And from there on the dialogue
started about different foods
and children tried to mimic the
actual food-making with objects
that were nearby/in hand.
Also one of the most popular
corners in our classroom is the
„cooking corner“, where children
prepare meals for teachers and
themselves. There they like to
wear an apron and chef's hat.
In our classroom, every child
can be a teacher's „helper“ for a
day. This kind of role gives a
child a sense of power  - a
chance to play an important
role.
Young children as well tend to be egocentric, which means that young children are not able to
take the perspective of others, instead, the child thinks that everyone sees, thinks, and feels just
as they do. So, with this kind of assignment, we can help children develop social skills for life

The assignments are rotated regularly and they can learn every job that is available in the
classroom. They can set a table for lunch, serve food for themselves, bring food from the kitchen
etc. They like to learn every job, be it big or small, they like to be involved. Besides that, they are
learning to wait for their turn. That’s another social skill –self-control.

2. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT2. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
To pursue children’s interest in cooking furthermore, the teacher proposed baking a cake. The
first step was to start researching what ingredients do we need to bake a cake from scratch. 
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Some children already knew
exactly what the purpose of
some of the tools is in food
preparation. For example, a child
took a pizza cutter in his hand
and said that his dad used
exactly the same one at home to
cut his pizza into slices.  From
there on every tool on the table
had a story on its own.
After making sure what tool
does what, we started talking
about how to make an apple pie.
We watched videos, looked at
the recipes, discussed what we
should do first and talked
through every step that has to
be done before the cake is ready
to be eaten. 

We browsed through some of the cookbooks that we had in hand and After making sure what
tool does what, we started talking about how to make an apple pie. We watched videos, looked at
the recipes, discussed what we should do first and talked through every step that has to be done
before the cake is ready to be eaten. We browsed through some of the cookbooks that we had in
hand and immediately children noticed the food that they would like to eat or make and those
recipes that didn’t look that appetizing.
After sharing their thoughts we started the cooking class. Children followed the recipe, measured
sugar and flour with a kitchen scale, cut apples into pieces and used a hand mixer. Afterwards,
they could eat their fresh-out-of-the-oven apple pie. Since everyone loved the whole process
and the feedback from both the parents and children was really good, the teachers proposed to
have a cooking class once a month.
During the process, they often
would make comments about
familiar subjects (what have they
baked before, what do they
like/dislike to eat, whose mom
works as a baker etc). While
looking through cookbooks a child
pointed out that there were
pastries that her mom had made
for her before. As her story went
on, everyone learned that her
mother actually works in a cafe
and she sells baked goodies as a
full-time job.

Children were thrilled by the idea of
having their copy of the cookbook, so
we gave them creative freedom and the
necessary tools so they could use their
creativity to make their book. It was
interesting to observe how every child
had a different idea of what a book
should consist of or how it should look.
Some of the children decided to add
only the foods that they like, some
wanted to draw the pictures and others
decided to cut out favourite pieces from
the magazine and add their thoughts to
the illustrations.

For that, a teacher placed some of the „triggers' ' on the table (scale, pizza cutter, bowl with flour,
measuring cup, rolling pin, different spices etc). BEING AWARE OF THE
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The teacher documented the child's
story and added their narrative to
the cookbook. Every book had its
own story and idea. One book was
all about different foods: sweet and
savoury, healthy and unhealthy,
things that the child liked to eat and
on another page, there were foods
that the child disliked. One child
decided to draw himself on every
page and add food that he liked to
eat or make.
The original idea was to make a
cookbook, but in the end, every child
found their trigger in the process.
Children used their imagination, and
creativity and shared their likes and
dislikes with their friends and
teachers. When they were done with
the books it was a good opportunity
for us to be able to listen to their
stories. 
This was the final product of our
cooking classes. Our recipe book.

3. PARENTS' INVOLVEMENT AND FEEDBACK3. PARENTS' INVOLVEMENT AND FEEDBACK
After the first baking lesson, parents were thrilled about this new development and started
bringing apples and other cooking materials to the kindergarten. Parents shared their personal
stories with the teachers, how a child came back from kindergarten and decided to make
pancakes out of every ingredient possible. 
As we were baking quite often, the children took their new interest to home also. Parents shared
with us some of the photos that they took at home and even brought some of the baked goodies
to the kindergarten. They said that children were so inspired after some of the cooking classes
that they immediately wanted to try those new skills at home. Some of the parents were really
surprised that their child actually ate what we had made in the class because at home the child
wouldn’t even try those kinds of pastries. One mother pointed out that her son liked the process
more than the outcome. 
Some parents even asked for the exact recipe for themselves, so they could replicate what we did
in the classroom.
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4. FIELD TRIP TO THE LOCAL SHOP/BAKERY4. FIELD TRIP TO THE LOCAL SHOP/BAKERY
In October we celebrated Bread Week in kindergarten. During the week we talked about how
bread is made. In the first half of the week, children were introduced to 4 different grains – wheat,
rye, barley and oats. Children could look at those grains with a magnifying glass and see them
close up. Afterwards, they could look at different pictures of the products that we can make from
those grains. 

On Thursday morning, we decided to visit the local baker shop – Leiburi. It is the oldest bread
baker in Estonia. Halfway to the store, we could smell the appetizing bread smell in the air and
the children were thrilled to see that the bakery is so close to us.
When entering the shop the first thing you can see is the shelves full of different products. In
addition to traditional rye bread, there were countless other delicious products on store shelves:
different kinds of bread, fruit-oatmeal cookies etc. We made our selection and we headed back to
the kindergarten. 
The most anticipated moment was finally here - tasting the products. The children could try out
bread made from wheat flour, rye bread, fruit-oatmeal cookies, and palm bread with raisins and
oatmeal. Then they could pick out their favourite and fewer favourite products and comment on
them.

5. CONTINUED INTEREST5. CONTINUED INTEREST
Since the cooking class started, we have been decorating a wall in the „cooking corner“ with real
pictures of us in the process of making something delicious. Children still share some of their
favourite foods that we have made and how they tried to make it at home also. Since the weather
is perfect for making mud cakes again, the children are really excited to have the freedom of
making their own meals from things that they find in nature. 
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During the lockdown in 2020, a rabbit arrived
spontaneously in the park of the Scoiattolo Nursery
School. Educators decided to present it to children
by sending a video to families, as part of our
initiatives to maintain a relationship with families
and children during such a long closure of the
schools, even with the purpose to enhance
language skills. 

BEST PRACTICE n.4BEST PRACTICE n.4
THE STRANGE CASE OF THE RABBIT AT SCHOOL
From nature observation to caregiving attitude

PREFACE: WHERE DOES OUR STORY START FROM?PREFACE: WHERE DOES OUR STORY START FROM?

Best practice from Scoiattolo nursery school located in the city centre of Imola (Italy). It is attended by 75 children
from 5 to 36 months of age. Children who have fully participated in this activity are from 1.5 to 3 years old, but in
some parts, even younger ones were involved.

At the beginning of the following school year, once we finally reopened the schools, the
observation of the children's verbal productions and their spontaneous storytelling showed how
the theme of the rabbit was common in.
During 2021, health rules against the COVID outbreak did not allow mixing up different classes:
the narration about the rabbit was a way to maintain links among children belonging to different
groups, and to support the whole school community.

1. THE FIRST MEETING WITH THE RABBIT IN THE SCHOOLYARD: SPONTANEOUS
NARRATIONS
1. THE FIRST MEETING WITH THE RABBIT IN THE SCHOOLYARD: SPONTANEOUS
NARRATIONS

Early in the morning, the children first asked
educators for going to the window to greet the
rabbit. Some of them wondered where he lived,
what he ate, where he slept, and where he went
when he was out of sight.
Some kids started to name him Tippy, others
Bing (characters of two child’s stories
characters) and searched for him inside the
books available in our little library.

Some months later…
One morning in spring 2021, Lorenzo (3 y.o.), as soon as he arrived at the nursery, began
spontaneously telling the educator the story of a rabbit that had been living in the park of the
nursery since the previous years. This was the starting point for a conversation between him and
educators: these tried to support the child's narration by asking open-ended and hypothetical
questions, avoiding being too suggestive. Lorenzo told us about his first meeting with the rabbit.
The stories about the rabbit were getting more and more common, and day by day they were
enriched with new details and nuances in the dialogue among kids, and between them and
adults, generating new stimuli and ideas. So, we started to reflect together on how to support
and facilitate this children’s narrative productions, paying attention to the arrangement of the
spaces spaces, and the correct use of language, to enhance narrative interactions.

L.: It's a little black and a little yellow.
E: Who's a little bit black and a little bit yellow?
L.: the rabbit, that rabbit there
E.: but did you see the rabbit?
L.: Sure... Do you remember that I was very young
and I went to the nursery....and I saw the rabbit
there?
E.: OHH..really?
L: Yes
E.: Did you ever see the rabbit up close?
L.: Sure, but it wasn't afraid!
E.: Ah, no?

Lorenzo told Educator about his first meeting with the rabbit.
L.: No...
E.: Do you think rabbits should be afraid?
L.: No.... they were not all the same those
butterflies
E.: But where did you see the butterflies?
L.: Always from the rabbit
E.: Ah, yes?
L.: Yes. It is always spring..... Spring came all day....
Nanny, did you understand? Those butterflies had
the power to transform other types of spring... Did
you understand?
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E.: I understand... But where did you see the
butterflies? In our park or another garden?
L.: Always in the nursery's park. But spring had
arrived!
E.: When did spring come?
L.: Nanny, do you remember? Last evening... When it
was night. Then I saw the rabbit from a distance that
was eating lots of carrots and lots of grass... Then I
went over to see it better...

E.: And getting closer did you see it better?
L.: Yes, but it didn't run away!
E.: It knows you! The rabbit has been here at the
nursery for a long time
L.: Yes, that rabbit there... Who wasn't from the
nursery... It was from another garden
E.: Which garden?
L.: Then that rabbit had lost all things!........

2. LOOKING FOR THE RABBIT2. LOOKING FOR THE RABBIT
It was a nice morning, during spring 2021. In the
schoolyard, a group of children was managing to
observe the rabbit in the meadow before it ran away.
The children began to reflect, exchange ideas and
stories, and ask the educators and each other, all
that to learn and agree about the rabbit’s habits and
features. The rabbit became a recurring theme in the
children's stories and their daily explorations, and
through this process, their experiences got richer
and richer.
When the children were in the park, they went in
search of the rabbit's hiding place. Some looked for
it in the sandbox, others behind the hedge.

The garden offered the children many ideas, and the presence of a small rabbit enriched the
possibilities for new explorations and storytelling. Observing the children, suggestions and
reflections emerged from the educators, causing several discussions. What emerged gave us the
possibility to give adequate answers to the children concerning their emerging needs and
interests.

3. A NICE SURPRISE3. A NICE SURPRISE
Some of the children spontaneously suggested to the educators that they could offer the rabbit
first a delicious plate of fresh fruit, then a plate of carrots. This tasty snack was left in the park,
and the next day the children asked the educators if they could go and see if the rabbit had
enjoyed the surprise. Of course, they could.

The educators observed that the autonomous experiences
related to the rabbit had stimulated in the children many
new interests, curiosity, desires for new knowledge and
enrichment of language.
However, we noted that, especially in the last period, the
rabbit hid when it heard children's voices, making meeting
it more difficult. We wondered what direction the children's
narrations would take, given the rabbit's frequent absence
from the garden, and how we could have facilitated this
process.

4. LET'S PRETEND…4. LET'S PRETEND…
On a morning in April 2021, Vittoria and
Angelo (3 years old) in their classroom were
reading the book “Poor Little Rabbit!”.
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The book told the story of a bunny, struggling
with a situation well known to the youngest
children: “getting hurt”.
In the book, children could wipe his tears, give
him a band-aid, give him some cuddles, and
then the bunny would have been ready to run
and play again. It was a fun way to “exorcise”
small traumas and experience empathy and
kindness.
The educators had set up corners in each class set up with soft mats and psychomotor
structures, areas set up with couches, pillows, clothes, and bookcases full of books available to
children, along with deconstructed material. The children began to tell and dramatize stories with
the rabbit as the main character.

When they were in class, they recalled what they
had observed, and after having built cardboard ears
together with the educators, they disguised
themselves and interpret it in a small group by
hopping, and imitating its verse and movements.
The educators created a space where they could
symbolize the rabbit movement and left the children
free to play in this area.
Starting from the observation of the children's
autonomous experiments, the educators made
available other material.

5. GROUP'S CULTURE AND BEYOND5. GROUP'S CULTURE AND BEYOND
The children who had already attended the nursery the previous year passed on the story of the
rabbit to the new arrivals, generating a sort of group culture fluidly modified and enriched day by
day by the narrative elements of each child.
Some continued to call him Bing, others Tippy.
Some wondered where he lived, what kind of
food he ate, where he slept, where he went
when he was out of sight, and what shape his
poop was. Sometimes, in the morning, children
were greeted at the entrance to the nursery by
the rabbit and it triggered spontaneous
narratives with families.
A child who attended last year, Zelinda (30 months), proposed to prepare a banquet for Bing
involving Ludovica (30 months), a newcomer. The game was then enriched by attracting the
interest of all the other children present, who in turn added narrative elements. The same
experience was spontaneously repeated in the following days and was enriched by becoming a
shared heritage of the group

Educator: what was Tippy doing?
Alexander: it had made a poop...l
E.: that's right... he pooped... Tippy makes little balls...
A.: it has made a big ball... Like the sheep.
E.: like the sheep... It's true. Did you see the sheep's
poop?
A.: like a pig!
E.: yes, even pigs make poop!
A.: even the cow makes poop... In the stable.... And
then...me too.... Also Alvin!
E.: this morning when you arrived with your mother
where Tippy was?
Alexander: it was out there! In the garden!
E.: it was near the entrance. It comes to saying hello
A.: yes..... Because I was scared....
E.: were you afraid of Tippy?
(Child doesn't reply)
E.: and mum ever seen Tippy?
A.: yes

During a morning in the garden Alexander
(30 months), after having seen the rabbit
with his mother on its arrival, began
spontaneously to tell the educator what the
shape of the rabbit’s poop is like. From here
started the description of other animals and
the shape of their poops. The dialogue with
the educator became an opportunity to talk
directly about both the topic of biological
functions and sphincter control.
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Starting from this episode, the educators decided to make available to the children in the library
present in the class some books that talked about this topic including “Who made this in my
head?” written by Werner Holzwarth.
The book told the story of a pretty and shortsighted
mole who had a little accident: someone had pooped
on her head! But who will have been the culprit? To
find out, it took carefully comparing the shape of the
different animal poops.
Margaret and Nima (age 3), who had been attending
the nursery for 3 years, chose to read this new book
available at the library. They settled comfortably on a
large pillow in the section to enjoy the new reading.

6. A WIDER VIEW6. A WIDER VIEW
The educators decided to set up some
deconstructed materials in a piece of furniture in
the class (suitable for children) and observe the
spontaneous use of cardboard rolls and textile
bobbins.

Some children used cardboard rolls as binoculars and looked for the rabbit in the park: began
reflection, exchanges, and narrations, to the educators and to each other to get to know its
habits and characteristics.
The educator, as a participant-observer, left space for the children’s experience, inserting herself
when she perceived an opening; through a verbal reference, she encouraged the spontaneous
production of children.
Some children, intrigued by the occasional sightings of the rabbit proposed to the teachers to go
out in the park to look for his tracks to discover where he was hiding in the winter season. To do
this, they decided to use the magnifying glasses at their disposal in the classroom.
Well-equipped, the search for the rabbit continued ...

7. A DEN FOR BING/TIPPIE7. A DEN FOR BING/TIPPIE
Following the story of the school staff (who had shown the rabbit coming out of a mobile
container in the park of the nursery), the older children asked the educators to prepare a warm
burrow for the rabbit... and why not offer him a delicious snack. Thanks to the knowledge of the
rabbit friend, they designed a special burrow to face the harsh winter climate. The educators
shared with the other classes the experience of caregiving carried out by the children and this
story generated in the other children the desire to offer the rabbit fresh food. During outings to
the garden, the children often asked teachers to take leftover fruit with them.

Leafing through the book, they appeared amused and surprised to see drawings of poops of
different animals: they liked the story, and the pictures, because children are often attracted by
topics considered taboo by adults, as in this case, poop.
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In the classroom, Catherin (33 months) proposed to the educators to prepare some food for
“him”, and then she took an apple from the fruit container that has just been finished. Then they
all went out into the garden to take care of the rabbit.

8. TAKING CARE8. TAKING CARE
One morning, Edward (age 3) arrived at the
nursery with a bag containing fresh food for
Bing/Tippie. Mom told the educators that the
previous afternoon, after seeing the rabbit
and the documentation that had been loaded
onto the platform Classroom and displayed
on the wall; they had gone to the
supermarket together to shop for fresh
vegetables for the rabbit. Together with their
mates and the educators, she went to the
garden to offer it to her friend, the rabbit.

This experience of caring fostered in children the development of empathic ability, self-esteem,
self-perception as competent, the ability to care for others, and a sense of responsibility. We
observed how caring for the rabbit had constituted an opportunity for psycho-physical-emotional
development for the children and had also revived mutual care by enacting greater awareness,
sensitivity, and the ability to be empathetic toward other peers.
Daily observation and comparison with colleagues showed that the theme of care was
predominant across all classes. We, therefore, found ourselves at a crossroads: on the one hand,
the narrative with the rabbit as the protagonist, and on the other, care-giving.
The theme of care in each class was an important feature and came both from the direct
experience that each child lived in being cared for by adults, and from the observation of adults
who took care of other children. Caring was perceived more generally in every relationship
(between grandparents, parents, siblings, with a pet). Care not only physical but also emotional,
cognitive, and perceptual.

Mealtime became a chance for an older child (3 years, already attending since last year) to take
care of a newcomer 9-month-old child.
We observed how children really enjoyed caring for someone else, taking care of them and
worrying about them, and they did it often. They imitated adults, produced and reproduced
behaviours they have experienced with people who take care of them, and at the same time find
opportunities to experience feeling able and competent. Tutoring by older children fosters
knowledge and learning and reinforces self-esteem.

In the classroom, at a soft corner, Catherin (3 years)
approached Joy (1 year) to fix the clips in her hair
Educator: All the hairclips have been moved!
Catherin: This one is already in place
E.: You put that one in place! And is that one in place?
Catherin fixed Joy's hairclip and said: I'm sorry!
Then she stroked her head.
Pointing at a hairclip, she said: There is a butterfly
here!
Then she went back to joy to put the hair clip on.
Joy looked at Catherin and smiled.
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During a morning in the classroom, Zelinda (3 years old) and
Victor (2 and a half years old) cradled Catherin (1 and a half
years old) who was in the stroller trying to fall asleep.
Zelinda sang, "Ninna nanna, ninna oh, questa bimba a chi la
do" (a classic Italian lullaby). 
Catherin looked at her friends and appeared relaxed.
Starting from the observations and the comparison between
educators, we decided to expand the proposal of setting up the
section space with sheets/cloths and observing their use.

It was about 9:45 a.m., and the children
had just finished eating their fruit. Nima
entered the room and immediately went to
the "suitcase" containing the sheets. She
took first a cloth and then a bear... She
started to cradle it moving in space.
Bianca observed the scene and said “Me
too.... me too ....” trying to grab Nima’s
cloth without succeeding. She looked
around and saw that other clothes and
puppets are available. The two little girls
started to speak softly. The educator
approached to hear better and perceived
that they were singing a lullaby.
The space and the materials (cubes,
cylinders, armchairs) that were usually
devoted to movement activities, became a
place where one could also have
experiences of care.

Nima’s game aroused Bianca's interest and from the potential dispute for the cloth, a common
game project was born: accompanying the bears to sleep. The children reproduced and imitated
actions and gestures that they have probably seen adults (educators and parents) do to them
and others, but at the same time, they added something of their own. In the following days, the
educators observed how the theme of caring for the bears was abandoned and then resumed
cyclically during the school day.
One morning the educators decided to set up the
class by adding a detail: a transparent cloth hanging
from the two ends, placed in a space adjacent to two
windows, almost to form a sort of hammock. The
sheet, which remains stable in the section, is used as
a cradle for care experiences but also as a container
for the children's "piling up" of material. The children
had the opportunity to rethink and re-set up the space
consistent with the play project and experimented with
different possibilities of building cribs for both them
and the bears/babies.
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Starting from these observations, the educators decided to include cardboard boxes in the
material available to the children. Some used them as cradles, others as containers for
transporting soft toys, and others as a car.
The different ways of responding to the individual characteristics of each child were evident: some
cuddled their doll/bear, others snuggled next to it singing a lullaby, others read a story to it,
others covered it with a puppet, and others stroked her.

9. COLLABORATION WITH CASA PIANI LIBRARY AND MOSAICO BOOKSTORE.9. COLLABORATION WITH CASA PIANI LIBRARY AND MOSAICO BOOKSTORE.
One morning, we went with a group of 11 children
between the ages of 11 months and 3 years to
the children's bookstore in the centre of the city
of Imola to look for new books to put in the
micro-library set up in one of the sections. The
children freely browsed through various books on
display and their choice fell on a silent book "The
White Book" created by Silvia Borando, Lorenzo
Clerici and Elisabetta Pica. The book was
purchased and made available to the children

Since there was an active
collaboration with the Casa Piani
Library, the librarians were asked to
select some books for the 0-3 age
group about the theme of care
(there are books about children's
daily life moments, with animals as
the subject of care, animal
knowledge, adventures experienced
by animals, etc.).
The books were offered inside a suitcase and set up in a corner of
the class to be enjoyed independently by the children and to read
aloud. The books were also offered in the nursery park to allow
them to also be enjoyed in kind. Collaboration with the library
allowed us to deepen and broaden our knowledge of children's
literature, stay up-to-date on new illustrated books but also to
rediscover the value of texts that are no longer published.  This
collaboration has affected the quality of reading proposals and the
'hope is that this path can continue in the future.

10. DOCUMENTATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES.10. DOCUMENTATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES.
Educators produced descriptive, photographic, and video documentation.
They shared them with families both through the Classroom platform and by displaying
them in the class.
This sharing process has become a treasure for all and
has allowed for maintaining a common thread within the
different classes, generating has generated a circularity
of a new narrative within the families and the classes.
The working group has also chosen to expose the
documentation in the fence that runs along the nursery
making bulletin boards with recycled material.
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The realization of "narrative
gates" is a way to open up to
the city and promote the
culture of childhood.

11. THE RABBIT'S EGGS11. THE RABBIT'S EGGS
Spring came and we spent a lot of time in the nest
park. The children spotted the rabbit again and
observed very deep burrows in the garden placed in
different places (in the vegetable garden, near the
slide, among the trees, etc.). In some of them, there
were, as Margaret said, strange "eggs"....who knows
what they were?

Involving community

The story keeps on
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BEST PRACTICE n.5BEST PRACTICE n.5
MAMMA MIA PIZZERIA
A project about the joy of food and how a game can be the beginning of a long
process with many forms of expression and sensuous experiences

1. THE OBSERVATION PHASE – HOW OUR STORY STARTS1. THE OBSERVATION PHASE – HOW OUR STORY STARTS

Best practice from Bergsviken Preschool located in the neighbourhood of Bergsviken in Piteå (Sweden). It is attended
by 19 children from 3 to 5 of age. Children who participated in this activity are from 4 to 5 years old.

It is the beginning of autumn and the children come
back after the summer holidays; some new children are
schooled in preschool. In our group, there are 19
children aged 3-5 years. 
What games or forms of expression seem to interest
the children this autumn? Of course, there are many
different things that they enjoy doing, playing family
games, running, chasing each other, drawing,
construction, painting and so on.
We observe the children during September to seek
triggers, what is it that attracts the children to play and
create something together? We notice during this
period that children often play restaurant, they take
turns cooking and being customers.
We continue to observe and listen to children's games, when we analyze our collected
observations we think that the restaurant game will perhaps be the process that we can follow.
At one point, we ask the children if they want to tell and draw what they like to do, to find out the
children's interests. Many of the children say they like to go on a picnic. The kids draw what they
want to pack in their backpacks. The children contributed several ideas and experiences about
picnics they made with their families.
After this activity, we as teachers began to think about which trail, we should follow, would we
continue to develop the children's interest in picnics or move forward with the restaurant? Now
we realize that we have reached a tipping point (a fork). We can't follow all the tracks, but we
must listen to every child's story. Perhaps the picnic trail could become a side story in our longer
shared narrative.

2. WHAT DO YOU USUALLY EAT FOR DINNER?2. WHAT DO YOU USUALLY EAT FOR DINNER?
Since food is an engaging trigger in both the restaurant trail and the picnic trail, we try asking the
kids a question: 
- “What do you usually eat for dinner?” We have paper and pencils, brushes, and paint on the
table.

The children continue to talk about the food that
they like to eat, and when someone mentions
pizza, a lively conversation starts, about what kind
of pizza they like best. Some families order pizza
and some children have eaten pizza at a
restaurant. The teacher asks, "Should we play and
make a pizzeria?" The children respond with
enthusiasm and a rather chaotic play occurs, as
we lack material for the game, and most of the
children want to work in the restaurant, but no
one wants to shop. We, teachers, play as
customers, and the children cook and serve.
Three of the children do not participate so much
in play, but they are busy making money and
collecting materials that can represent food, they
find pieces of paper that they cut and other loose
materials.
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We, teachers, were surprised and overwhelmed by the intensity of the children's desire to play
restaurant and create materials. We followed the children in their exploration and thoughts, which
meant that we as educators learned that it is most important to follow the children's paths and to
let go of what we thought would happen. The most important thing as a teacher is to participate
and follow the children's processes and participate in play as a supportive friend where we learn
from each other in an equal way. On this occasion and following events/activities, we realized
that this is very crucial.
Several of the children continue to play restaurant both inside the preschool and outside during
the following days. At the next planned activity, we ask the children what roles may arise in the
game, and what material is needed so that they can make pizzas with different toppings that
customers order. The kids suggest menus, and various toppings like tomatoes, cheese, lettuce,
and ham.

The children suggest how to make
pineapple slices by wrapping
yellow yarn around round
cardboard slices and tomatoes are
made from wooden circles.
(Pineapple and tomato making. We
sharpen our senses and see and
explore details…smells, and then
we create).

How my professional story has improved: R1: the teacher’s story inside the children’s one
We think together about what material we can use to make toppings, it is not so easy, but
we teachers want the children to be involved in the whole process and we want to avoid
using ready-made plastic food as this does not contribute any aesthetic quality. We also
believe that it will be a valuable thing for the children that they get to create the material
together and that they will feel responsible and take care of this. We have previously
experienced those things that children make by themselves have a higher value and those
things are attributed to more character. Children create relationships not only with other
people but also with materials and the environment. 

“The preschool should provide each child with the conditions to develop:
-an ability to create and an ability to express and communicate occurrences,
thoughts, and experiences in different forms of expression such as image, form,
drama, movement, singing, music, and dance” Swedish curriculum.

3. THE PERFECT NUGGET COLOUR3. THE PERFECT NUGGET COLOUR
As a result of the development work on the preparation of restaurants, several side projects were
going on with the children. By enriching the environment inside with more opportunities for the
children to draw, paint, and study natural materials with microscopes, clay, etc., the children
found new stories. When the children worked with clay, a playground and caves for dinosaurs
were created. There was great interest in unicorns among the girls, unicorns were drawn and
turned into small stories. Several children discovered the joy of writing, they wanted to write the
names of the dishes on the restaurant menus, and they wanted to mark up the boxes for
tomatoes, pineapple and ham. Even numbers became interesting, they counted and wanted to
put a price on the dishes.
We have observed some factors that we believe are important elements when then they are
playing (triggers): the children like to set prices, write names of dishes, paint and mix to the right
shades for the different vegetables, they like to take different roles in the game, take up orders,
cook and serve. The children are eager to move forward with the restaurant and make
suggestions. We teachers do not need to "fire up the children", they drive the work forward, our
role is to think about proposing suitable material and that the 
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environment invites several aesthetic forms of expression.
We also try to draw the attention of the children and remind
them to listen to each other's suggestions.

One boy was very pleased when he managed to blend a
perfect chicken nugget colour. He proudly showed his
friends how he had mixed to the right shade.

“Look, I made a perfect nugget colour!”

How my professional story has improved: R1: the teacher’s story inside the children’s one
It is both joyful and reverent to be involved when the children make discoveries and learn
new things. To see pride and joy in the children's eyes and expressions when they learn
new things - that's a wonderful experience. Collecting the children's documentation on a
wall provides many opportunities for the children to meet and discuss their and others'
drawings and their stories. Children observe how others solve technical problems In
graphic language, for example, children can see how another child draws a person in
profile or how they can draw how something moves. The children imitate details that they
find beautiful and clearer refinements of other people's drawings and then use this in
their image creation. It also is a teaching spot for us educators and visitors to see how
children explore and participate at school.

4. OUR OWN FOOD STORIES4. OUR OWN FOOD STORIES
In parallel with the production of materials for the restaurant, we wanted to continue by giving
children opportunities to tell their own stories about food. We, therefore, asked the children to
draw and paint their absolute favourite food and then tell them where they used to eat it and
with whom, who cooked the food and if they knew how to cook it.
The children work with great joy and the teacher shows great interest and commitment to the
children's creativity. The children tell a lot while they create, and the teacher asks open questions
that lead the thoughts further.
The children talk about the questions, and we see that
some children know ingredients such as in pancakes.
There seem to be issues that are emotionally close to the
children, and they get the opportunity to express pride for,
for example, “their grandfathers who make the best
pancakes in the world.”
The children's eyes are shining, and everyone is listening
to each other's stories. All the children answered had
different favourite dishes and everyone is interested in
everyone's food stories.
We as teachers are happy and inspired and touched to see
so much emotion and expression there is in the children's
food stories. We think in retrospect that we could have
shared stories about our favourite dishes and how we cook
the food, who we prefer to invite to dinner? 

5. THE COOKBOOK THAT INSPIRES ART AND STORIES5. THE COOKBOOK THAT INSPIRES ART AND STORIES

Then the children would also get an insight into our lives and our food culture.

As an inspiration for their
continued stories and to
make a restart in the
project, the teachers
brought cookbooks that
they borrowed at the library
or brought from home. The
children browsed the books
and commented on some
pictures: Oh, look spaghetti,
I love spaghetti!
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We asked the children if they wanted to make their cookbooks and it was the start of a side
project that allowed the children to tell their own stories about food, family, friends, different
ingredients and how to cook the food. Since we saw that the children's interest in cookbooks was
great, we added more varieties of cookbooks as we go along.

How my professional story has improved: R1: the teacher’s story inside the children’s one
Many of the children were so excited to make cookbooks and write. They continued to
take an interest in the written language and began to write words on their drawings.
Writing became important for children in a variety of contexts, they wanted to note days,
names, and important words in everyday life. We learned that it is important to have faith
in children and create an education based on our basic needs and willingness to develop
ourselves and use our knowledge in a meaningful context. We also learned the importance
of offering relevant literature to be inspired and be able to deepen our knowledge.

“The preschool should provide each child with the conditions to develop:
an interest in the written language and an understanding of symbols and how they are
used to convey messages” Swedish curriculum.

6. WE MAKE OUR TAGLIATELLE6. WE MAKE OUR TAGLIATELLE
We look back at the cookbooks and the children are interested in the pictures about how to make
their pasta.

We talk to the children about what ingredients are needed to make pasta. The children pick up
their cookbooks as they have done before. We also check with a cookbook to make sure it's
correct. They list the flour, salt, and eggs. The kids were eager and almost bouncing with joy. It
became a pleasurable and educational activity where both teachers and children created a new
food story together. The children give a thumbs up and say it tastes magnificent! The children
show great joy, and they have a conversation with each other.

What we need to develop to offer a Narrative Preschool Environment/how my professional
story has improved. R1: the teacher’s story inside the children’s one.
After working for a few weeks to follow the children's processes, we noticed that our
environment inside needed to contain more forms of expression and more accessible and
not-structured material. We change the environment continuously according to children's
activities and interests. Therefore, we felt it necessary to allow cooking for real, to get an
authentic experience, to feel the dough, the messiness, textures, and all aesthetic emotions

7. WE VISIT A RESTAURANT7. WE VISIT A RESTAURANT
As an injection into our work to prepare the restaurant, we decide that we should go on a study
visit to the pizza restaurant located a little distance from our preschool. 
It was a short walk to the restaurant, the weather was cold,
and we walked quickly and purposefully.   The kids didn't talk
much during the walk.
But some children commented that they knew about the
restaurant. Most of the children live near the preschool and the
pizzeria, so several of the children have visited the pizzeria with
their families.  Someone else tells us that they usually call and
order pizza and then go and get it.
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Inside the pizzeria, children can take pictures with iPads of important things they want in their
restaurant. Then the children ask the owner questions that they had prepared before the visit.
The kids sing on the way home: Mamma Mia Pizzeria. Mamma Mia pizzeria! From this moment,
our restaurant was named: Mamma Mia Pizzeria! (It wasn't the name of the restaurant we visited;
it's called something else).
The next day we gather the children and look at the photographs the children have taken at the
restaurant. Some children in the group were absent when we visited, therefore we wanted to
retell the visit. The children talked about what they have seen, and they recall the conversation
with the restaurant owner. After the conversation, we work to set up our restaurant inside the
preschool.

How my professional story has improved? R1: the teacher’s story inside the children’s one
What made us teachers happy was how the children spontaneously composed a
spontaneous song "Mamma Mia- Pizzeria!", we were reminded of how music and singing
can also complement our teaching. We need to have different ways and broaden pleasures
so that children have greater potential and ways of expressing themselves. Music and
singing make us happy! 

8. WHO'S COMING TO DINNER? -THE KIDS SET TABLE TOGETHER FOR A NICE DINNER8. WHO'S COMING TO DINNER? -THE KIDS SET TABLE TOGETHER FOR A NICE DINNER
We saw an interest among the children when they looked at the cookbooks: they commented on
the nice table settings/creations and the nice pictures of these in the cookbooks. The children
also described and show how to set a table so that it will be beautiful and inviting for the guests.
We want the children together to think about how they want to set the table and for whom.

The children start talking about
what they usually do when there is
a party. They gave lots of different
suggestions about what was
needed and what was usually used.
(Paper plates, gold plates, gold
cloth, garlands, flowers, lights etc).

The children go to the
table where we
collected materials to
set table.

They enjoy the beauty in
what they created.
Proudly they presented
the settings.

We as teachers clearly see how the children communicate and inspire and learn and negotiate
with each other in this activity. For example: When the children are missing something, they go to
the other table and ask the children there if they can exchange objects with each other.  The
children were also allowed to practice mathematics by counting, estimating, number perception,
problem-solving, etc. 

“The preschool should provide each child with the conditions to develop an
understanding of space, time and form, and the basic properties of sets, patterns,
quantities, order, numbers, measurement and change, and to reason mathematically
about this” From Swedish Curriculum

9. MAMMA MIA INVITES US INTO THE BEAUTIFUL WORLD OF POETRY9. MAMMA MIA INVITES US INTO THE BEAUTIFUL WORLD OF POETRY
After several weeks of working to make materials for the pizzeria, it was finally time to inaugurate
the new Pizzeria "Mamma Mia Pizzeria". The pizzeria is now in a larger room where all things will
get a better setting than in the previous restaurant. The children worked as usual with great joy
and enthusiasm. The people who participated were six children, five years old. They were singing
and humming as they presented the material.
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They were so excited to start to play that they barely had the patience to get ready organizing
until one of the children shouts:
“Come and buy! The best pizza...”
We had talked before about opening the Pizzeria by cutting a ribbon and celebrating with drinks
and cake. 
“Not, yet. We should inaugurate first!”
When the children are ready, a trumpet fanfare is played, and a band is cut where we explain the
pizzeria, Mamma Mia, as inaugurated! Yippie!
The children start to play by shopping, baking pizzas and setting tables with great pleasure. The
game goes on for a long time and the children try different roles in the game. Some served food
at set tables inside the restaurant, while others chose to order takeaway pizza for a picnic.
In the afternoon, these children were tasked with introducing the pizzeria to the other children in
the group, which they did with great pride. We planned to invite the parents to the inauguration,
but due to the pandemic, it was not possible to implement. We are planning to celebrate with the
parents at another time later. Through our blog and conversations with the parents, they still got
to take part in this. In conversations with parents, we have received positive feedback in the form
of the children gaining interest in writing, and developing many new ways of creating and
expressing themselves. They feel that the children have seemed to find it easier to tell stories and
express their experiences, maybe as a result of this work, who knows?

How my professional story has improved? R1: the teacher’s story inside the children’s one
Despite our many years in this profession and the fact that we have worked with long
themes where the children have been driving actors, this academic year with the Narrative
approach has been the most significant. With this way of working, we have managed to
include the children in the work in a way that seems to be very pleasurable. We, teachers,
have looked at the children with curious eyes and learned so much together in our
meetings. A narrative approach creates joy in children and educators and a pleasant and
well-being environment. Looking forward to applying this approach in the coming years as
well. It is, as previously stated, an endless story... we look forward with delight to new
stories.

What we need to develop to offer a Narrative Preschool Environment:What we need to develop to offer a Narrative Preschool Environment:

Now that the restaurant project is coming to an end, we asked the children about how they
experienced working with the restaurant: They all agree that it has been great fun.  The most fun
part was making materials and playing with friends, in their opinions.
Nowadays we can see that play in the restaurant amuses more and more children, the game is
filled with new friends and new ideas that become new stories. Some stories lead us into the
world of poetry …where we now create cookbooks in a poetic spirit... but that's another story...
maybe you'll get to see it later in the Erasmus project... this is an endless story... come along...

10. THE NEVER-ENDING STORY CONTINUES…10. THE NEVER-ENDING STORY CONTINUES…

After working for a few weeks to follow the children's processes, we noticed that our environment
inside needed to contain more forms of expression and more accessible and not-structured
material. 
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We change the environment continuously according to children's activities and interests. Some
weeks we may have tools that support the exploration of dinosaurs, another week plants, etc.
What is always available in our school setting is paper, pencils, brushes, clay, paint, and artificial
and IKT materials.

Collecting the children's documentation on a wall
provides many opportunities for the children to meet
and discuss their and others' drawings and their
stories. Children observe how others solve technical
problems In graphic language, for example, children
can see how another child draws a person in profile
or how they can draw how something moves. The
children imitate details that they find beautiful and
clever refinements of other people's drawings and
then use this in their image creation.

Clay is really a material that starts a flow
of stories, the children form clay and
things start to happen, the clay becomes
a dragon that sprays fire, the children 
continue to squeeze and pull the clay and suddenly another figure
appears after the clay changes the shape.
Clay is a material that is easy to make changes to if you are not
satisfied with your result. The children often sit for a long time and
work with the clay, much longer than if you compare it to drawing
and painting (this is a generalization, but usually it is so in our
experience).
The children enjoy the clay's possibilities for transformations, the
changeability of the clay makes the children look at shapes and
get associations with different objects and figures. 
As a teacher, you can enjoy and listen to the magical worlds that
children create and respect the children's expressions and meet
the children in this.

We changed the biggest room in the school, so it
became an atelier with different places for aesthetic
forms.  It has meant a lot to children's ability to work
whenever they want.  We, teachers, have got a boost
from seeing how children are hungry to express
themselves and create stories in many different
materials.

We have learned a lot about the children by allowing the children to show their thoughts and
feelings through clay, image, music, and theatre. We have learned to get better at stopping,
listening, and responding to children's stories. We can say that through this project we have
gotten to know the children in a deeper but also more varied way. For example, a child who has
difficulty verbally explaining can give so much expression and communication by showing with the
body or by portraying creative expression.
An example of a branch in our shared and collective narrative An example of a branch in our shared and collective narrative 
We used to have a special painting room where we gathered the children when they wanted to
paint. That room is still there, but we have also set up a painting corner in our large classroom.
We have brought in a wall easel that hangs on the wall so that several children can paint at the
same time and together if they want.
The children are very amused by painting, mixing colours and using different sizes of brushes.
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We, teachers, stimulate this interest by
also making suggestions to the
children, we can sometimes study and
discuss a famous work of art and the
children can then make their
interpretation of the artwork.
Here we have studied Edward Munch's
famous painting: The Scream.

Maybe we will leave the restaurant to become artists...Maybe we will leave the restaurant to become artists...
Nowadays we play in being at the restaurant but we often choose to create and paint as well. We
are artists now and we want to take you on that journey too…
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BEST PRACTICE n.6BEST PRACTICE n.6

teachers and pedagogical coach look deeper into the 10 principles of the Decalogue
observing and documenting, how to do? Mosaic Approach.

Best practice from Elmer in de Stad kindergarten located in the centre of  Brussels (Belgium). It is attended by
children from 3 months to 2,5 years old. Children having participated in this activity are from 18 months to 2,5 years
old.

Focus: 

1.ONCE UPON A TIME ….1.ONCE UPON A TIME ….
A handyman filled the playbox on the terrace with tree bark.
That day Hanae goes outside with her children, to play on the terrace. Many children first walked
around and observed closely what the handyman was doing.

Safia approaches and wants to feel the
material with her hands, letting it swirl
on her face and on her clothes. Then
she puts a lot of tree bark with her
hands on a wooden board that lies in
the sandbox. Phil sits on the wood
board and now also fills bark in his little
truck. Tindar is just a little scared and
stays aside, and cycles on his bike
around a bit.
The next day the children receive extra
material to put outside on the terrace.
They are very curious. The new material
was packs of straw. The educator opens
the packs together with the children.

Different emotions come: some of the toddlers are very interested and want to feel the material,
others come to take straw and throw it away, others shovel it in the box and some stay at a
distance and have doubts … are they a little scared?
Small groups are formed. Next to the bin are now buckets, shovels and brushes. Safia takes the
bucket and shovel and fills her little bucket. Until it is completely full. She then brushes
everything that has fallen next to the bucket together, she sings "clean up, clean up".
Phil now also brings a train and an excavator to the bark. He fills the train with bark. He uses a
shovel for this. He has to work very precisely because the holes are small and he has to work
very accurately. If he succeeds, he proudly shows this to Hanae.

Victor has come to Phil with an excavator. Now they dig together with the excavator. Phil also
helps the machine with his hands because otherwise too much bark falls next to it.
Tendar was very fascinated with tidying up; he always brushes everything together. He throws it
all back in the bin. He sings/says “iaa” “iaa”.

Searching for a trigger for the group is not always easy. The 2 teachers try to sit together
regularly to discuss the things they saw from the children. They try to focus on the
spontaneous actions the children had in their day. 

In these stories, we recognize the storylines and the narrative map. The teachers try to
encourage the activities and the discovery and exploration by the children. It is the start to
a new trigger to develop a new storyline. 

Mama Safia: at home S takes the big bags from “Lidl” and “Action” and takes the bucket to
clean. She puts all the shoes in the bags and takes them to the shoe closet. If mom has cleaned
up everything neatly in advance, then Safia takes a bucket with everything she finds (from out of
the kitchen or the bathroom). Then she walks around with that bucket as if she's shopping.
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Mama Safia was very happy to hear the story of
her daughter and to see her pictures. “On
holidays, Safia loves to play with buckets and
shovels and sand.”

2. WHEN BUCKETS BECOME A HIDING PLACE2. WHEN BUCKETS BECOME A HIDING PLACE

Marije is reading a Peekaboo story to the
children after seeing Phil hide in the
bucket.

That same day at the box of straw: Phil takes the blue
bucket (largest) and takes it to the straw box and fills his
bucket. In between you can hear the other children making
animal sounds “beeeeeh” “meow”, they have hidden toy
animals in the straw. Now Phil also puts animals in the
bucket. He walks  around with that filled bucket. When he's
done with that, he takes a small green bucket with a smiling
emoji on it. He puts it on his head – his whole head is in the
bucket, he can't see anything anymore – and then he takes
it back off his head and laughs really hard, he's having a lot
of fun… laughing and walking (peekaboo game).
The mom of Phil told us she didn’t understand why Phil always wants to play with the soil and the
little balls where her plants grow in on the terasse. After hearing and seeing the pictures of the
activities, she starts laughing and says, she now can understand he is triggered by it.
Tendar has chosen a frog as an animal and brings it to the straw. He does “vroom, vroom, vroom”
– the frog falls into the straw box. Now he puts straw in the frog's mouth and says "yum yum
eating". Now he takes the frog back out of the box and jumps together with the frog "hop hop
hop".

Hanae: “We observe the children and try to focus on the different
storylines. There are a lot of pictures, little parts have been filmed,
a lot of quotes by teachers, parents, .. but how to make a story
about it. A story out of this web of lines? 
We sometimes struggle with the documenting part. How to do,
how to take time. Sometimes we want to show it to the parents.
But an actual map in one room, can’t be taken downstairs to the
place where we meet with parents. The idea of a “book” where
you put pictures and words in, will be discovered in the other
toddler group. “
An actual map has been started in the different groups. It is a
work in progress. Where teachers can write on, stick post-its,
paste pictures, … But not only teachers of the group can work on
it. In addition, other members of the team are allowed to put
some words on it. 
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3. THERE ARE NO ARCHITECTAL RULES TO BUILD CASTLES IN THE AIR3. THERE ARE NO ARCHITECTAL RULES TO BUILD CASTLES IN THE AIR
The natural material seems a trigger to the children. Hanae and Leticia try to bring the materials
also to the inside of the daycare.
On a rainy day the teachers put different types of natural material in the group. They spread it out
over the floor and observe the children. Safia and Tendar are directly attracted to the materials.
They start building with them and try to make little towers, small castles of wood start to appear
on the floor. 2 other children are feeling and looking at the different types of materials.

Every 2 weeks the teachers sit together
with the pedagogical coach, to discuss
the things they saw. They try to discover
the triggers, to see the actual map in
these stories and to look how to proceed
with the story. 
The difficulty stays to involve the
parents in the narrative story

4. THE KITCHEN IS MY KINGDOM4. THE KITCHEN IS MY KINGDOM
One of the storylines brings us to the corner with the kitchen materials. Being well aware of the
materials you bring into the kitchen, makes also that you get a lot of new impulses for the
children and a lot of new stories. Real cooking, plastic fruits, sorting fruits, .. a lot of new storylines
have been written.
Leticia noticed the children are playing with
the natural materials but some of them are
playing in the kitchen corner. She decides
to take all the kitchen material, sorts them
in boxes and installs the kitchen and doll in
the “feeding chair”.
Safia goes to look at the box with the
cooking material. She starts cooking. She
puts the pan on the fire and starts stirring
into it. Safia puts things in the oven.
Afterwards she also starts to feed Victor
(puts the spoon in his mouth). Victor also
plays with her and “eats”. 

Tendar takes a plate and spoon and puts an apple
on his plate. He walks around a bit and goes to
stand next to Safia. He puts his plate next to Safia’s
pan. Thunten stays with the boxes with fruit and
vegetables. He takes everything out and puts it
next to the box.
Yanis walks also to the boxes with kitchen toys and
takes the plates. He starts sorting them. Put them
in a row, one in his hand and 3 before him. Other
children come and play with him. (Safia, Tendar,
Thunten). They want to take the plates from him,
so he holds two now.

Some days later, Leticia gives some new plates. Again in the boxes on the floor.
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Phil takes all the plates out of the
box and puts 6 plates on the floor
around him. Ishraq takes 1 plate
and puts it on her head. A second
one at the lips as if she is drinking.
Then she starts collecting plates
and puts fruit on it. At the end she
takes a basket to collect the
plates.
Yanis puts 2 plates in front of him;
he puts a pan on the plate and
looks for eggs in the boxes. Now
he takes 1 egg in the plate in his
hand. He collects the other plates
and sits in the slide with it. 

When the mom of Yanis hears the story and sees the pictures, she starts telling about their
home: “I don’t have a dishwasher. I wash in the sink and then I put the plates on the table to dry
them. Yanis takes the plates and puts them on the ground. I always tell him he cannot do it. He
takes spoon and knife and puts it in the plates. I don’t like him to do it.”

The mom of Phil talked with Fatiha about how the children play in
the kitchen corner. She says he also likes to play with the kitchen
utils at home. Phil can help to prepare the table before dinner. He is
allowed to put the plates and glasses. He loves to do it, but mama is
afraid he will let it fall and he will hurt himself. But she did notice he
can do it quite good. Fatiha explained we use real glasses and plates
in porcelain. 

5. RELAUNCH OF THE TREE BARK5. RELAUNCH OF THE TREE BARK
After two weeks of playing in the kitchen, the
teachers noticed the children got bored about
the activity. They were questioning what they
should offer as a new trigger. After going
multiple times outside, Hanae thinks the tree
bark was still interesting.
Each time however the children ask for bikes, for
pots and other utilities. But not for the bark.
One day she hears Phil saying “wet”. So Hanae
takes some bark and gives it to Victor and says
“look”. Victor says “dirty”, and he walks away. 

For Hanae the signal was clear. The
children don’t want to play with the
bark anymore because it was wet and
dirty.
After some days a new child starts in
the group. Inaya was having a difficult
time in the beginning, but each time
the children go outside, she was
playing a lot. She had a lot of interest
in the bark outside. She went to feel it,
she took a bucket and started to fill it
with her hands. The children started
to observe her. Phil and Victor came
to stand around Inaya and after some
minutes they also started to fill the
bucket together with her.
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They worked together and started to sing the song about cleaning up. “Hop hop hop we ruimen
alles op.” They fill the bucket until it is all full.
They used spoons but Inaya kept doing it with the hands. So when the bucket was full, they said
they wanted to take it inside. Hanae found it an excellent idea so she lets the children take the
bucket inside. She decides to let it dry.

While the bark was drying, they went with the children to the library. They searched for
books about nature, plants, straw, animals, … Phil and Victor kept talking about things that
are wet or dirty. So the teachers helps them looking for books about that too. They read
the books the children choose in Elmer. And they showed the materials they saw in the
books. Some straw, some bark but also other natural materials.

6. REDISCOVERING THE BARK6. REDISCOVERING THE BARK
After some time the bark was dry. Hanae wanted to present the bark in an attractive way. She
put the bark on a colourful carpet. She also puts extra materials with it. She chooses to put some
recycled materials like little yoghurt cups, boxes from eggs, spoons and buckets. There was also
a big box with straw inside. She puts the animals and the farm on the floor so they can easily
take it. 
Hanae opened the curtains after the singing moment. And the children sounded so surprised.
They said “owww”, “oei”, “wauw”. Hanae hears a lot of noises but sees also children watching
with big eyes. The room was dressed differently, there were new materials in the room.
Phil has been observing the other children for quite some time. He didn’t want to play with the
bark at all. When Hanae reaches him a piece of bark, he says “no, wet”. After a long time, he
started to collect boxes and bottles. And then he started to put bark in his bottle. He started
shaking the bottle and starts to laugh. He stops. And then started to put in it again. Then he
shakes again. He noticed the noise gets more. He continues doing it.
Isis took a spoon and a brushed. And she started to hit
the box of straw with it. She laughs more and more. She
found it special. And then she saw the other kids were
playing with the materials. They were filling the pots with
spoons. They were feeling with their hands. So Isis took a
small bucket and started to fill it with straw. Then she
goes to the bark and she fills the bucket even more. She
mixes it all.
After that, she goes to a smaller corner in the group and
puts some egg boxes on the floor. She takes the straw
and one by one she puts it down in the box. First straw,
then the bark. She sorted it and put it in rows. Straw-
Bark-Straw-Bark. It was like she had a mission. Very
concentrated she kept putting it in rows. Hanae was
impressed.
Paz is not very interested in the straw or bark. When she saw the materials she went directly to
sit on the ground and started to feel the materials. She feels it is dry, not wet. So the moment
she noticed the materials feels better she took spoon and bucket and started to fill and empty it.
She did it several times and was into the activity for a very long time. After some time she tried
to fill a smaller bottle with the bark and her spoon. She kept trying but it was very difficult. So
she tried it with her fingers.
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Inaya was very happy with the bark inside the group.
Until they were cleaning up the group, she was
shouting out her joy “oh wauw, oh wauw”. She loved to
play with it. She took a spoon, played with the bark,
started directly to move around with the bark in a box.
She took the big bucket from outside and then levelled
the bark and straw in the bucket. And then she
searched for her baby doll and put her in the bucket.
Hanae asked what is the baby doing. Inaya told her
she was sleeping.
Hanae showed a lot of the pictures and little movies to
the parents to know what they think.

The mother of Isis says that Isis likes to play with
kitchen utilities. She likes the real materials like her
mom’s. All what is in the kitchen is also interesting for
Isis. She loves it. Papa says she also like to bring
things in order, it has to lay in the right way or be on
the right position. She doesn’t like too much chaos.
The mother of Paz says that she likes to play a lot with
sand and natural things. Especially water. Paz also
plays with things from her mother, like imitation game.
But she didn’t do that in daycare yet.
The father of Inaya says she is playing a lot with baby
at home. He has also to take care of her baby doll. He
has to give the baby food, a bath, put her to sleep, just
as he does to his daughter.

7. ANIMAL FARM IN DAY-CARE7. ANIMAL FARM IN DAY-CARE
The teachers discovered that some of the children started to play with the animals and the open-
end materials together. They used the straw to cover the animals.

The first time they played with the straw they already saw
this happening. But this time they started also inside with this
play. When the children took the animals out of the toybox,
the teachers gave them the space to do it. And they
observed what was happening in their play. Victor had a big
interest in animals. He knew their names and talked to the
teachers about them. This day he was also making houses for
them with the straw. He took big buckets of straw and went
to make stables for the animals at the play table.
The mom of Victor told that he likes to play with nature
elements. He talks about fruit, plants, animals. They also talk
a lot about how to get along with animals and how to take
care of them. She is very happy that he has this sensitive
way of taking care of them. 

8. AN ENDLESS WEB OF STORYLINES8. AN ENDLESS WEB OF STORYLINES
In the weeks after the tree bark play, the children are more and more excited about the materials.
They play with the straw. The teachers place some sensory boxes where they can walk in with
bare feet.
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One day Hanae noticed the children are interested in
the sand and dirt that was used to plant some
flowers. So she puts sand in a big box and lets the
children discover. There are some flower seeds for
the children to plant. And the children seem to be
very excited. Paz loves to fill the pots with the seeds.
Her small fingers pushing the seeds deeper in the
sand. 

A web of more stories comes out of the bark-story. One line leads to visiting the plant shop with
the children. Another one leads to visiting the children’s farm and one is even leading to helping
the people from the city of Brussels to water the plants. We look forward to more stories!
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BEST PRACTICE n.7BEST PRACTICE n.7
OCCUPATIONS
Learning from parents’ job

1. THE OBSERVATION PHASE – HOW OUR STORY STARTS1. THE OBSERVATION PHASE – HOW OUR STORY STARTS

Best practice from Tallinn Meelespea kindergarten located in the neighbourhood of Haabersti in Tallinn (Estonia). It is
attended by 270 children from 1,6 to 7 of age. Children who participated in this activity are from 5 to 6 years old

During each week we have specific topics to talk about - we call them the theme of the week.
These themes are created regarding our kindergarten´s and Estonian national educational
curriculum. Teachers are free to approach each topic as they find suitable for their group of
children while keeping in mind the educational objectives and national curriculum. Being part of
Narrate project has taught us a lot about being more child-related and free in starting each topic.
Teachers are more aware of their role in each children's narration (both collective and individual)
and are more open to noticing, and deciding (how) to react or not to react regarding triggers and
children's interests. 
This is a story about one of those “themes of a week” things, that started on one Monday
morning and continued to grow bigger and bigger over the weeks.

2. INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPIC2. INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPIC
Trigger: was “placed” by the teacher. Already in the morning children noticed some new objects
like screwdrivers, screws, nails, hammers and the base. The teacher had taken different tools and
placed them on her desk. Immediately children were triggered by them and started asking
questions like “what is this?”; “can I touch it?”; “what does it do?”; “why is it looking like this?”.
The teacher let the children try the tools and answered the children´s first questions – explaining
what these tools are, what are their names and what the agency for them is.
There was now a moment for a teacher to decide how to further continue with the story. As each
kid had their question in mind, it led to crossroads of opportunity or, as in our Narrate project we
prefer to say, towards the Narrative map.
To evolve children's interest, the teacher used a game "Treasure Hunt" - children were looking
for different tools in the group, which made them visibly excited and interested in things and the
topic. The teacher could see that the game was fun for the kids. Children showed their
excitement by smiling, jumping up and down when they found something and making comments
along the way. Many children also enjoyed being able to name an object immediately and/or
associated with their previous experience “This is a cordless drill! My dad has one at home too!”.

The teacher had also pre-created an
"Occupations" game that was placed on the
carpet. Children noticed this and asked questions:
“What is it? Are we playing this? I know it's the
police” etc., and they developed a conversation
about the topic of various professions, so a more
remarkable interest and motivation started
investigating different professions.

3. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT3. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
The teacher developed the conversation topic
further: We mapped out and documented which
professions children already know, which professions
are of most interest and which professions we could
look into more closely. Police, ambulance and rescue
services proved to be the most popular occupations.
Children wrote down their thoughts on a big piece of
paper as a poster. This is where the first narrative
documentation started for us.
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Since the learning process in kindergarten takes place through games and active play, our next
challenge was re-creating children's play environment.
The focus was on using different tools and playing with real-life objects (patch, cotton ball,
syringe, screw, etc.).
Games were created by the children themselves: hairdresser, police, doctor, and teacher. 
The teacher took a step back; she was observing the children's interests and the focus was on
the children's initiative in free play. The teacher was there to support and to be led by the
children's imagination: she played the wounded victim who needed bandaging or the client for
the hairdresser. In this case, the teacher was the one who asked the children questions: “What
do we do next? What should I do? How do I use this?” etc.
During different playtimes, children resonated their play experiences with their real-life
experiences. Often, they would make comments about familiar objects, and jobs and mostly
related them to their family members.
The teacher would let children tell stories about their family members and ask further questions
about what they knew about their parents’ occupations. Some kids were very clear about this
and had long stories about their parents “My mom is a veterinarian. Do you know that sometimes
she has to inject animals with medicine? She uses REAL needles. But it's okay because it makes
pets better and I prefer them to be happy and well. /…/”. At the same time, some kids were not
so clear about what their parents really do “My mom and dad sit by a computer all day. I don't
know what they do there. Some important computer stuff.”. 
Children were curious about knowing more about their parents' jobs so the teacher sent out an
email asking them to send pictures of themselves at their workplace with a short description of
what their job is all about. Parents responded very positively and fast. They sent a description of
their daily work and the photo(s) - we looked at them with the children and had another fun
conversation. Kids were very excited to see their parents' faces and hear about them. They
wanted to make an exhibition on the wall so that their parents were visible and it felt like they
were there for them during the whole day.

The next step was to start researching: the group had a conversation about different jobs, what
they really do and how. This process was about creating and searching for learning materials, and
documenting children's thoughts, work and activities. We took a closer look at different
professions with the help of videos, books, pictures, puzzles and any other material that we could
find inside our group (cupboards, shelves etc.). We gathered the materials and made the learning
visible.
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This exhibition was up for a few weeks and after some time kids started asking “how long do we
keep them here on the wall? what do we do with them? why are they still here?”. It was only
then, that children (with the teacher's help) blinded the work descriptions into a book which they
at first called “Our parents’ occupations” which can be found on our group’s bookshelf. 

Book made by kids: “Occupations of
mommies and daddies of the group
Sipsikud”

Children absolutely love their parent's occupation book and their next idea was to re-create their
parents with their drawings. Children choose their materials (paper, felt-tip pens or coloured
pencils) to draw their parents as they would imagine them being at their workplace. 
Children started telling each other imaginative stories about their parents, had a lot of fun and
had some good laughs during it. The teacher noticed the children bonding during this activity.
To make different occupations even more visible, teachers included experts and invited them
to the kindergarten: a bomb squad, a rescue service and a nurse who shared their experiences
and practicalities. During parent-teacher meetings teacher advised parents to read and tell
stories to their children at home. The best way to do that seemed to be bedtime stories but the
teacher encouraged parents to find small moments for spontaneous improvisation that would be
fun too. Some parents reflected on having spontaneous and creative storytelling times while
driving to the countryside - they felt that it made them closer to their children and they were
surprised at how imaginative their kids can be!

Visitors at the kindergarten: Rescue service, bomb squad and a nurse
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Children drew pictures of the most exciting job for them and the teacher documented the child's
story and added their narrative to the picture. Every work of art has its own story and the final
result is always interesting.

“This is a bombs squad car. Dog
searches for a bomb from the grass.
He is brown-coloured and very fast.
His name is Dog. Dog can sniff the
smell. The robot puts the bomb in the
car. Dog is a big helper for a human.”
“Pommirühm” - “bomb squad”; ”
Pomm” - “bomb; “ Koer” - “dog”

“This is a fire truck. It saves people.
A big ladder helps to get the fire out
from up. I liked it when that uncle
talked about it. The car has a flasher
so that you can hear the signal.”
“Tuletõrjeauto” - “Fire truck”
“Police car catches banditos. There is
a day outside. Police just is following
banditos and taking them into a trap.
Police see bad guys again and bring
them to trap too.”
“Politsei” - “Police”

“This is a chef who makes food. We have a chef in our kindergarten.”
“Kokk”- “Chef”; “Pann” - “Pan”; “Pott” -”Pot”

During thinking about and
drawing pictures of the most
exciting jobs, some kids
reflected on their ongoing
interests after kindergarten
hours. Some kids belonging to
our group go to sports classes
and they are very much into
physical activities. While a
smaller group of kids were telling
about their football and dance
classes, one kid shared her
experience of seeing a
commercial on the TV about
figure skating. Others were
intrigued and asked, what is
figure skating and confused it
with skiing.
The teacher noticed their interest and showed kids videos about an Estonian figure skater and
proposed an activity idea with robotic devices. Kids were divided into smaller groups and given
one big sheet of white paper, a bunch of colourful pens and Blue-Bot robots. Children let their
creativity flow and so the Blue Bots became figure skaters who drew beautiful skating rings on
the paper.
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4. CONTINUED INTEREST4. CONTINUED INTEREST
Weeks after starting with the topic of
occupations we can see that children's interest
is continuing. We will continue noticing triggers
from kids and acting according to them. For
example, children were intrigued by the sound
of a passing police car and its siren. They
excitedly shared their ideas about where these
police could be on their way. Since there was
perfect snow outside to build something, the
teacher proposed an idea to create their police
car. The children were very excited about it and
had a lot of fun!

At some point, we had a new weekly topic about health and the human body. During that week
children shared a lot about their experiences with teeth changing and falling off. Then we
rounded back to the occupation's theme and talked about dentists - what they do, why it is
important, who has visited the dentist and why etc. Children created artworks and narrations. We
are confident that the topic of occupations will come again and again back to us in one way or
another. Until the next trigger!
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BEST PRACTICE n.8BEST PRACTICE n.8
THEY KILLED SPIDER-MAN
Superheroes, Superheroines and naughty people to be defeated

Best practice from Campanella preschool located in the neighbourhood of Campanella in Imola (Italy). It is attended
by 104 children from 3 to 6 years of age. Children who participated in this activity are from 4 to 6 years old.

INTRODUCTION: "SPIDER-MAN HAS BEEN KILLED"... AND A DANCE SONG.INTRODUCTION: "SPIDER-MAN HAS BEEN KILLED"... AND A DANCE SONG.
During the Welcome Party for newly enrolled children that occurred on 22 November 2021, we
were observing two children: Gabriele (5 years old) and Federico (4 years old) while they sang an
old song that was a big hit in the past: “They Killed Spider-Man” (original title: “Hanno ucciso
l’Uomo Ragno”), performed by an Italian artistic duo called '883'. It is not a children's song; on
the contrary, it seems to be related to relevant political events that happened in Italy in the
1980s and 1990s, but, of course, for children, it deals with a well-known superhero. Anyway, the
song was - and still is - very popular.
At first, we did not pay much attention to this event: the children often sing popular songs.
Nevertheless, we were struck by the fact that over the next few days, during school activities, the
children’s group repeated this song, more and more often. It had become a sort of catchphrase:
only the children who had sung it during the party no longer sang it. 

What amused us was its power to spread all over
the class and involve all the children. Andrea and
Rachele had started singing the song during
spontaneous dancing and singing activities since
they knew it too. They often involved Ada, Irene and
Luca in it. Federico and Gabriele, who were the first
to sing it, had started a real catchphrase. Observing
from the outside, it looked that the interest in the
song was only musical and rhythmic: actually, the
children used it as a self-produced soundtrack for
free motor activities (free dance) in a specific space
in the classroom. We as teachers thought that it
could be a good idea to relaunch the activity started
by the children coherently with the aims of our
curriculum, and we are wondering how to do that.
First, we decided to propose additional ways of moving and dancing to the rhythm of the Spider-
Man song, relaunching curriculum topics on gross motoric development.

It was very stimulating for us, the teachers,
to discuss and reflect on how we could
support the exploration of the body and its
movement in space from a song and dance
that the children themselves had thought
up. However, soon it became to look a bit
reductive: there should have been
something more.

Sometimes, or maybe often, we are not so prone to give importance to events that look
too common, no more than little pieces of trivial connective tissue between “serious”
didactic activities, that we usually consider the noble part of our work. We did not know
how many times children had sung that popular song before, and every time we hadn’t
paid attention to it. What we learnt on that occasion is that we should be more interested
in what happens in the class when we are not the leader of the activities.
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1. FROM THE "MOVING BODY" TO THE "PRODUCTIVE MIND"1. FROM THE "MOVING BODY" TO THE "PRODUCTIVE MIND"
First, the teachers tried to find out what Spider-Man meant to our boys and girls, but also
whether they were aware that in the song this superhero was declared ‘killed’. Discussing with
them, it became clear that for some of them it was a simple carnival mask with no other
information, for others, it was a generic superhero that their older siblings liked, others else had
some analytic knowledge of the stories about him, when and why he had become like that, etc.

Regarding the fact that he was killed in
the song, between the children and
teacher a conversation like the following
occurred:
Child1: "Naughty guys killed him";
Teacher: "Who were these naughty guys?"
Child1: "Actually, I don't know";
Child2: "Maybe a rather strange spider bit him";
Child3: "Or maybe Spider-Man is barely sleeping
on the web";
Child2 (changing topic, merging explanations): "I
believe Spider-Man was much smaller before the
spider bit him, but next he got huger and huger";
Child1: "The biting spider had two colours: yellow
and blue; and after he bit a person, he became
two-coloured too"
Child3: "He could be safe because of the
spider's web"
Child2: "He got the mask too"

Based on this sharing, the teachers asked them if they would like to see some of the character’s
stories together (books, TV series, etc.).

The children chose to read a book that was not a single story,
but about Spider-Man’s general description and movie
character's “career”. It collected posters related to all the movies
that the cinema industry had produced over time. As the children
leafed through it, they pretended to read it, describing pictures to
each other and singing the Spiderman song as a soundtrack.
We then decided to relaunch this children’s experience by
proposing that they draw a series of episodes as if it were a
comic strip, inspired by the posters.
The children independently organized activities involving
colouring, drawing, cutting out and collaging the images they
produced.
Frida and Ada, who are manually very competent and admired by
their classmates, collaborated and cooperated with Simone, Luca
and Federico in creating personal representations of their
favourite character in the albums.

The teachers collaborated to realize a poster, and then uploaded the story and documentary
material on Google Classroom, to be shared with parents 
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Discussing with the team the observations carried out by every teacher, allowed us to choose
together how to relaunch the children’s experience. Working from the children’s interests allowed
us to increase their enthusiasm and interest in the activities relaunched by the teachers.

The Narrative Approach is like a treasure chase: we don’t have to add anything, we only have to
favour that what is already hidden in the children’s minds (but they’ve been aware yet about)
could go out and become something useful in their learning processes.

2. TRYING TO APPROACH THE TOPIC OF "GENDER" IS IN THIS CASE UNAVOIDABLE… WE
THOUGHT!
2. TRYING TO APPROACH THE TOPIC OF "GENDER" IS IN THIS CASE UNAVOIDABLE… WE
THOUGHT!
Although this story-maker group included some girls (not too many, actually), Spider-Man
seemed to some of us to be too “gender connoted”, and not so inclusive for our little girls.
“Gender” is always a controversial theme: in fact, we
teachers were split into two “parties”, the one who
thought all the children should play with any kind of
topics and characters (no matter their gender), and the
one who thought “ok, we agree, but we should encourage
them to explore new possibilities too!”. Anyway, all the
teachers agreed they were not supposed to intervene
directly, suggesting to the children some corrections or
new narrative ideas to balance that problem.
Unexpectedly, some little girls took the teachers out of
trouble: they started speculating about a Spider-Man’s
companion, a superheroine, of course. The little girls
called her: Wasp-Girl, a name of their invention: “Wasp-
Girl is similar to Spider-Man but female”, said one of
them.
The children collaborated on her description and, with the
help of the teachers; they made plastic and pictorial
representations.
As usual, teachers uploaded documentation on Google
Classroom, for parents.

Another problem to cope with. Another problem to cope with. 
At the time children were working on this theme, Carnival was approaching.
This yearly festival, very appreciated by children, has always been an opportunity to invent, tell,
and arrange common stories; then, the children transferred and developed them into narrations,
dramatization, and fantastic scenarios.

Unfortunately, the Pandemic restrictions blocked carnival parades on
the streets of the neighbourhood, withholding children from the
opportunity to show themselves dressed up in public. The little girls
who came up with the character of “Wisp-Girl” were sad since they
hoped to show costumes inspired by it to all the people around the
school.
To comfort them, the teachers planned to realize a carnival parade
into the school, playing with the children in their costumes.
Preparing it, the idea to create a female companion of Spiderman
became contagious and generalized; other little girls came up with
other superheroines and made their costumes, to wear during the
parade, but not only. 
On those occasions, Wasp-girl and her female companions helped
children disguised as police officers, princesses, pirates and generic
superheroes to defeat evil and every kind of villain.
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At the same time, some children were building the police station with Lego. This activity was
initially completely independent of the narration that started with the Spider-Man song, but the
children, having known from the previously gathered stories about him that he collaborated with
the police, combined the two narratives in only one big narrative scenario.

A whole network of stories unexpectedly arose from our simple doubts about the gender culture
inside the adoption of a character by the children. Even a negative event, like pandemic
restrictions, was turned into many new narrative chances: the carnival parade inside the school
was for sure more productive – at least from a narrative point of view – than the traditional one
on the streets. It was what we learnt from our children’s narration.

3. A CONFLUENCE OF STORIES3. A CONFLUENCE OF STORIES

A bit strange conversation between 2
children having built the police station.
F: "G. Where do I put the computer?"
G: "There ... where the chair is. I found the LAMA
OF TIME!"
(Teacher describes: I stop writing and look at him
quizzically; he smugly answers me:
F: "It is used to go back in time. .... (Turns to mate)
Find a blue block and move this".
G: "but you are destroying the policemen's office
!!!!!"
F: "...but I had to finish the wall!"
G: "you removed the blocks!!! That was the roof
of the ROOF (meaning the one of the poolside)"
B: "Did you go and see the fireworks on New Year's
Eve?"

While they were doing that, the teachers got
aware that the engaged children started
singing the Spider-Man song, as if they had
created an association between their police
station and the one in the song. Maybe,
almost unconsciously, they were hearing the
mates engaged in Spider-Man-related
activities, happening in a different corner of
the classroom.
The two groups joined and the police station
became a setting for the children to build
stories about Spider-Man adventures.
The new narration showed to be very inclusive. We also noticed that Diego was very intrigued by
the activity of building the police station and came close to observing Gabriele, Federico, Linda
and Bryan's activity, but did not actively participate in the construction. We assume that he was
inhibited by the fact that the bricks are small and he has difficulty exercising motor skills due to
mild neonatal paresis. However, his gaze and smile indicated participation in the game; what
attracted him most of all was the music soundtrack that accompanied the children in their
construction.
To confirm this hypothesis, the following day an individual/choral singing activity of the Spider-
Man song was proposed, and Diego accompanied, like his companions, the performance of the
soloists.
The teachers observed Diego much more involved in singing than he normally is in verbal
communication and agreed with the special teacher to plan other experiences using this
“language” to support Diego’s verbal language development.
This strategy has been recorded in the child's Individualized Education Plan and the class’
curricular plan.
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4. TAKING STOCK TOGETHER TO FIX IT IN THE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE MEMORY 4. TAKING STOCK TOGETHER TO FIX IT IN THE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE MEMORY 

The teacher involved the children in documenting what had
been done so far starting from the Spider-Man song. The
children took photos/drawings of them dancing to the rhythm of
the song, of their Lego creations and representations of Spider-
Man and his partner Wasp-Girl. Together they made a poster
and the teachers uploaded the documentation on Google
Classroom for the parents.
Discussing with the children, the teachers realised that the
current classroom organisation was not functional to support
the children's free narrative; in general, not only for this specific
narrative.

Together with the children, and, to some extent, under their guidance, relevant changes in space
organization were made. For example, we decided to change the arrangement of furniture in one
area of the classroom to allow for the creation of a corner designated for playing with LEGOs,
intimate, but large and cosy enough to allow the children to gather in small groups to play in the
area and create new constructions and stories.

The observations we conducted over the next few days confirmed our hypothesis: the change in
the location of the LEGOs fed and enriched their storytelling. 
Thanks to the new placement, we were also facilitated in listening to and recording their
dialogues.
As we mention in the previous blue box, children have many things to do, they are often very
busy. Anyway, we sometimes should ask them to rest for a while, be more aware of what is
happening, and discuss in depth what we can do to improve our daily life. Of course, children
should experiment that this common reflection can produce some changes in their environment…
We think this is an example of “agency” and a sense of self-efficacy.

5. CHILDREN'S STORIES AND THOSE OF THEIR COMMUNITY5. CHILDREN'S STORIES AND THOSE OF THEIR COMMUNITY
The teacher raises new stimuli and asks questions such as: "but have you ever seen a real police
station?" Most have not, or only on TV, but two of the children have a parent working in the
police. The teacher also asks the children whether, in their opinion, real policemen also have the
help of some superheroes.
The children discussed this issue. The teacher suggested going to the source, organising a visit
to the local police station, to see what there is and asking the policemen what kind of help they
have.
But first, the teacher asks the 'police' parents to come to the school to give a 'lecture' about it.

While adults are prone to follow a single process at a time, children prefer to follow parallel
processes at the same time. The younger the children are, the more this rule works. It seems the
children had so much to do to bring up, that they are naturally pushed to do many things at
once. We should take more account and advantage of that. In addition, we learnt that the more
complex and various (but structured) the learning setting is, the more it gets more and more
inclusive.
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Then the visit to the Police Station took place as
planned. The children talked to policemen and
policewomen and took photos. Back at school,
the children documented everything in the usual
way: engaging in discussions, drawing posters,
upload them in Google Classroom. During the
visit, the children also learnt about what kinds of
operations the Police can carry out and the uses
and the names of the police station pieces of
equipment and how to describe them.

Afterwards, a discussion took place on why the police exist. Of course, we ended up talking about
rules and their observance, even at school. Who is the Spider-Man in our school situation, we
asked them.
Could we come up with stories in which Spider-Man and his partner Wasp-Girl intervene in our
school to make our lives better? Could we set up the role of Spider-Man/Wasp-Girl at school?
One boy or girl in turn could have this task every day, a role to be added to the rotating service
roles already present in the school (assistant of the teachers, waiter, and so on).
It was surprising to find out about them. Through their questions, many topics of the curriculum,
which we face annually, emerged. In this case, the path developed very naturally and did not
require us to think up specific activities, we just followed their interests and curiosity.

6. ENRICHING CHILDREN'S NARRATIVE EXPERIENCE6. ENRICHING CHILDREN'S NARRATIVE EXPERIENCE
Our school has an ongoing collaboration with the local library. After having visited the Police, it
was natural to wonder whether books with Spider-Man or Police stories can be found in the
library: the only thing to do was to go and see.
To give the children involved in the story other ideas, we asked the children's local library “Casa
Piani” for help. They selected some specific books: one about the superhero Spider-Man, some
scientific ones about spiders and insects, and a comic book that was a novelty that greatly
intrigued the children.
We went to collect them and placed them in the play area built to support this storytelling.
We chose not to present the books to the children but to set them in the narrative play area and
let them explore it freely: we know books are not always used by children in their expected and
traditional function.

We had no other comic books at school; finding Spider-Man in the cartoons, the children used
this book as a piece of sheet music to tune this superhero’s song.
But the most significant books, against our expectations, were those with real spiders and insects.
The interest started with Federico and Simone and spread to all the children and these got the
most significant books chosen by the children for a long time.
On 7 June, we went to the Casa Piani municipal library for children to return the rented books, the
ones they had selected to enrich our storytelling with new ideas. At Casa Piani, we were
welcomed by the librarian who asked the children for some feedback on their readings.
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The children responded that they enjoyed the books and accepted the invitation to explore the
spaces, discovering the video section and recognising among the available DVDs those of their
favourite heroes.

This visit to the children's library promoted more subscriptions from the families as well.
After a while, some children also brought to school the books they had at home, both the ones
they owned and the ones they rented at the library. In addition, we promote “internal renting”:
children could exchange with each other their books, or bring at home a book from the school,
rented for the weekend.
The teacher learnt at least two things. On the one hand, how it is important to have a stable
relationship with our local children’s library, “Casa Piani”. On the other hand, we should consider
the concept of “Library” in a non-traditional way: “library is not only a physical place (as Casa
Piani, for example), but a relational and spread place: we should consider “Casa Piani”, our library
corners inside the school and every personal library the children have at home altogether, like a
sort of super-library, interconnected, coherent, able to adapt to children development and
evolution, and available for all our school community.

7. GOING BEYOND SPIDERMAN .... WITHOUT KILLING HIM7. GOING BEYOND SPIDERMAN .... WITHOUT KILLING HIM
After several months, teachers realised that the interest in Spider-Man was becoming a bit
obsessive. They, therefore, decided to no longer support this narrative (meaning that the children
could carry it on if they wanted to, but the teachers would not have observed and supported it as
strongly as before). But the teachers would have paid attention to see if other stories could build
on this one. 
With this goal in mind, the teacher prepared a CD with several cartoon soundtracks about
superheroes and one morning plays it in the classroom, without saying anything to the children, a
kind of soundtrack during the morning activity.
Contrary to teachers’ expectations, children did not pay any attention to it. Instead, they were
starting building a new scenario (using several kinds of material: Lego, recycled material, and so
on), stimulated by some dinosaurs one of them brought to school in the morning. The teachers
looked at each other… and threw the CD away!
It was a hard “lesson” for the teachers and it showed how it is difficult for them to give up the
idea to control children’s learning processes. Teachers did not know where the Spider-Man story
had ended up. They only could consider that a story is like food: after having digested, it
disappears but contributes to our body’s development or maintenance. Or, it could be like a seed,
taken away by the wind, ready to be born again in an unknown, different place and time.

From library to school
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CHAPTER V
A virtual focus group among the teachers after they
participated in the Narrative Approach Best Practices

implementation
1. 
INTRODUCTION –  the meaning of this chapter
The eight Best Practices on the Narrative Approach implementation of the previous chapter 6 were narrated and
made possible by teachers working in preschool or nursery schools belonging to the four schools Administrations
involved in this Erasmus+ project. This group of teachers can be considered the first experimental group where the
Narrative Approach was realized. The readers of this handbook should pay attention to the following facts:

The teachers making up the group did not have any experience in the Narrative Approach application before the
project. So, we can consider them as they were a group of different teachers, belonging to a different school
administration (no matter where it is located), that decides to apply the narrative Approach after
knowing/reading this handbook.

Our four school administrations represent a good sample of school culture in Europe nowadays since they are
from the North, South, East and West of our continent; they represent different approaches, different national
curricula, different national stories and different social cultures. Despite that, it was possible to apply
successfully the Narrative Approach everywhere, showing that we can consider it a multicultural approach. It
could be thought of as an expected result since the narrative attitude is a basic feature for children all over the
world, no matter where they live. In addition, it is important to highlight that the four involved teachers video
called each other many times to share doubts and experiences and participated in two in-presence three-day
courses to improve their skills in the Narrative Approach application.

For these reasons, we think it could be useful to add some notes about:
How they evaluate the appropriateness level of the Narrative Approach implementation;
How they felt carrying it out;
What difficulties they met and what they did to cope with them;
Lastly, what tips they could give colleagues from different schools desiring to cope with the challenge of the
Narrative Approach implementation.

2. 
Our focus group on the Narrative Approach implementation.

2.1. What have you enjoyed the most during the implementation of the Narrative Approach in
your school thanks to the Narrate project?

To gather information about that, we have considered our involved teachers as a virtual focus group and asked them
to answer a five-question questionnaire. Each of these questions will be the title of the following five sub-paragraphs
of this paragraph 2.

NA application has encouraged to focus on a small group of children, sometimes on one child at a time, acquiring
more information and details, and deepening image; children seem to enjoy this special attention from teachers
and this approach has been lived as much innovative;
At the same time, NA could be a very powerful tool for teachers to observe themselves inside the relations with
children, to be more aware of their learning processes and to see the reality and the environment through the
children’s eyes;
NA allows us to engage even pre-linguistic children in narrative activities;
NA help a lot ask open-ended questions about children’s creative work, pushing you to reconsider the school
environment and change it continuously;
Didactically, NA emphasize and promote the adoption of new creative languages (music, art) and a strong
aesthetic attitude (having fun teaching and learning);
NA seems to be more inclusive than the traditional one, promotes a better relationship with families and even the
teamwork gets more productive and funnier;
NA can also remotivate in the teaching role, fighting against constraints and troubles at work;
Na in a powerful way to produce documentation in a new and fascinating perspective;
Teachers highlight that this experience has been so important even because carried out in a European
partnership and perspective.

First, we must say that all the involved teachers are enthusiastic about this experience. Not only their mood has been
very positive, but also, they declare their professional work has unexpectedly improved a lot. Let’s see some details of
that (hereinafter, “NA” means “the Narrative Approach”):
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2.2 What have been the main challenges and difficulties in implementing the narrative
approach?

One of the most central concepts in NA is the “trigger”, that is how and why some children’s narrative experience
takes place or suddenly changes (see chapter 5); to identify triggers requires strong attention, long observation
and the responsibility to choose what among many of them (or supposed they are) we decide to follow (observe)
in its consequences and what gets rid of instead;
Even the concept of “narrative map”, another core topic in this methodology, is not so simple to understand and
to find out and describe by observing children’s narrative activities;
In addition, it could be difficult giving up the traditional approach and get more flexible in your work organisation;
In the beginning, NA methodology could seem unclear, confusing, and maybe counterintuitive; you have to fight
against the temptation to give it up, and of course, being inside a group, maybe inside an international
partnership, can help keep on;
Even at the beginning, it seems really impossible to apply this methodology with very young and not speaking
children;
The need to produce specific documentation requires much time and commitment; observing a child (or a few
children) more deeply could seem that you are neglecting the others.

Actually, on one hand, NA application seems to be very effective, engaging and useful, on the other hand, it is very
demanding and challenging too. In details:

So, even though the involved teachers admit that these difficulties were overcome and, after that, they could fully
enjoy the methodology, you have to take into account that the first phase could be very challenging. As a
consequence, we could ask the involved teacher to tell us how they were able to cope with that.

2.3. What has helped you overcome these challenges and difficulties?

NA is a perspective a teacher should not carry out alone: teamwork is necessary. Stressing this concept, we
should recommend not so much NA has to be adopted at least by the team of a class as it is adopted by the
team of the whole school or nursery. The more the school staff will be involved, the more each teacher will be
supported and the more NA application will be effective and fulfilling;
Most of the involved teachers seem to have coped with NA application as if it was a new sport: in order to go
from the first tiring and painful stage to the one you can enjoy so much your muscular commitment, there is only
one recipe: working out endlessly… In other words, like in sports activities, NA application needs motivation, the
awareness that you can improve more and more through regular work-out until a fulfilling practice. We believe it
is this one the reason why in NA application working together with all the staff is so important: like in sports
activities improvement;
Some involved teacher highlights the importance to have a leader for this project, and maybe some mentors. To
be a leader of this project means supporting the team, arranging sharing of experiences and information, involving
parents and so on. Again, the previous metaphor about a new sport activity engagement is useful: the leader in
this case should be like a coach.

Speaking in general, further trying to adopt more effective tools (for example, to organize written documentation
directly on the field and not to postpone it), we can focus on the fact that teachers did not try to avoid problems, but
to take each of them from the correct side, the one containing solutions. For example, most of the teachers underline
the sense of surprise coming from the new way to observe children. “Surprise” is a powerful and contagious feeling:
the more the teachers felt surprised, the more the children were happy to explore and be adaptable to the context,
and the more the families felt something new and important was happening in their nursery or preschool. It seems
that the “surprise” feeling was also related to the awareness to have a deeper knowledge of each child: this was
especially true in nursery school, with very young and non-speaking children. In other words, constraints and troubles
felt during the first phase of the application of NA were rewarded by a closer knowledge of the children, the increasing
their well-being and an increasing sense of school community among the staff, children and families. This is the
meaning of the sentence: “to take each problem from the correct side, the one containing solutions”.
Other strategies were adopted. The main ones are the following:

After overcoming the initial difficulties, we can concentrate on the positive consequences of NA application for each
involved school.

2.4. What is the main added value introduced by the narrative approach for your colleagues
(and team), for children and their families?
Generally speaking, the involved teachers believe that the main added value of NA application was that the children –
each child – are (is) really at the centre of didactic planning and school setting up (even from a concrete point of
view).
Through NA application, children take an active role in didactic planning, their “voice” (also the ones’ still without
voice) is not only important but crucial; teachers are pushed to rearrange school spaces and time from the children’s
point of view, reducing a lot the footprint of adults’ organizational rationality.

Starting from these declarations, it sounds like there are no counterindications or side effects in the application of NA.
Will it be true?
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The use of spaces and materials is free: children have the possibility of modifying, interpreting, and reinventing
the given context;
Think outside of the box and let the mind travel freely. Forget the boundaries of expected results or finishing a
task in a certain time frame;
Having an open mind as a teacher, letting children lead the way and paying attention to details;
You can let the children discover a lot themselves and let them experience the world in their way;
Let the children play in their way and only observe this.

So, it seems that for our teachers, implementing NA, the following virtuous circle was working:

Facing the job of teaching with enthusiasm means emphasizing the aesthetic aspects instead of the ethical ones. In
accordance with our teachers, it means to consider learning as a pleasure and not as a duty and, as a consequence,
even teaching should be a pleasure and not a duty. More practically, it means, for example, arranging documentation
as an artistic product and not a formal report: documentation should have the role to enlighten pleasure, amusement,
and surprise for discoveries (both from the children and adults), narrative plot, emotions, and dreams. Good
documentation should support the desire to watch/read it many times, like a nice movie/book. Documentation should
not be a formal procedure, a bureaucratic duty, or a demanding and boring task. When we can document some
children’s amazing activities and discoveries, it is impossible not to feel enthusiastic.
In addition, taking the job of teaching with enthusiasm means considering the participatory observation of the children
by a teacher an educational intervention, maybe one of the most important, even though during the observation of
the children, it could seem the teacher is not doing anything for the children. Our teachers are aware that the act of
observing changes the ways of children’s actions and their desire to freely explore; in other words, observing children
with interest pushes them towards learning activities and, in addition, leaves them the freedom to choose what of
them to follow.
The last sentence brings us to the second “E”, Empowerment. Empowerment means to delegate or transfer power
from authority to its subordinates, in the case of schools from teachers to children. About it, our teachers propose the
following tips:

Agency promotion (the sense for the children to be able to actively change the world around), the highest level of
learning processes;
Advocacy function provision: to be sure that the children’s opinions and thoughts were taken into serious
account;

This is a very important added value since it is based on:

As a consequence, the respect for all the children’s rights at school becomes more likely to adopt NA. And we believe
that this goal is very important, even because NA application allows us to spread and share this goal with families; in
this way, the whole children’s quality of life can improve a lot.
Some teachers have reported that despite the troubles suffered during the first stage of NA application, when they
perceived increasing commitments and more work to do, in the end, they felt to work better and, why not, less than
before. Maybe the work is not objectively reduced: this could be a subjective consequence of a greater aesthetic
connotation of their work (we know aesthetic feeling reduces the sense of boredom and fatigue) and of the sense to
be more effective in their children’s education and to work in a more supportive staff.
Armed with this positive view of NA application, let’s move to arrange recommendations for other teaching teams
operating in the early education system that would like to adopt this new perspective.

2.5. What aspects/elements do you recommend to your colleagues who want to use the
narrative approach? What should they start from?
After reading the answers of the involved teachers to this question, we could summarize them in two keys words (that
we can name “2E-Rule”:

EE

EE

nthusiasm;
mpowerment.

We would like to end this chapter with the last tip from one of our
teachers:

“When you are engaged in an activity, I see the children
become happy and enthusiastic. And then I become happy
too. I go home with a good feeling as if I have received a
reward from the children. It makes it even easier to go to
work the next day with extra enthusiasm. So, my tip:
enthusiasm!”
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What have you enjoyed the most during the
implementation of the narrative approach in your school
thanks to the Narrate project?

What were the main challenges and difficulties in
implementing the narrative approach?

I found myself very comfortable during the observations of the
children, listening and recording the conversations they had
between them. To implement the narrative approach, we had to
narrow the scope of our intervention, focusing on a small
number of children, in a designed and limited space, in a more
intimate situation that was also pleasant for us teachers

The greatest difficulty in implementing the narrative approach was
that of not being able to predict, organize, and determine how and
when the trigger would appear and be found.

Our working method starts from the consideration of careful and
participatory observation as a tool to give value to what children
do spontaneously, to grasp the said and the unspoken, however
through the implementation of the narrative approach in the
nursery, it was possible to highlight how, even in the absence
of verbal language, children can sustain and carry out
spontaneous narratives: through gestures, looks, relationships,
proxemics of communication. It has allowed us to make even
more visible aspects that sometimes escape the unaware
eye: gesture, gaze, relationship, autonomous planning, curiosity,
etc. We have also rethought the method of documentation
and the spaces and methods of communication. In particular, it
emerged that documentation is a process that is built and
modified over time and that needs to be shared not only within
the working group but also with children and families. We
understood that it was not possible to document everything but
a selection of the fundamental aspects was necessary.

The main difficulty encountered was the choice of the track to
follow once we found ourselves in front of a crossroads. We
continued to observe and document all the stories of the children
but after a comparison with the pedagogical coordination, we
understood how it was not possible to follow them all but that it
was necessary to choose one and go in depth.

The possibility to get out of the box, to be guided by boys and
girls in their interests, to support spontaneous initiatives and
nurture their creativity

Probably the greatest difficulty was colliding with a classic
approach that is still very much in vogue in kindergarten, which
sees the need for some teachers to follow detailed programs, to have
children produce papers as if to "prove" that they have had some
experience, thus leaving little space and time for children's
curiosity and initiative.

During this journey, what in my opinion was the added value
was the work of intertwining the stories, the narrations of the
children and our being as educators next to them. We had
to observe not only the children but also and above all
ourselves, as educators, to analyse first of all our ability to
recognize and value narrative cues. Evaluate our ability to
support their paths of discovery and knowledge using different
methodologies and always putting their stories or the expression
of their thoughts in the foreground. Each of us has had the
opportunity to think carefully about how children's ideas can
and must influence our way of making proposals to children,
the choice of materials and the setting up of spaces, and also
how the children's stories can involve us and make us take less
structured points of view, closer to theirs

Going back to what is written above, the biggest challenge in my
opinion was to make our way of working with children even
more flexible, and adaptable not only to their times, but above all to
their interests, and to build effective documentation to give back
to families and in particular to children all the salient components of
the path carried out during the school year.

The narrative approach applied in our school, not only provided
us with various ideas for the definition of new pedagogical
projects but also allowed us to work in groups with greater
awareness and with an approach to a broader comparison
(thanks above all to that “extra” knowledge deriving from
the experiences lived in other European countries).

The main challenges and difficulties can be, in my opinion,
attributable to the "novelty" of the approach, especially in a
context such as a nursery. Initially, there were several doubts
about its application and the possibility of creating experiences
suitable for children (0-3 years) as well as pedagogical tools that
could be used adequately in the context.

3. 
More details for whom is interested: questions and answers of the focus group.
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I feel like I've learned a lot along the way. I have become
better at asking open-ended questions about the children's
creative work, which I am pleased about. The kids have taught
me a lot. Their joy around their stories is so much fun to share.
We in our group have changed our environment so that more
forms of expression have become available to the children.
Seeing and hearing their stories/imagination/written
language/play take shape and develop in the process.

Finding a trigger at the beginning, knowing what to start by
working

The project has contributed to us now opening our minds
further to our children in the department. We now have greater
insight that the children tell their story by talking without
words, and that the small body expressions in the movements
(the feeling that the music created) show us the child's state of
mind and own stories.

Low age when many of the children lack verbal language

I have learned about the narrative approach itself and
discovered new ways of teaching my group of children. I
enjoyed detecting children’s triggers and developing new fun
activities regarding children’s interests. 

In the beginning, it was all very new and confusing. It took me
some time to understand the concept of the narrative approach and
how it is core varies from my previous ways of teaching. It was
confusing to understand how should I consider each child´s
interest all at once when I have 24 children in my group. Now I
know that there is a way and finding triggers is fun! 

For me, the most interesting part was putting the children in
charge and letting them lead the way. Almost like being the
invisible support and seeing how far their fantasy can take
their story

In the beginning, the main challenge was finding the trigger and
how to properly document everything

Through the Narrate project, I have learned to go into more
detail when looking at the interests of the children, observing
their reactions, giving stronger attention to this and introducing
new materials. I involved the parents in the project and I was
surprised to hear how the children (re)experienced our
activities at home. It was a very useful way of working,
especially because we really started from the interests of the
children

I sometimes found it difficult to make the “narrative maps” and
to put the photos into collages. Rather, this had something to do
with lack of time: to sit and reflect on what you have just seen

I felt really comfortable with this approach. I was curious and
curious to see and discover the different reactions of the
children. I see that you can involve all children with this
approach. We choose open-ended materials as a trigger. Each
child used the materials in their way. In addition to observing
and occasionally offering an extra trigger, we could mainly
respond to what the children themselves were interested in.
Every child could participate. For the team, it was nice to
discover the imagination of the children. To observe and
elaborate on the children's stories and games

Sometimes it was difficult to observe each child sufficiently
deeply in a full group. It is easier if you focus on some children and
then observe some other children in the next activity. The narrative
report also takes some time. Sometimes it's hard to find time to
make this

Narrating felt to me like a very nice way of observing the
children in their play. I learned to look for the little moments of
luck in their play. To those moments when they were amazed
and when I was amazed myself. It gave me energy and it
made me happy

I've been through many projects, but the Narrate project was
even more interesting. In the beginning, as the French word
Naratif says, I thought to tell and create a story. And it is true on
the one hand, but it is even more, working from the eyes of
the children. The children make the story. I love to see the
children engaged in their activities. I think it's important to be
physically close, but also to be part of their game. But I also
learned here that everyone has their symbolic play

This was definitely a very good experience for me. I was very
involved in the project, which allowed me to get to know the
child much better. I learned to better discover the child's
interest

We were already well involved with activities before, but in a
less narrative way. After it became clear to us what the purpose of
Narrate was, we also understood how an activity can be even more
fun and interesting for a child
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What has helped you overcome these
challenges and difficulties?

What is the main added value introduced by the
narrative approach for your colleagues (and team),
for children and their families?

What aspects/elements do you recommend to
your colleagues that want to use the narrative
approach to start from?

It helped us to overcome the difficulty of
not being able to determine what and
when to identify the trigger: listening and
observing

The added value for the working group could be that of
sharing and practising exchanges between different
groups of children belonging to different classes to be
able to confront each other. reflect and deepen the
interests of the children themselves through reading
from different points of view. The children were thrilled
to see their thoughts and interests valued and also their
families because they recognized continuity and sharing
with the school

I believe that it is more productive and facilitating
for the teacher to use the narrative approach by
observing and listening to children when they
move in a context or situation in which they
recognize themselves, feel at ease and prefer to
others.

Starting from the observation of the
children, we shared the experiences lived
within the classroom in the working group
and this allowed us to highlight the
emerging track. Through the comparison,
reflections and ideas emerged on possible
relaunches to be proposed to allow
children to continue on the track of
interest. We, therefore, reflected on “what”
it was necessary to document and on
“how” to do it to make the narrative
processes visible and promote reflections
both in adults (educators/families) and in
children.

Participation in the "Narrate" project was a stimulus to
all the educators, generating reflections both within the
individual class and in the extended working group,
allowing them to restart and rethink despite the
isolation experienced following the organization in
bubbles provided for by the Covid anti-diffusion
legislation. In particular, it allowed us to reflect on how
to support and facilitate the spontaneous narrative
productions of children: preparation of narrative spaces,
attention and care of materials, and rethinking of the
language used and of the documentation. Through the
documentation (on the wall, narrating gates, digital
platform, etc.) the children's stories were shared with
the families and this generated a circularity of new
narratives and a greater awareness of children's play
planning. The rethinking of the documentation has
therefore constituted not only a tool to make learning
visible, but also a tool to facilitate them.

We believe that the fundamental element from
which to start is constant and participatory
observation that allows the educator to prepare
environments and play materials by creating an
adequate space that supports and respects the
spontaneous narratives of children. to place
oneself in a listening perspective to know and
understand the use made by children, of different
ages, of spaces and materials and consequently
to make changes. The use of spaces and
materials is free: children have the possibility of
modifying, interpreting, and reinventing the given
context while respecting the abilities and times of
each. Another aspect to be used in the
application of the narrative approach concerns
the documentation intended both as a tool to
make learning/stories visible, and consequently
to reflect on them, and as a tool to create a
circularity of new narratives (favoured by the daily
exchange and relationship with children and
families)

Let's say they are not completely outdated,
but certainly, the mediation between the
classic and the narrative approach was a
useful tool

Making children feel like protagonists of their learning,
which is also reflected within families through
manifestations of enthusiasm in participating in school
life

Starting from the small things, observing children
a lot, and being among them even in the
moments when it is usually more tempting to
look at them from afar, such as during their free
games or for example meals. That's where they
reveal their world

In both cases, it was essential to
implement teamwork among educators.
There were a lot of discussions, putting all
our skills on the field, sharing the various
points of view on the path of the children
in the nursery and also bringing, each
educator in his way, new perspectives on
our being with the children.

Comparing with the colleagues of the nursery school, it
turned out that the main added value is the fact that
the design starts from the interests expressed by the
children and their needs. It is a methodology that is not
descended from above but which is co-constructed
with children, starting with children. As far as children
and their families are concerned, the former certainly
feel they are protagonists of the life of the nursery and
of the experimentation proposals that are implemented,
they feel listened to and valued. In particular, even the
little ones perceive real attention to their "voice" within
the narration of the class group. Families can feel much
more involved in the life of the nursery and can have
the feeling that there is continuity and coherence
between the life of their children at home and that in
the nursery.

My advice is to start from the systematic
observation of children, not only during routine
moments or those of structured play but above
all during free play and to gather as much
information about their interests and their life
outside the nursery. It is also important to
actively listen to what children are able or trying
to communicate.

These obstacles were overcome thanks to
the "exercise" in applying the approach,
which received surprising responses from
children. It was precisely the initial
challenges that personally aroused great
curiosity in me and consequently the desire
to deepen this unknown and observe the
feedback coming from the children
themselves.

The main added value is certainly the new perspective
that the project has given us. New lenses to look at the
environment we live with children every day, the
experiences we offer but above all those that arise
spontaneously and how they are transformed on the
basis of their choices. Then, the attention to some
elements, including the most important of them, the
common thread that creates the narrative path between
the child (with his story), the others (educators and
children with their respective stories) and the
environment. In addition, the project also allowed us to
create moments of confrontation with parents and
therefore to involve families more in the life of the
nursery.

I advise my colleagues to start from a careful
observation of the experience in the "here and
now", in all its aspects, because every little
element, even the apparently most insignificant
one (whether it is a word spoken by a child, a
gesture, an expression) has a great value within
the narrative path that is coming to life at that
moment.
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I also learned to observe better and more
deeply. To put things on paper from that
observation: a, literally, visual story of the child.
Involving the parents in this was very interesting.
The parents were happy to experience that
attention we paid through a deeper observation of
their child, but also that in this way they get an
extra glimpse into life in our group.
  

I found it a bit of a search in the beginning because
it is important to get on the same page with your
colleagues. Reflecting on what Narrate is now and
what it means for yourself was important here. In
the first period, we were busy searching and
finetuning. But then we went deeper and deeper
into it. I felt excited about what I saw happening
with the kids and this continues to give me the extra
incentive to continue with Narrate activities

From this project, I assume that we can work
even more from the interests of the children.
The children, being very young, who come to us
often cannot speak yet, but in this way, they
indicate their needs and interests

I especially take into account that it is important to
sit down and observe from time to time. Take the
time and space to work with these observations. I
would also like to indicate that you should not give
a conclusion or interpretation too quickly, but
that you should look for different options. Children
can surprise you!

After several activities, you are so involved and
you learn to live in the fantasy of the children.
You learn to experiment with them. In turn, it
ensures that you get even more interested in
further discovering their world. A true circular
effect.

You can also plan many activities without
having to put in a lot of extra effort

When you are engaged in an activity, I see
the children become happy and
enthusiastic. And then I become happy too. I
go home with a good feeling as if I have
received a reward from the children. It makes
it even easier to go to work the next day with
extra enthusiasm. So my tip: enthusiasm!
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Thanks to Susanne and Lena having come extra
into the children's group and we have been able to
think together and do together. Wisdom together. I
have received a lot of help and inspiration to move
forward through the book Room for Learning, but
also education on aesthetic expression and also
the framework

Children's joy and participation, their development
in the process. That several children have overcome
some difficulties and challenges through
pleasurable learning

Having several modes of expression available
to the children, having an open mind,
listening and being curious about the
children. Then, you will go a long way!

hat we had access to mentors who helped us
interpret and show us how to document the
expressions. To follow the children and the learning
process and reflect on the framework of the
narrative approach. Support of colleagues.

That you have an idea of children's narrative
abilities/resources and how they can be expressed
without verbal words.

Music and aesthetic tools.

Mostly cooperate with my colleagues from my
kindergarten but also from partner schools.
Discussions and sharing of best practices have
helped me to understand and discover new ways
of teaching. I learned to re-evaluate my behaviour,
environment and my way of teaching. 

I think the most precious value is that the Narrative
Approach is very child-directed and gives each
child "a voice". Grownups around children learn
through the Narrative Approach the way of listening
to their children

Think outside of the box and let the mind
travel freely. Forget the boundaries of
expected results or finishing a task in a
certain time frame. Be present, be open and
just be there for your children. This is where
the true magic happens.

Mostly it was my colleagues and their support that
helped me to overcome all of the challenges and
difficulties. Sharing my thoughts with them,
brainstorming, asking for advice and reflecting
together.

It was interesting to see how a small trigger
influenced every child differently. Seeing their joy
and getting feedback from their parents and how
the story progressed from kindergarten to home

Having an open mind as a teacher, letting
children lead the way and paying attention to
details.

In the narrative approach, you don’t have to buy
extra materials. You must, above all, remain
fascinated by the interests of the children.
Reflection is important for this.

I would definitely recommend the narrative
approach to others. In terms of reports,
documentation, photos and collages, I think it
would be nice if someone can support you
with this

I would definitely recommend others to work
this way. It's an accessible way to work with.
You can let the children discover a lot
themselves and let them experience the world
in their way.
 I especially want to give a tip that you don't
always have to look too far to start. Let the
children play in their way and observe this.
From that observation, you will discover many
starting points.
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CHAPTER VI
Storytelling as a support of the Narrative Approach

implementation:
Towards stable collaboration between Preschools and local

Libraries

1. 
INTRODUCTION –  About Storytelling
Some readers remember the tenth rule of the Decalogue on the Narrative Approach implementation, described in
chapter 3, § 3.2.7. There, we reported the following:

“Appropriateness of storytelling. In
the Narrative Approach perspective,

storytelling is not an activity in
itself like it is in traditional

schooling, but an essential tool to
help children in their spontaneous

narrative explorations. We will
devote other parts of this handbook
to this topic and even parts inside
the other intellectual outputs. For
now, we would like to underline the

importance of making books
available to children that are
coherent with the narrative

experience they are carrying out”.
 

As we mentioned before, storytelling should not be an independent
activity, but one of the most important activities supporting the
Narrative approach implementation.
This entails many consequences; the first one is that storytelling is an
excellent way to provide new triggers for the children’s spontaneous
narrations and new scenarios for their narrative maps (see §§ 3.2.2
and 3.2.3. in the previous chapter 3).
Then, while traditional storytelling entails that an adult is behaving as
a story-teller of a book written by another adult who is its story-maker
(the author), and children with the essential (maybe, the only one) role
of story-listeners, the Narrative Approach perspective foresees
children have to be story-makers and story-tellers too.

Even considering some experiences reported in our Best Practices
described in chapter 4, we can summarize the rules that should lead the
use of storytelling in nurseries and preschools that want to apply the
Narrative Approach:

1.

2.

3.

R10

This does not mean that the Narrative Approach perspective bans children’s literature, not at all; it means that
using children’s books should be coherent with the children’s narrative interests, not in general, but related to
each specific group of children, following changes and development of this interests.
This perspective, as we mentioned in § 4.1.2. of the previous chapter 3, can promote both how to choose what
books to provide children and where to store them inside the classroom.
About how to choose children’s books and, generally speaking, how to improve storytelling skills both for children
and teachers, a stable relationship between nurseries/preschools and local (specialized) libraries is crucial.

4.

5.

6.

For these reasons, this chapter is mainly dedicated to describing some examples of stable collaboration between the
pre-school system and the local Libraries, provided by the partners, with an emphasis on how the collaboration can
also foster a more conscious use of storytelling within the preschool system. At the end of the paragraph, reference
will also be made to Intellectual Output n°3, as a methodology for transforming children's spontaneous narration into
children's literature products.

2. 
Short description of storytelling projects, based on stable collaboration between
the local preschool system and local Libraries.
Following, are four benchmarking projects, from the experience of the NARRATE project’s partners.

“We know today that reading develops the brain. It takes us to a new level of abstraction. Our children’s future will
test their ability to solve problems and conflicts, to think in new ways and understand people and cultures.”  (Quote
from the Swedish Academy of Children's Books)
Therefore, we see literature as a necessary, fun and meaningful part of children's days at preschool. Books help
children gain experiences, through books we can visit and experience places with the help of imagination. The whole
world is getting closer and helps us to broaden our thoughts and at the same time increase our vocabulary. We will
read many different types of books to the children at preschool, fairy tales, poetry, non-fiction books, and rhymes and
choose books that address people's similarities, and different dilemmas.

2.1. A project from Piteå (Sweden): “Good literature gives the child a place in the world and
the world a place in the child.”  (Astrid Lindgren, world-famous writer)
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We get continuous help to find books on the different topics that we are exploring and learning more about at
preschool. For example, if we work with the children's interests in spiders and insects, the library can collect books for
us that we can borrow.

Collaboration with library and librarian who is an expert in children's literature:

Book tips from librarian

The librarian is happy to come out to parent meetings and give lectures on the value of reading books to their
children, how language and concepts about the outside world increase. And that it is a way for parents and children
to spend valuable time together. 

Our librarian sometimes comes to show and talk about
new Swedish children's literature. She selects books that
address current themes in society, books that deal with
coming as a refugee, and what different families can look
like, with having two mothers or two fathers. Moreover,
how girls can be brave and strong, and boys can be
sensitive and fearful, namely, norm-critical books. We
buy books that the librarian has talked about. Of course,
we read these books to the children, but we also offer
the families to borrow the books. We create book bags

Families can borrow books and read to their children at home.

Children's own book recommendations
In collaboration with the families, the
children are tasked with each
selecting and bringing a book from
home or from the library that he or
she enjoys reading. In this way, the
children get to train themselves to
show and tell each other about their
favorite books. Teachers will help fill in
the children's story if necessary.
Overseeing this week's book tips is a
popular task, children long until it is
their turn to present a book.

Children's own book recommendations
To make it easier for the preschools in Piteå,
the library offers a service, the librarians drive
around the preschools with a book bus, a
mobile library. The children are looking
forward to when the book bus will arrive, and
they think it is fun to climb up in the bus and
choose books. 

Polyglutt 
We use the program Polyglutt. Polyglutt is an
app with books that we use to read together.
The books are projected and displayed on a
large movie screen. This makes it possible to
make reading visual for many children at the
same time. 

An example of how we work with children's books.
This example comes from Kullerbyttan's preschool in Piteå.
On this occasion, we read the book "The Story of Someone". The story is about Someone being inside a house, being
in different rooms and making a mess in the rooms. Someone has pulled a red thread from yarn, and we can follow
the thread through the story into different rooms. In the end, the red thread goes into a cabinet and who is hiding in
the cabinet? The children followed the story with great excitement and then we stopped the story for the children to
come up with an ending, who is hiding in the cabinet?
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The children work with clay or draw to tell who is hiding in the cabinet.

The children's different explanations for who Someone is.

"An ordinary thief was in
the cupboard. He likes to
steal and to create a
mess, thieves usually do.
His name is “Thiefies”, he
continues to hide in the
cabinet".

"It was a cat, but no ordinary cat, it
was a unicorn cat!"

We place great value on our collaboration with the city's library and our talented children's book librarian. We are also
proud of our Swedish children's book authors; every year fantastic new children's books are published that teach us
more about the world and each other. Literature has the aim to create a more peaceful world; literature creates
consensus between people. We have also had several interesting conversations with the teachers involved in this NA
project, where we talked about the impact of literature on children's upbringing and how literature unites us. We have
discovered that many books that have influenced and have significance for us are scattered in many countries and
shared globally. 

2.2. A project from Elmer (Belgium): “Elmer and cooperation with local libraries”
Elmer is a community-based preschool for children between 3 months and 3,5 years, with settings in 4 areas in
Brussels: Schaarbeek, Anderlecht, Molenbeek and Brussels Capital.
The population in the Elmer preschools is very diverse, and so is the staff. Many families have a migration background
or are recent newcomers. The mother tongue of many children is not the language of the school. Therefore, a priority
in the assignments of our work is stimulating language in general and early literacy in particular. 

Monthly visits of children (toddlers and eldest babies) to the library.
Library provides boxes in the Elmer nursery with books adapted to the age of our children.
Occasional visits to the library for artistic or musical activities for the youngest.
During neighbourhood walk with the parents, we visit also the library. The librarian gives information to the
parents about their way of working. They put emphasis on the youngest children and their speaking of foreign
language.
Yearly visit of parent group with their children to the library. The librarian gives a kamishibai-presentation
(Japanese storytelling). Parents can visit the library and they can become member.
Co-workers of the library come to read out for the toddlers in Elmer.
Parents receive a parcel of books for the youngest, in order to introduce books in the daily life of the children and
their families, as part of the campaign “Boekstart”.
The library provides books for a “cloackroom-library”, called Bib Biep; an accessible way of bringing books to
parents and their young children in the nursery.

The four branches of Elmer work out a relationship of cooperation with the local library. 
Activities are:
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2.3. A project from Tallinn Meelespea Kindergarten (Estonia): “our collaboration with local
libraries”
Tallinn Meelespea Kindergarten has 13 groups of children and is located at Haabersti district, Tallinn. The
kindergarten has worked for more than forty-five years, teaching and bringing up thousands of children. It is a
municipal kindergarten, teaching children aged 1.6 - 7 years. Now, 260 children are attending and pedagogical staff is
comprised of 32 people.

Children visiting local library to find out about traditional Estonians
Mardi Gras and its customs

Meelespea Kindergarten has co-operation experience with local libraries for years. All groups of children visit libraries
several times a year to have different subjects handled. 

The vision and mission of our kindergarten is, by co-operating with parents, to offer best conditions for development
by creating safe, creative, healthy and child-friendly environment for developing. Our values are respect, health, caring,
tolerance and creativity. All this is taught to children through our daily teaching activities. 

Visiting library for the first time

According to the topic of month week, teachers interact with libraries to find suitable events and find out if libraries
have to offer something suitable for the topic. Libraries often share their monthly newsletters, containing different
topical events. One example of recent library visit was, when children aged 4-5 visited a local library to find out about
traditional Estonians` Mardi Gras and its customs. 
“Bee Miti in Raamatutaru Kindergarten”. - Since 2018, we have been co-cooperating with Väike-Õismäe library,
which lends us different books. In every 2 months, books are brought to the kindergarten on subjects teachers have
asked for. Books are delivered in several big boxes and the whole pedagogical staff has great opportunity to take the
books to their premises.  
This action is great fun, since libraries have a selection of literature many times wider and more exciting than that in a
kindergarten. This is a good way to enrich the reading nests of groups with new and fresh creations. This has given a
start to two Narrative approach projects as an example of original childhood literature that earned great recognition
and positive feedback during the national over-Estonian competition of reading experience in reading nests. 

SIOSIKUTE EXAMPLE OF IO3  ORIGINAL CHILDHOOD LITERATURE



Lepatriinude example of IO3 original childhood
literature

Reading nests in the groups of  Sipsikud and Lepatriinud are reading nests that were born in cooperation with
children, teachers and parents, helping to stimulate children`s interest in reading. 
For example, the reading nest of Sipsikud is a special space where to read or look at books and play different board
games. The reading nest of Sipsikud has space for both – creative playing and self-expression.

In our daily teaching activities and free activities, there is a very important place for developing and promoting a
child`s creativity. 

Creative self-expression- exhibitions of children`s work in libraries. - Books have great importance in a child`s
development. Even looking at pictures in a book triggers a child`s creativity and created narratives are to be born. In
addition to that – listening to the story and later, interest in letters and reading, adds enormously to the child`s
creativity and self-expression. A child is able to express the story created in their head, both in a picture or a written
form. In cooperation with libraries, teachers and an art teacher, Tallinn Meelespea Kindergarten has participated in
several art exhibitions outside the kindergarten, as well. In addition to organizing exhibitions, every year groups are
taking part in drawing competitions organized by different libraries.

Children's art exhibition in local library

This is greatly supported by looking at book illustrations, listening to stories, and reading books. In addition to libraries
and parents, we have involved colleagues from other institutions in this process, sharing both experiences and good
examples with them. 
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2.4. A project from Imola (Italy): how many stories in our suitcase!

Not always, we take full advantage of the narration’s power; we often imprison it in some ritual moment during daily
school life or occasional conversations.

Words build reality (and sometimes make it better). Being able to build a narration about our life’s events can
protect us. Children as well have the same need, for example, when, in front of a new event, they ask us for telling it
more and more. If we are able enough to get the narration richer and richer in details and nuances, we could find out
the pleasure of storytelling and the therapeutic effect could have on them. About coming up with stories, again and
again, pay attention that there are “logic truths” as the ones in the news we hope they are, and “psychological
truths”, as the ones in fairy tales: both of them are true, but differently and they are different goals. 

An interwoven project. The previous teachers’ ideas were shared with practitioners of the local child Library, named
“Casa Piani”. It adheres to the Nation Program “Nati per Leggere” (“Born to Read”), promoted in 1999 by the
Paediatricians Culture Association, Child’s Health Centre NGO, and Italian Libraries Association. The main aim of this
program is to promote children’s love for books and reading as soon as possible, involving together Educational,
Social and Health Services dealing with children and families. (www.natiperleggere.it). In this way, the first stable
collaboration between municipal nurseries and preschools, and Casa Piani Library was born, involving teachers,
children and families in a long-term project.

Project into action. The library sets up some suitcases full of books. They are real “Mobile Libraries”. To choose
what books to choose, we adopt the following criteria:
For nurseries: Cardboard books; Illustrated books without text, not based on explicit stories (“silent books”, adapt to
promote spontaneous storytelling from the children); Black and White books, to better promote unexpected emotions
and dramatization; Bustling images (like Bruegel’s paintings), without text; Books with photos

“Among all the stories I read, the nicest are the ones someone has narrated to me”. A skilled narrator is
essential a person able to keep in mind together both themselves and the listener, while reading. When the latter is a
group, those stories maintain an intimate value but also s social one since they became part of the permanent cultural
heritage of the group. The children, members of the group, ask for narrating that story because it mirrors the group
itself, they use its contents both during group playing and inside their reflections, changing its plot based on their
needs. Overall, they put and integrate it inside the already active and free narrative maps characterizing that group.
True narration is a democracy exercise too. If teachers respect children, they will resist to temptation to give a story
some moral or standard teaching meaning. On the contrary, they will invite children to explore new and unexpected
meanings, endlessly.

Objectives of the project. Promoting reading and narration in nurseries and preschools, following the principles
reported above, and involving both teachers and librarians. Involving families towards a better awareness of the
importance of narration for the children’s development, and its use on daily basis. Improving and spreading the
implementation of the Narrative Approach in nurseries and preschools, through several tools: storytelling, description
of pictures, and conversation enhancement among children.

For preschools: Similar to the previous, except for the simplest ones. In addition, books with stories related to possible
experiences of these children: emotions, relationships, conflicts, discoveries, and so on.

Training provision: We also realized specific and well-appreciated training for teachers and educators held by the
most expert librarians.

Expected results for the Library: to get new customers, thanks to a large number of the involved families, both to
rent books, and to participate in the workshops the library provides. In addition, librarians can know better the life and
atmosphere of nurseries and preschools, and the children’s development steps.

Expected results for Nurseries and preschools: to have a new big provision of books; the idea of “Itinerant
libraries” is fascinating for children, creating expectations and desires; teachers and educators can learn new
storytelling skills.
Amazing, unexpected insights: this kind of storytelling can support children’s spontaneous narration.
This story comes from Fontanelle Nursery School (children from 5 months to 3 years: the most involved children are
18 months or more).
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“I have nothing to teach. I
only want children to have
fun. But getting amused

through my stories,
children learn the most
important thing: being
eager to read” (Roald

Dahl)

HOW MANY STORIES ARE
IN MY SUITCASE!

Casa Piani Library brought us a suitcase full of books…
… so we can start reading immediately.

Here, children can freely choose
books, look through them, share
them with mates…

Then, educators set up our
“Bubble-libraries”, a small library
in a corner of every classroom, to
store the new books.

Educators take notes of the spontaneous children’s words and conversations about books they are pretending to
read. Something new, unexpected and astonishing happens children give titles to the books on their own!

Sara: “About the wolf”.
Original title: “Through the window”

Youssef: “The cake’s book”
Original title: “It’s my birthday”

Filippo: “The cookie”
Original title: “All the world’s kisses”
Arianna: “A little ball”
Original title: “Holes”
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We educators got at once aware that the children needed to give to the books different meanings of the ones the
authors (adults) thought for them…. It was clear that the authors, through the title, tried to orient children towards
specific meanings and experiences. The title could seem irrelevant thing, but it influences children and lowers their
freedom to explore a book. First rule: an author should avoid giving a title to their book! Let’s leave to children
this task!
Here, children can freely choose books, look through them, share them with mates…
With this confidence, we are going to explore deeper, asking children for more interpretations.

Aaron: “A Bear”
Original title: “All the world’s kisses”

Filippo: “Colours”
Original title: “Red like…”

Sofia: “The little girl”
Original title: “it’s my birthday”

This book can really do everything!

Arianna: “Mmmh, Rain “putting the
book on her head); I love this play”
Original title: “This book can do
everything”

Moreover, we shared ongoing documentation
with parents; they looked very surprised and
amazed. Their desire to be involved in reading
with their children is getting increasingly more
and more.

In attachment n°1, it is possible to find some annotated bibliographies in children's literature, provided by the project
partners in agreement with the local libraries: it is an example of how to organize this literature to make it more usable
by teachers , in accordance with the idea of using storytelling to support the spontaneous narrations of children, as
the Narrative Approach requires.

Final note: we arrange the same meaning’s exploration in preschools. We ask the older children to provide a personal
review of the books they read, collecting many spontaneous and unexpected points of view, which no adult could
have given.. Very interesting!

3.
CHILDREN’S LITERATURE DIRECTLY FROM THE CHILDREN: A SHORT REFERENCE TO THE
IO N.3
We hope our readers have appreciated so far that the Narrative Approach basically means respecting the children’s
attitude to narrate their experience and their learning processes based on it. A further step in this perspective is to
transform this spontaneous narration into narrative products that could be available from now on for all children,
attending the same school, but not only.
We already mentioned that, in the Narrative Approach implementation, in addition to respecting the children’s
interests, we should pay attention to:
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Support children’s narration, enhancing the potential triggers that can arise during narrative processes, namely,
drawing children’s attention to some details present in their narration that can work as many new opportunities to
expand and enrich it (chapters 3 and 4);
Suggest new triggers to children through appropriate storytelling, as mentioned in this chapter.

For this reason, our project foresees the arrangement of eight products for children’s literacy, starting from children’s
narration. This is our Intellectual output (IO) n°3.
In IO3, you can find these eight products and, on the website of the project (www.narrate-project.eu) a description of
the methodology we have used to get this result. We strongly recommend following this idea; our methodology is only
an example, you can come up with other possibilities, but the most important thing to keep in mind is the meaning to
give a permanent value to some spontaneous children’s experiences.

In Annex n°2, readers can find the tutorial to realize similar narrative products.

Consequently, why not consider children’s narrative experiences as the base of narrative products? Why shouldn’t
children be as skilled as adults should in producing books for themselves if we give them the right help with technical
issues?

You should consider the positive impact that these kinds of tools could have on the children having produced them.
But you should consider as well the impact that they will have on the new children who will attend your school in the
future when you will tell them: “these books are a gift from our mates of the past before leaving towards a different
school: now, we could read/watch them and try to do the same if you want!”
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CHAPTER VII
How to evaluate the Narrative Approach: towards

intellectual output n°2

The constant cross-reference between the two intellectual outputs is therefore a strength point of the entire project.

Each innovative project develops along two parallel paths.
The first path starts with an in-depth examination of the initial idea, firstly by documenting how the idea finds support
in the literature on the subject, highlighting the themes that represent the idea's scaffolding. After this first phase, the
time for the operational phase begins. Making an idea operational is never a simple matter, but it is easier to do so
when the first phase of the theoretical investigation has been shared, discussed and revised with the contribution of
all those involved in the project.
Putting an idea into practice is the most engaging and creative phase of any innovative project because it is the result
of the joint work of all the participants, who by achieving the objectives contribute to enriching the shared knowledge
on a particular topic. 
The summary of all these multi-voice activities is never able to fully represent the socio-cognitive depth of what has
been done but only succeeds in documenting the progress of the common work, through the systematisation of the
elements considered crucial to maintaining adherence to the initial idea, elaborated and transformed into concrete
activities.
This result is presented in the Intellectual Output 1, (IO1) a working tool representing the framework within which the
innovation project is embedded. A systematically pursued objective is to make the entire process comprehensible to
all those who did not actively participate in the project. In fact, each operational proposal in IO1 finds its reference in
the theoretical framework, references to the idea's scaffolding accompany reading, understanding and reflection in
each chapter, in order to continuously highlight the links between the contents and between these and the initial
theory
Understandable, operational and replicable are the three adjectives that best describe IO1. 
The parallel path to IO1 concerns Intellectual output 2 (IO2), called SAMIA-Toolbox.
This is a set of operational tools, designed and constructed to accompany the implementation of the Narrative
Approach in 0/6 services, interested in the topic.
Almost every methodological aspect described in chapters 3 and 4 of this manual has been accompanied by some
evaluation tools, specifically implemented within the present NARRATE project. This is to offer effective support and a
continuous possibility of verifying the consistency between what has been achieved in practice by those who intend
to apply the method, and what has been established in the methodological approach that we have proposed here.
These are indispensable moments of reflection, through which it is possible to monitor in progress the following
aspects:
-Coherence between actions indicated in the project and their implementation.
-Coherence between the activities realised/being realised and the best practices illustrated in IO1.
-Highlighting of possible problematic elements, e.g. linked to the functioning of 0/6 services in the different European
countries.
-Solutions adopted to maintain coherence with the project objectives.
Functional, practical, and adaptable are the three adjectives that best describe IO2.
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AFTERWORD
Final suggestions for future projects

The project centred on the Narrative Approach implementation allowed the participants to reflect on the daily
organisation of the involved ECEC services, which belong to the municipalities of Imola (Italy), Pitea (Sweden), and
Tallinn (Estonian) and the Elmer School (Belgium).
Despite the differences that characterise the various educational systems, a common objective for all participants was
the creation of environments capable of fostering the development, learning and socialisation of pupils. Starting from
this shared goal, the project succeeded in outlining an educational pathway that places the children's spontaneous
narratives at the centre of the work, both as a creative and argumentative activity. To foster this narrative
construction, which is often multi-voiced and can be temporarily abandoned only to be resumed later on, reflection
touched on the one hand on the relationship between teachers and pupils and on the other on the organisation of the
educational setting.
The first requirement of the Narrative Approach is the adult's ability to interact with children in a communicative
manner aimed at fostering the pupils' agency, their attitude in “taking the floor”, their ability to construct stories from
objects, events and thoughts, their interest in constructing new forms of interaction and new stories together.
The second requirement of the narrative approach is the teacher's ability to maintain the necessary flexibility to
always provide new stimuli for the children's narrative, as well as to be able to change the organisation of spaces
whenever the construction of stories requires it.
In the context of the project, the role of children's books is to provide a bridge between children's spontaneous
narratives and the narratives constructed by others, thus pushing children towards decentralising their points of view.
Producing stories and understanding stories are, in development and learning paths, the two skills that will lead in
later years to the production of written texts and the acquisition of reading. 
The potential of the project idea also lies in the proposal for a collective and systematic reflection on what is already
happening daily in many pre-schools, to see innovation not only as the adherence to new proposals, but first and
foremost as the ability of the school practitioners to identify the strong points, and also the points of excellence, of
their work, to share them with other colleagues and to implement actions to improve the elements that are on the
contrary considered weaker.
Thinking about what could be the next stage for future development, the first suggestion arising from the project
implementation is to arrange a more specific distinction between Method and Methodology. The Methodology takes
into account the content of the proposals made to the children that can and must vary concerning the group of pupils
and also concerning the ideas that at a particular moment and place are important from an educational and cultural
point of view. Instead, the Method is about something concerning how to identify processes, resources and problems,
how to implement or provide answers to the problems, how to train professionals and to build specific tools; in this
sense, Method has to be considered something stable over time and all over the space.
The second suggestion drawn from the project concerns the attention to be paid to the nature of the interactions that
take place in educational environments, which can be schematised in a triadic relationship among adults, children and
objects. The shift from a dyadic interpretation of interactions (I and the other) to a triadic interpretation (I, the other
and the activity carried out with objects) helps to understand the importance of activities carried out together and
how, by working on the quality of these activities, development, learning and socialisation can be constantly fostered.
Last but not least, further projects could explore how the objects made available to children can construct a system of
shared rules (the canonical rules of use and alternative usages) on which to build experiences of mutual acceptance
and tolerance.
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ANNEXES

These tools can simplify the teachers’ work and, at the same time, enhance a stable collaboration between preschools
and local libraries, because they usually know the existence of these kinds of tools and their updating; without
forgetting the preschools and local libraries can collaborate to realize some self-produced REASONABLE
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CHILD’S LITERATURE, in accordance with their goals and preferences.

Following, readers can find some examples of reasonable bibliography on child’s literature available in Italy, Belgium,
Estonia and Sweden. As we mentioned in chapter 6 “Storytelling as a support of the Narrative Approach
implementation: Towards stable collaboration between Preschools and local Libraries”, storytelling is one of the most
important tools supporting the implementation of the Narrative Approach ibn Early Education.
But, how can teachers navigate through the huge availability of children books, in order to make aware and effective
choices? Thinking about that, we discovered that in each Country some tools for it already exists: bibliographies set
up on specific criteria, namely, not only organized for different topics, ages, development stages and so forth, but also
considering the quality of the editing products.

ANNEX I
Examples of reasonable bibliography on child’s literature available in the four
Countries represented in the NARRATE partnership
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ANNEX II
Stories from children to children
The making of a story book from children for children

In this “making of” we share our ways to develop
these illustrated poems. 

While observing young children play, each spectator
interprets the playing in his own way, using his own
frame of reference. Young children can’t explain yet
what they’re playing. Still, we liked to gather and
share some of their narrative stories in a book. To
avoid putting words into children’s mouths, we’ve
chosen illustrated poems to describe the children’s
play. 
By using poetry, the reader gives meaning and
interpretation to the words, like teachers and parents
interpret the narrative story of the children. 
Each poem is illustrated by a ‘homemade’ visual,
produced either by the children (4-6 years)
themselves, or, for the youngest children (1-3 years),
by teachers and parents, derived from the
documented narrative story. 

Step 1:
 Document the narrative story (at least 4 parts) - see handbook Narrate

Document the children’s narrative story by filming and taking pictures
-Divide the narrative story into 4 interesting parts
-Choose what video to use for the story
In case the narrative story was very short:
Continue/expand your narrative approach for at least 4 sessions in total
-Observe what the children are interested in / triggered by.
-Document this playing by video and photographs.
In case you could not document the first activity/interest, relaunch the interest by re-using what triggered the
children. (object, music, movement, image, temperature…)
-Observe closely, watch the video, exchange with colleagues about the playing, show the video to the parents or
older children to truly understand the child’s playing.
-Continue/ relaunch the activity until you have a sequel of 4 parts/sessions. Make sure to document each part of
the narrative story.

Step 2:
Gather information (when working with young children that don’t talk yet)
During the narrative story:

-What is s.he playing?
-Why does s.he does this?

Ask older children about the younger ones (in case the younger can’t talk yet)

After the narrative story:

-Do you recognize this play?
-Can you tell us more about it?

Show photos and videos to the parents of the children involved

Step 3:
Prepare pictures

Select a few pictures depicting each part of the narrative story
Print the pictures (e.g. size A5)

Step 4:
Discuss each part of the sequel

Watch the video you’ve selected from the narrative story
Share the information you’ve gathered already (step 2)
Discuss with colleagues / parents and write down 
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WHAT DO YOU SEE? WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

Children go in and out the cardboard box
Children close the box from the outside
Child tries to close the box from the inside
Child takes a blanket inside the box
...

Children use the box as a tunnel
Children play hide and seek
Children create their tiny house
…

1
keywords

2
describe

3
colors

4 
alliterations

5
rhyme

‘gone’
cardboard box
in - out
open - close
blanket
cozy 
house
…

Can’t see him
anymore

brown
pink(c)astle

sounds
aïe aïe
broom

box
beyond
bottle brown box
bring

Close, rose, dose,
hose, brose 
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-What do you see?
-What you think/believe/presume the children were playing/interested in?
Organize the answers in a table
Make sure you cover 4 sequels of the narrative play

Example:

Step 5:
Look at poems

Gather a few illustrated poems; chose poems with short combinations of words, not full sentences (combinations
of words, more than full sentences, better reflect the children’s playing + the teacher’s interpretation + leaves
room for interpretation by the reader)
Hang the poems on a window or spread out on a table
Give time for the participants to read different poems in order to get more familiar with this way of expression and
to get inspired
Pay attention to both text and illustration

Step 6:
Gather words for each part of the sequel

Make a table of 5 columns on a big paper.
Each column gathers a different type of words, described in the tasks below.

"keywords"

what you’ve written down in the ‘What I see/think’- table
the words the children used 
the triggers you’ve observed/used

In the first column, write down about 20 keywords you associate with the narrative play you’ve watched. Think about
different types of words: verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs. It can also be short descriptions of 2-3 words, but no
sentences.
Be inspired by 

Make sure you cover the whole sequel of narrative play. (min. 4 parts)
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"describe"
Describe words like sad, joy, play … in a more precise way: ‘doesn’t want to get up’, ‘drives the car around’, ‘laughs
out loud’, ‘runs towards friends’…
Write them down in the second column

Read the words you’ve written down aloud. Think of colors you associate with the story / the list of words / objects
from the story. The colors can be invented / derived from / combined with words that have been written down. Write
them down in the third column.
*According to your preference or to what matches the story, you can also replace by / add: taste, feelings, smell,
structure, numbers, shape … 

"colors"

"sounds"
Did the children make any sounds while playing? (onomatopoeia)
What sounds do you associate with the playing?

Still in the third column, underneath the colors, write down a few sounds

From all words you’ve written down so far, select 4 words you think are most meaningful to describe the playing.
Circle these words.
For each of these 4 words, think of another 4 words that start with the same letter or sound. (alliteration) E.g. soap –
slippery soap, stubborn soap, sliding soap, stinky soap
Write down 4x4 alliterations in the fourth column.

"alliteration"

From all words you’ve written down so far, select 4 words you think are most meaningful to describe the playing.
Circle these words.
For each of these 4 words, think of another 4 words that start with the same letter or sound. (alliteration) E.g. soap –
slippery soap, stubborn soap, sliding soap, stinky soap
Write down 4x4 alliterations in the fourth column.

"rhyme"

Step 7:
Combine words

Take a blank paper next to your table from the previous tasks.
Make meaningful combinations of the words you’ve written down:

Don’t start writing sentences! 
And in case they’ve been already written down, oblige yourself to continue the exercise to improve the original text
you’ve written.

E.g. smashing slippery soap, white bubbles balancing, round faces, squared boxes, …
You can decide to divide the group into 2 or 4 subgroups, so that every person/subgroup works on one or 2 stanza/
sequels. In the end, you can bring all together and you’ve written a poem!

Step 8:
Write a poem

Switch your word combinations into a logic order
Add single words / sounds in between

Add content to your meaningful combination of words

Write and rewrite
Combine, add, change, leave out …
Reorganize once more

Take another blank paper. Your meaningful combinations of words are your starting point. Leave blank between every
line you write, so that you can still add more words / lines in between.

(not necessary to combine with words, it can be a separate line of the poem)

(not necessary to make full sentences)

(the order possibly changes several times)

Step 9:
CELEBRATE!
Read your poem a few times aloud.
Once you’re happy with the result, you can celebrate and combine with the illustration you’ve created with each part
of the sequel.
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Video!
Pens
Big paper, divided into 5 columns
Extra blank paper

LIST OF MATERIALS

How to illustrate the narrative poem – for the youngest children

Step 1: 
choose a picture
Look at the pictures of the narrative play. Choose a picture for each of the 4 sequels. Considers what depicts the
story best.

Step 2: 
draw

You can overdraw the full picture
You can choose to overdraw just the parts you would like to use
You can separate background from foreground and change the positioning
You can leave information from the picture out of the illustration (toys, children, background…)
You can put parts of the image on a different place in your illustration
You can separate or enlarge a detail of the illustration to use as an extra illustration
...

Put a blank paper on top of your photograph and hold both papers to the window. Overdraw the main lines you want
to use in your illustration with a pencil:

Step 3: 
Color

Pencils
Crayon
Paint
Magazine / wrapping paper (collage)
…

If necessary, you can glue your drawing on thicker paper.
 For coloring, you use your preferred materials:

Make sure to push hard while coloring with pencil or crayon.
At the end, you can choose where to pass with your black fine liner.
 ! Careful, the fine liner does not like crayon! If they touch, the fine liner becomes useless.

Step 4: 
combine with the poem

Does the text need a particular lay-out? 
Where will you put text and illustration? 
Do you want to repeat a detail of the illustration elsewhere on the page?

Read the poem of your colleagues and show them your illustration. Discuss:

Enjoy the final touch and celebrate when you’re happy with the result!

Photographs! (printed)
Coloring pencils, crayons
Scissors
Rulers 
Pencils, rubbers

LIST OF MATERIALS
Black fine liner pen (0,4mm)
Glue stick
Magazine paper
Thick paper A4
Blank white paper 
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One image at a time 

Some children have written some of the text themselves for the story, but we teachers have written down what the
children have told on the various occasions and gathered the text into a longer narrative. During this work, we saw
how the children's interest in the written language also increased and their willingness to write and produce written
words themselves. 

The children worked with one image and one sequence of events at a time. Sometimes the child continued a picture
that had not been finished since the last time. We offered several opportunities for this creation until they thought
they had created/finished painting for their stories. 

Original stories become side stories 
The children were so fond of the characters they had illustrated and wanted to play with them. We copied these and
laminated them so that they could be a part of the children's playing and constructions. Many new stories were born
thanks to these characters.

Asking productive questions 
We didn't want to influence the children's creation of their stories, but sometimes we asked questions to make a story
with coherence between the images in the story. We also wanted to bring in poetic elements such as sounds,
descriptions of how the characters in the story felt, or how the food tasted, or how something smelled. We also
borrowed poetry books from the library to be inspired what poetry can be. One child also wanted to strengthen the
story with real sounds. We solved this by recording the sounds and putting this as a QR code into the story. 

Interest in the written language

SOME EXAMPLES OF THE CREATION PROCESS

“Bird in danger” and “The four princesses at Rapunzel’s party”- Sweden
When we worked in the Mamma Mia Pizzeria project, we asked the children who they would like to invite to dinner.
The children began to talk about who they wanted to offer a party and what pastries or food they wanted their guests
to have. We teachers asked the children if they would like to create a story or a kind of cookbook where they could
draw, paint, and tell. It became the starting point for the children's own stories for a storybook. 
Selection of material from the teachers
We bought black waterproof felt-tip pens so that the children could first draw and then
color with watercolor. Children like to use water paint and mix to different shades. We
noticed that the children put a lot of effort into choosing colors, one girl chose to paint
most of it in pink. They drew details and decorative elements. The atmosphere in the
room was cheerful and lively. The children talked to each other while drawing. They
listened with great interest to each other's stories and looked at each other's
illustrations. They were really interested in the work of their friends.

Then it was time to tell and show the stories to the preschool friends (who are a little
younger). The children wanted help from the teacher to read out the content, so we
helped each other. The audience listened with great interest and was captivated by
the content of the stories. We clearly see that the children's way of telling and
expressing themselves with these stories captivates other children. 

We meet again 
The children's stories were just finished when it was time for summer vacation. We
saved the stories at the preschool. When the autumn semester started up, these
children had started preschool class at school. We invited them to the preschool
again so they could meet old friends and tell them their stories. Before it was time to
read their stories for the friends. We read them together and heard if they wanted to
make any changes to the story. The children changed some things and came up with
the titles of the stories, “A bird in danger” and “The story about the princess”

We educators asked the question to the "authors": 
Are the stories finished or can they have a continuation? 
No, they should have a continuation, the “authors” reply. 
But we can get them ready! the children who have listened to the stories respond. 
We see it as a great opportunity to construct new stories that can become continuations of the
original stories. 

"It may have a continuation of what happens when the bird comes home from the hospital.” 

A new story has started 
We provide opportunities for the children to continue the original stories that have been
created. A teacher reads out the story "Bird in Danger". We ask the children the question again: 
-Is the story over? Or could it have a continuation?
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It is for us the first time that we have worked with children's stories in this way but certainly not the last. We see that
the children are involved with great interest and pride in their stories. We see great opportunities in using children's
individual stories to create a mix of different stories that can create a diversity of more a different way of telling.

The children were given paper and pens to draw and tell what happens in the story.
“The mother is waiting at home and says hello when the bird came home. They played on the mat which then started
spinning but everyone could stay put because they were heavy. After the game, they went to the table and ate
cookies”. 
It is for us the first time that we have worked with children's stories in this way but certainly not the last. 

Airplane story - Estonia
The children played freely. One boy came up with an airplane
game and directed others to play it. I filmed them playing and
another teacher took photos.
The next day we watched this movie together with the children.
A couple of kids laughed. When I wrote the poem, I used the
sentences the children said while watching the movie.
I asked the children what sentences we could write at the
beginning of the poem. A girl said two sentences and a boy said
two more sentences.
This is how the poem that we wrote down came into being.
I printed out two photos. The children copied the photo on paper and coloured it. We analyzed the content of the
poem and the children suggested what other things could be drawn to illustrate the poem. The children drew
airplanes, clouds, rainbows and birds.

Sea adventure of ladybirds - Estonia
One week, in our group of Lepatriinud (“Ladybirds”) we had a topic of sea
creatures and sea vehicles - everything connected with the sea.  Of big Lego
blocks, children had an idea to build  a passenger ship with a dining area.
And they had other ideas, as well, and that drove teachers to record
everything by taking photographs and shooting videos. This game developed
on, and then a new character was added - an evil shark starting to harass
the crew of the ship... and there came the next great idea - quickly building
another ship for rescue and one could see that children helped each other
(swimming across the "sea"). It was great to observe how children`s
vocabulary developed, according to the topic. After the game, we all watched
the video together and while discussing it, a small fairy tale grew out of that. 

This was followed by an idea to draw a picture together about the sea adventure. And as each child tried to put
themselves into the character`s shoes,  verbal comments were added to each character and the teachers recorded
them. So, our mutual comic book "Sea adventure" was ready. Originally it was a poem, as children observed that
some words rhymed and with the help of teachers, this fun poem was ready. When listening to it, children were
drawing bigger pictures based on all four passages.

Red Riding Hood at school - Italy
Teacher: “I'm going to get something...” (mystery). The children remain silent...
they whisper. “In this little box is something precious...”
Child: “The photos!!!”
Teacher: “The cameras”
Child: “Look at them”
Teacher: “Why do we take pictures?”

Children: “Also to the little sisters”, “also to mums and dads”, “grandparents and
uncles”. “Because otherwise they forget.”

Children: “To see beautiful things”, “because you like something”, “because we
want to see smiles”, “when we do birthdays”, “like videos...I make them”, “you
don't play with it (with the f. machine) or else it falls down”, “even when we 
make biscuits”.Teacher: “With photos we can tell things.”

Teacher: “How about now a little at a time you take your camera and take some photos? You can go and take them
wherever you want, inside or outside. Maybe think about why you choose to take a photo there and then tell us
about it!"

He goes out and tries again: "I photographed my feet and my trousers". Another takes a photo
of the garden. "I did that too!",  "If you open here it opens" (he is studying the instrument). "a

kitchen because I liked it" 

One points to their monster photos. Some go outside and start taking pictures. Another child
photographs his companions and his shadow; one did not photograph anything.
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All took photos.
Together with the teacher they look at the photos they have taken, the teacher then prompts them to invent a story
from looking at the photos.
A child proposed "Little Red Riding Hood!"
Teacher: "Let's try telling Little Red Riding Hood but in a different way..."

This is how the story came about in the Sante Zennaro municipal kindergarten. The
children started to tell their story. Then we created a book with the pictures and the
story so that they could leaf through it freely. We then decided to represent the story
with the children so that their story would have their drawings.
Little Red Riding Hood takes a wrong turn one day and arrives at our school. Here he
meets Haron and Lorenzo on the slide who are putting on their shoes... They say "Hi!" to
each other. They also say that they are friends and that they are happy! 
Afterwards they go to play in the park, and then Little Red Riding Hood wants to play in
Vittoria's kitchen. Vittoria gives her permission and together they prepare spaghetti with
ketchup for Haron and Lorenzo. Little Red Riding Hood, Haron and Lorenzo have gone to
play in the little house and to rest.

When they wake up they find Cecilia taking pictures of her feet and legs. Cecilia gives
her a kiss and cuddles her. Inside the school Little Red Riding Hood sees monsters
and gets scared!!!
There is also a witch!!! Little Red Riding Hood gives Haron and Lorenzo his hand and
they run away together into the woods. The witch chases them because she has her
broomstick and casts a spell to turn them into frogs. Near the tree the frogs find the
potions to become normal children again. Then they take the potion and give it to
the witch to drink and do to her what she did to them: they turn her into a cat. After
this adventure, Little Red Riding Hood, dead tired, goes to school to rest with the
turtles.

The Vegetapple Garden - Belgium
Elmer West is located next to a social economy organisation with an urban farming
project. We have easy access to and are always welcome to visit ‘La Petite Senne’,
a big organic vegetable garden that lies next to our service’s backyard. At the very
back of this vegetable garden, there’s a compost heap. Since we have a lot of fruit
peels on the daily, each group has small green buckets that the kids can use to
carry the fruit peels to the compost heap themselves.
We try to go out to the garden with two or three kids every day, their buckets filled
with peels from apples, pears, oranges … One day, we spotted a neighborhood cat
whom the children were very excited about. Ever since, we’ve encountered the cat
on multiple occasions and the kids look for it when it’s not there. Just like the fruit
peels and the vegetable garden, the cat became a big part of our narrative story.
In autumn, the kids were also very fascinated by the brown leaves on the
ground. They loved stepping on them, hearing them crunch underneath
their rain boots. More often than not, it was difficult to get them away from
the leaves. So we decided to return to the garden with empty buckets and
fill them with leaves. Once inside, we spread them out on the table and
found … a snail on top of one of them! Another animal that would come to
play an essential role in the story. After looking at the snail and seeing it’s
slippery tracks, we decided to put some paint on the leaves to recreate the
slimy feeling of the snail.

Lights off, darkness on - Belgium

After this series of narrative activities, we sat together with the daycare workers to create a
poem. Since our children are between the ages of three and thirty months old, a lot of them don’t
speak yet or are unable to tell coherent stories. 

After their nap, the toddlers were playing with the light switch: on-off-on-off. We noticed how
much fun they were having, so got a string of lights for them to play with. Coincidentally, the
hangers on one of the strings had the form of different fruits. 
We then proceeded to experiment with a light box and flashlights in combination with both real
fruit and laminated drawings of fruit. The kids shone their torches into the holes of their wooden
cube chairs, so we decided to put the fruits underneath them. They continued to look for the
‘hidden’ pieces of fruit with their flashlights.
We often visit the weekly fruit and vegetable market on the nearby town square. This time, we
took some of the flashlights with us. The children spontaneously used their flashlights to shine
into the stacked crates to look for fruit. Amazing!
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Our version of their story is always an interpretation, so poetry seemed like a nice form of storytelling to us. The
reader can then reinterpret the poem themselves, just like the childcare workers interpreted it for the children. We
looked for words, sounds and combinations to express concisely what fascinated the children. During the whole
process, we took a lot of photos, which we matched up with each stanza.
The creation of the poems became an intense and collegial moment to process our daily activities. Writing poetry was
completely new to us, and we needed each other to come up with the right words and associations. We exceeded our
own expectations and became very proud of what we had written together while looking through the eyes of ‘our’
children.
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